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ABSTRACT

The software product is designed to be used as a tutorial tool for Csci 500,Csci

505,and Csci 600 courses,in which it simulates 2 parts ofComputation theories; one is
Finite Automata,the other one is Turing Machine.The propose ofthis software is to let

students define the computation theory by the way ofusing Graphic User Interface(GUI).

Using Draw & Drop to design the user's own algorithm,there is no need to input
from keyboard for the user to manipulate SimTM system. All flmctions are well defined
to help students to achieve the goal. It does not need to memorize all the flow control

procedures to execute the program.Itjust follows the rules by the conventional method of
using paper and pencil. A user can examine the behalves ofthe finite automata or the
Turing machine at any time; addition, modification, movement,and deletion.

The system will work as follows. The student will be guided through an

operational guide area(located at the bottom ofthe screen). To operate the system only
use the mouse left button and mouse right button. Right button is to activate the menu.
Left button is to do a decision.

The system is made for the student easy to use by user fidendly interface. A help
window will pop out when the student chooses the help in the menu.Different help will
display the different content according to the different screen section. And the flow of
help is independent. The help window will not affect the execution flow control. After

close the help window,the system will come back to the previous point.
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CHAPTER 1 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

1.1 Product Overview and Summary

This specification is the description ofsoftware requirements and the necessities

for building the SimTM system. The software productis designed to be used as a tutorial

tool for Csci 500,Csci 505,and Csci 600 courses,in which it simulates 2 parts of
Computation theories; one is Finite Automata,the other one is Turing Machine.The

propose ofthis software is to let students define the computation theory by the way of
using Graphic User Interface(GUI).

Using Draw & Drop to design the user's own algorithm,there is np need to input
from keyboard for the user to manipulate SimTM system. All functions are well defined
to help students to achieve the goal.It does not need to memorize all the flow control

procedures to execute the program.Itjustfollows the rules by the conventional method of
using paper and pencil. A user can examine the behalves ofthe finite automata or the

Turing machine at any time; addition, modification, movement,and deletion.

The system will work as follows. The student will be guided through an operational guide
area(located at the bottom ofthe screen). To operate the system only use the mouse left
button and mouse right button; Right button is to activate the menu.Left button is to do a
decision.

The system is made for the student easy to use by user friendly interface. A help
window will pop out when the student chooses the help in the menu.Different help will
display the different content according to the different screen section. And the flow of

help is independent. The help window will not affect the execution flow control. After

close the help window,the system will come back to the previous point

1.2Pevelopment,Ojperating,and Maintenance Environments

1.2.1 DevelopmentEnvironment

Development ofthis product will make use ofthe following hardware and software:
1.Irix Operating system release 4D1-4.0.5E
2; Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo Station;

c. One 3.5"floppy disk drive
d. 32 MB RAM

3.IBM based Compatible PC with Linux /FreeBSD
a. I00Mhz486/DX4

b. 1 GB hard disk

c. One 3.5"floppy disk drive
d. 16 MB RAM

4. X-window version 11 release 5 & release 6

a. Motiflike window manager

b. SRGP(Simple Raster Graphics Package)vl.O
5. Standard C compiler,"cc"
6. Standard "vi" editor

1.2.2 Operating Environment

Operation ofthis product shall be performed within the environment as specified
above in section 1.2.1.
1.2.3 Maintenance Environment

Maintenance ofthis product shall be performed within the environment as
specified above in section 2.1.

1.3 External Interface and Data Flow

The system will be operated in a hierarchy ofmenus and windows. All windows

displayed will offer a menu list by clicking the mouse right button. According to the
selection ofthe menu,a hierarchy window will be activated.
1.3.1 GeneralScreen Layout

All windows will display the flowing:

1. The current SimTM will appear in a title bar located in the top ofthe window.
2. There are 2 or 3 rectangle areas dividing the screen into several sections.

FA & TM has 3 rectangles;the upper one is tape work area,the middle
one is state working area,and the lowest one is message and hint. A
Control Button Box will appear in the left hand side.
3. Introduction will come out a Box.

A list menu command will pop out in varied location,ifa user clicks the mouse

right button in the activated window and moves the mouse-cursor-pointer up and down in
the menu area,system will highlight the menu command. When a user releases the mouse

right button at the highlight menu command,system will execute the command exactly.If

the mouse-cursor-pointer moves out the menu area then release the mouse right button,
system will ignore the selection and back to system.

1.3.2Introduction Window

This window will introduce the system to the user. It will explain briefly the
capabilities ofthe system.

Introduction Window

SimTM
Within this system you can design your own state diagram and
see how the Finite Automata and Turing Machine works.
1)Click the mouse right button to pop out the menu.
2)Move mouse-cursor-pointer up and down.

3)Release the mouse right button to select"Finite Automata" or"Turing
Machine".

User Input

Result

Click the mouse right button

Menu shows up

Move mouse-cursor point up & down

Highlight the command

Finite Automata

Open FA window

Turing Machine

Show up another menu to 1,2 or 3

Tapes then open SimTM window
Introduction
Exit

Open help window

Quit Sim TM program

1,33Finite Automata Window

String Area

State Working Area

Message Display Area

User Input
Click the mouse left button

Result

Menu shows up ■

Create State

Show a state atthe bottom ofscreen

Set Accepting State
: Move mouse-cursor-pointer to the
state which is going to delete click

The State will display double circle

the mouse left button
Delete State

Move mouse-cursor-pointer to the
state which is going to delete click
the mouse left button

The State will disappear
Iflink exists link will disappear
/also./y' ■

Move State

Move mouse-cursor-pointer to the
state which is going to move,click

The State will move to the location
where the mouse left button release.

the mouse left button down and
move the state to the desired

location the release the mouse left
button.
Link State
2 Clicks

First click is"From"state

Second click is''To" state
in one state

Draw a circle with arrow at the top
ofthe state.

between 2 states

;

Draw a straight line with arrow

from "From"state to"To"state.

. -3 GlieksV;:

First click is"From" state

Second click is Reference point
Third click is"To"state
in one state

Second click is the reference angle
ofthe direction to draw the circle

between 2 states

Delete Link

Click a rectangle
Input String
Click cl&acters
■;::\ClickpK:':Click Cancel

.

Ruii/■:,

point to itself
Using 3 point to decide a curve
Display rectangle in all links
The Link disappears.
Open Input Char-Map
Display characters selected
Accept String selected
Discard the selection

Run the FA has been created and

string has been selected.
The simulation of FA work will
activate the animation

User Input
Click the niouse right biitton ;
HighLight New
HighLight Load File
HighLight Save File

Result

Pup out Menu shows up
Reset all variables.
Load Data from File

Save Current State Diagram into
File

HighLight On-Line Help
HighLight Exit

Call Introduction.

Go back to Main System Page

1.3.4 Turing Machine JTindow

Tape Work Area

State Working Area

Message Display Area
User Input
Click the mouse left button
Create State

Set Accepting State
Move mouse-cursor-pointer to the
state which is going to delete click
the mouse left button

Result

Menu shows up
Show a state at the bottom ofscreen

The State will display double circle

/.DeleteStatev

Move mouse-cursor-pointer to the
state which is going to delete click
the mouse left button
'v-Move
■
State'- ;
Move mouse-cursor-pointer to the
state which is going to move,click

The State will disappear
Iflink exists link will disappear
also.

The State will move to the location
where the mouse left button release.

the mouse left button dovsm and
move the state to the desired

location the release the mouse left
button.

2 Clicks

First click is"From"state
Second click is"To"state

in one state

Draw a circle with arrow at the top
ofthe state.

between 2 states

Draw a straight line with arrow
from "From"state to"To"state.

3 Clicks

First click is"From" state

Second click is Reference point

Third click is"To"state

Second click is the reference angle

in one state

ofthe direction to draw the circle

point to itself
Using 3 point to decide a curve

between 2 states

Input Rule from Box
Click Read

Click a Symbol
C

:>

ClickaSymbol
: Click Movement

Finish Input and close Box
Display rectangle in the link.
Display a Rule Box
Display a rectangle around the

ClickQK
Delete Link

click at the rectangle
; click at one ofthe rule

record

Click OK

Delete the rule

Click Cancel

Ignore the command
Ignore the command
Displayrectangle in the link
Display a rule box.

fv'-./':otherwise

Display Link
• click at the rectangle
click OK

V-

Close Box.

Input String

Open Input Chaf-Map
Display characters selected
Accept String selected

Click characters

Click OK

Click Cancel

Discard the selection

Run the FA has been created and

Rtm

string has been selected.
The simulation ofFA work will
activate the animation

User Input
Click the mouse right button
HighLight New
HighLight Load File
HighLight Save File

Result

Pup out Menu shows up
Reset all variables.
Load Data from File

Save Current State Diagram into
File

FlighLight On-Line Help
HighLight Exit

Call Introduction.

Go back to Main System Page

10

1.3.5 Help Window

Help Screen

User Input

Result

Mouse cursor will change to a hand
Display the related information

Move mouse to the word in different color
Click the mouse left button

11

1.4 Functional Requirements

This section specifies the relationships among the inputs and outputs. Each
subsection contains a state transaction table followed by a system flow diagram for a
muddle in the program.
1.4.1 State Diagrams

The following pages show the state diagrams ofthe SimTM functions.

12

System
Prompt

Mam

window

Finite

State
Automata

Introduction
Machine
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1.4.1.2 Finite Automata Finite State Diagram

Exit

to. . \
Introduction'

windowy
Load File

Save File ;

New

Run

[

Create

Finite

\

State

Automata/

\

Move

Finite

Delete

Automata\

State

State

Mam

window

On Line

Help
Link

Accepting

State

State

Input
String
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Display 1
Message /

1.4.1.3 Turing Machine Finite State Diagram

Exit
^

to

Introductio
\

window/

Load File i

Save File

New

Run

Create

Turing

State

I
Display

Machine

'

Message /

Turing'\^
Machine \ 4

Move
State

Delete
State

Main
window

On Line

Help
Link

/ Accepting

State

i

Delete

State

Input
String

Link

Display
y
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Link

1.4.1.4 Hyper-Text Reader State Diagram

Mam

Finite

Turing

System

Automata

Machine

Hyper Text
V Reader >
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1.5 Performance Requirements
1.5.1 Efficiency

Since this is an interactive program,the response time for the next display is very
important.In order to make this program work more efficiently,the system backups the
frequent using graph into a canvas.It can map the screen more efficiently than draws the
graph at each time.
1.5.2 Reliability

This system shall be determined reliable for use after all features have been tested

and determined to operate correctly.
1.5.3Portability

The program modules shall be designed such that the system can be ported from
the current environment to another environment.

1.5.4 Modifiability

The program modules shall be designed such that the system can be modified to
include more complies features. This includes features to make the environment more
flexible.

17

1.5.5 Understandability

Source code should be produced such that an intermediate"C++"programmer can

read and understand it. It shall conform to the standards outlined in the Software Quality
Assurance Document.

1.5.6 Testability

Each requirement in the SRS shall be identified and tested in the final product.

18

1.6 Exception Handling

1.6.1 Unauthorized input

Unauthorized user keystrokes, mouse clicks, and input will be ignored.
1.6.2 Error messages

An error message will be displayed with a"beep"sound while system detects
errors.

19

1.7 Early Subsets and Implementation Priorities

The system willinclude 3 parts
- Finite State Automata

- Turing Machine :

l- tape
;■ 2 - tape
3 - tape

- Introduetion with HyperText.

All screen will be displayed in XwindOws, including the use of a mouse for "point
and click" navigation and input. This program will be written for the Silicon Graphics

Irix Operating System and Linux Operating System with^Xffee86 environment outlined

in the section 2, with consideration that it may be ported to other platforms and Graphic
User Interface systems.

20

1.8 Foreseeable Modifications and Enhancements

1.8.1 Modifications

As the system is developed and impkmented by the SRGP in X-Windows,the

system may be modified to be more window-oriented,for examples,multiple windows,
thus the interface library must be multi-widge oriented library.
1.8.2 Enhancements

1. More colorful window environment may be added.

2. Hot keys may be needed for experienced user.

3. Moor Machine(state with output)can be added to the existing system.
4. More sound effect may be added to the operation.

5. Undeterministic Finite Automata may be added to the system.

21

1.9 Acceptance Criteria
1.9.1 TestAcceptance Criteria

The final product shall meet all requirements as stated in sections 3,4,5,and 6 of

this document.In addition,the final product shall meet all acceptance criteria presented in
the Software Quality Assurance Plan.

1.9.2 Testing Methodology

The final product shall be tested in conformance with the following test subject:
1. Unit test. The testing ofindividual modules within the program to ensure that

they perform their functions accurately.
2. Integration test. The testing after integration ofthe modules to see that all
parameters and code are compatible.

3. System test. The testing ofthe entire system in an operational mode.

22

1.10'Glossa.ryofTe:rms

Finite Automaton:is a collection ofto things:
1. A finite set ofstates, one ofwhich is designate as the initial state,

collected thestart state, and sonie oFAyhich are designated as final states.

2. Ah alphabet set ofpossible iiiput letters,from which are formed strings,
that are to be read one letter at a time.

3. A finite set oftransitions that tell for each letter ofthe input alphabet
which state to go to next.

Turing Machiiie:denoted:TM,is a cpliection ofsix thiiigs.
1. An alphabet set ofinputletters, which for clarity's sake doesnot contain
the blaiikayrnbol,

2. A Tape divided into a sequence ofnuihbefed cells,each contaimng one
character or a blank.

3. A Tape Head that can in one step read the contents ofa cell on the Tape,

replace it with some other character;and reposition itselfto the next cellto

4.

23

5. A finite set ofstates include exactly one Start state from which we begin
execution and Halt state that cause execution to terminate when we enter
them.

6. A program, which is a set ofrules that tell us, on the basis ofthe letter,

the Tape Head hasjust read,how to change states, what to print and where
to move the tape Head.

24

CHAPTER 2PRELIMINARY DESIGN

In the following sections which are concerned with the transformation of
requirements into data and software architecture.
2.1 Transformation Design ofSimTm

Name

Sim Tm

System Level
Purpose Main Screen ofthe Sim Tm program
Subitems Sim FA,Sim TM,HyperText
Note Establish Sim TM,Sim FA,and all necessary variable.

Where Used

Name

Sim FA

Where Used

Sim FA

Purpose Simulate Finite Automata ,
State,Link, String,Run '

Subitems
Note

Name
Where Used

A screen for Sim FA

Sim TM ■ ■ ■
Sim TM

Purpose Simulate Turing Machine
Subitems State,Link,Tape,Run
Note
■r-

Name
Where Used

A Screen for Sim TM
■■ ■■

■

PopOutMenu
Main Screen, Sim TM, and Sim FA

Purpose Menu Selection
Subitems

Load Command from a file

Note

Name

Where Used

Purpose
Subitems

State

Sim FA & Sim TM

Make a State

Display a state in the screen

Note

25

;■

Name

Where Used

Arrow

SimTM&SimFA

Purpose Draw an Arrow to point to the center ofthe state circle
Display an Arrow in the Screen
Note compose with link

Subitems

Name

Where Used

Link

Making Transition Function for TM & FA

Purpose Draw a line or Arc or Circle
Display a transition function in the screen
Note compose with arrow

Subitems

Name

Where Used

Link Input
Sim FA

Purpose Input Transition Function Symbol
Subitems

Box & Button

Note

Name

Where Used

TM Link Input
Sim TM

Purpose Input Transition Function Control symbol
Subitems

Box & Button

Note

Name

Where Used

Purpose
Subitems

Button

SimFA&SimTM
Control flow

Display a 3D Button in the screen

Note

Name

Where Used

Purpose
Subitems

Box

Sim FA & Sim TM & HyperText
Draw a Box

Display a Box with its title

Note

26

Name

Where Used

Line

Sim FA & Sim TM

Purpose Define a line's attribute
Subitems Calculate the length & slope ofthe line
Note

Name
Where Used

Load File
Sim FA & Sim TM

Purpose Load variables fi-om a file
Subitems

Vertical Scroll bar & Buttons

Note

Name

Where Used

Save File

Sim FA & Sim TM

Purpose Load variables from a file
Subitems

Vertical Scroll bar & Buttons

Note

Name

Where Used

Purpose
Subitems

Hyper

Introduction & On-Line Help
Document Reader

Mouse Shape Control

Note

Name

Where Used

Menu Button

Sim TM & Sim FA

Purpose Select a function to execute
Subitems

Box & Buttons

Note

Name

Where Used

String
Sim FA

Purpose Display a film like string
Subitems String input
Note

27

Name

Shinglnput

SimPAr'v/W; / ■
Purpose Input characters to the string object

Where Used

Subitems ■ Biittons'

' -.' '.Nanie
Where Used

vV

Tape; ;

;.Sim-.TM'

Purpose Display Turing Machine Tape(s);
Subitems Tape Controller & Tape Input Cbntroiler
Note

Name

Where Used
jTiirpose

Subitems

Tape Controller
SimTM

-v.
C'Ontrol buttons lor the tape nrovenient;tape symbolinput.
Button & Tape Input Controller

Note

Name
Where Used

Tape Input Controller
Sim TM

Purpose Input symbols to tape(s)
Tape movement

Subitems
Note

■ Name ' Run Controller
Where Used

Sim TM & Sim FA

Purpose To control the execution ofthe Sim FA and Sim TM
Buttons & Draw Symbol Button

Subitems
Note

Name

Where Used

Display Rule
Sim TM

Purpose Display Rule for the Transition Functions,
VUliLaiilo ivcau oyillUUl, WriLC DyniuUi, lapc iviuvcniGllX, oIan

State,and Stop State.
Subitems

V ;". Note

28

^

Name

Where Used

Purpose
Subitems

Undo

Sim TM & Sim FA
Undo the last command

Undo Array

Note

Name

Where Used

Undo Array
Sim TM & Sim FA

Purpose Store the Link Number
Subitems
Note

29

2.2 Hierarchical Design ofSim TM Modules

System
Prompt

Mam

window

Finite

Turing

State
Automata

Introduction
Machine

30

System
Prompt

Mam
window

Finite

Turing

State
Automata

Introduction
Machine
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Exit
to

Introduction
window
Load File

1

New

Save File

Run \

Create

Finite '

State

f Display
\ Message,

Automata/

Move

/

Finite

Automata^ 4

State

State

Main
/
window/*

On Lme

Help
Link

Accepting

State

State

Input

I

String J
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Delete

Exit

\

to

Introduction
window
Load File

[

Run \
Turing
New

I

Save File

Create
State

Display |
Message /

Machine /

Move

Turing*

Delete

State

Machine

State

window

On Line

Help
Link

Accepting

State

State

Delete

i

Link

/

Input
String

Display
Link
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I
/

Main

\

Mam

Finite

Turing

System

Automata

Machine

Hyper Text
Reader
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CHAPTER 3DETAILED DESIGN

In this chapter concentrates on refinements to the architectural representation that
lead to detailed data structure and algorithmic representations for the SimTm
Name

^

Main

System Level
Purpose Main Screen ofthe Sim Tm program
Subitems Sim FA,Sim TM,HyperText

Where Used

Note

Establish Sim TM,Sim FA,and all necessary variable.

Procedure Main

Begin
Call PopOutMenu
Call MenuButton
End

Name
Where Used

FA

Sim FA

Purpose Simulate Finite Automata
State, Link,String,Run

Subitems
Note

A screen for Sim FA

Procedure FA

Begin
Call State

Call Link

Call Input String
Call RimController
End

EndName
Where Used

SimTM

Purpose Simulate Turing Machine
Subitems
Note

State, Link,Tape,Run
A Screen for Sim TM

Procedure TM

Begin
Call State

Call Link

35

Call Input String
Call RunController

■End, - - ^

PopOutMenu
Main Screen, Sim TM, and Sim FA

Name

Where Used

Purpose Menu Selection
Load Command from a file

Subitems
Note

Procedure PopOutMenu
hold right mouse button
Load Text Menu

Pisplay a Pop Gut Menu for the Main:Screen OR Sitn FA OR Sim TM
if Mouse in the menu area

highlight the menu
if release the mouse button
:

■

v: execme the desired fo

endif: ,
else

ignore
endif
End
Name

Where Used

Purpose
Subitems

State

Sim FA & Sim TM
Make a State

Display a state in the screen

Note

Procedure State
Call Create State

Call Move State
Call Delete State

Call Accepting State
End

36

Name

Where Used

Arrow

Sim TM & Sim FA

Purpose Draw an Arrow to point to the center ofthe state circle
Subitems Display an Arrow in the Screen
Note compose with link
Procedure Arrow

Begin
Draw Arrow-Head
End

Name

Where Used

Link

Making Transition Function for TM & FA

Purpose Draw a line or Arc or Circle
Display a transition function in the screen
Note compose with arrow

Subitems

Procedure State

Begin
Draw line
End

Name

Where Used

Link Input
Sim FA

Purpose Input Transition Function Symbol
Subitems

Box & Button

Note

Procedure Link Input
Begin
Call Box
Call Buttons
End

Name

Where Used

TM Link Input
Sim TM

Purpose Input Transition Function Control symbol
Subitems

Box & Button

Note

37

Procedure TM Link Input
Begin
Call Box
Call Button

Mouse controls the execution

if Mouse pointer points to a button
ifclick the left mouse button

return and display the symbol in the screen
else ifthe point text is"OK"
return and ignore the input
else

ignore
endif

endif
End

Name

Where Used

Purpose
Subitems

Button

SimFA&SimTM

-

Control flow

Display a 3D Button in the screen

Note

Procedure Button

Begin

Draw Button Shape
End

Name

Where Used

Box

Sim FA & Sim TM & HyperText

Purpose Draw a Box
Subitems Display a Box with its title
Note

Begin
Draw Box with Title

End
Name
Where Used

Line

SimFA&SimTM

Purpose Define a line's attribute
Subitems

Calculate the length & slope ofthe line

Note

38

Procedure Line

Begin

Calculate Line's attribute include length,slope ofthe line.
End

Name

Where Used

Load File

Sim FA & Sim TM

Purpose Load variables from a file
Subitems

Vertical Scroll bar & Buttons

Note

Procedure Load File

Begin
Call Box

Call Button
Retrieve data from file
End

Name

Where Used

Save File

Sim FA & Sim TM

Purpose Load variables from a file
Subitems

Vertical Scroll bar & Buttons

■/rVv'^/.Nbte;,
Procedure Sa:veFile

Begin
Call Box
CallButton

Save data into file

End
Name

Where Used

Purpose
Subitems

Hyper

Introduction & On-Line Help
Document Reader

Mouse Shape Control

Note
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Procedure Hyper
Begin
Mouse controls the execution

ifMouse pointer points to a highlight text area
change the mouse shape into finger
if click the left moUse button

go to the page ofthe point area
else ifthe point text area is"EXIT"
return

else

ignore
endif
endif
End

Name

Where Used

Menu Button
SimTM&SimFA

Purpose Select a function to execute
Subitems

Box & Buttons

Note

Procedure Menu Button

Begin
Call Box
Call button

Mouse controls the execution

if Mouse pointer points to a button
ifclick the left mouse button

go to the function ofthe pointed button
else ifthe point text area is"EXIT"
return

:else

ignore
endif
endif

End

Name

Where Used

String
SimFA

Purpose Display a film like string
String input

Subitems
Note
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Procedure String
Begin
Draw a film like string in the top ofthe screen
End

Name

Where Used

String Input
Sim FA

Purpose Input characters to the string object
Subitems

Box & Buttons

Note

Procedure String Input
Begin
CallBox
Call Button
Mouse controls the execution

if Mouse pointer points to a button
if click the left mouse button

go to the function ofthe pointed button
else ifthe point text area is"EXIT"
return

else

ignore
endif
endif
End

Name

Where Used

Tape
Sim TM

Purpose Display Turing Machine Tape(s)
Subitems Tape Controller & Tape Input Controller
Note

Procedure Tape
Begin

Draw a film like Tape in the upper ofthe screen
End
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Name Tape Controller

Where Used

Sim TM

Purpose Control buttons for the tape movement,tape symbol input.
Subitems Button & Tape Input Controller
Note

Procedure Tape Conlroller
Call Boxy
CallButton v;
Mouse controls the execution

if Mouse pointer points to a button
ifclick the left mouse button

go to the function ofthe pointed button
else if click the I button

•

Call Tape Input Controller
else ifclick the X button

else ifthe point text area is a sqiiare
V' '■

:v;

V-:

ignore "
■ ■ ■ endif

^y/-\yendif; ■
End;
■

Name

Where Used

Tape Input Controller

Sim TM

;■ ":? -yy^^yy,'

Purpose Input symbols to tape(s)
Subitems Tape movement
Note

Procedure Tape Input Controller
Begin;

.:,\CaaBoxr (a:'
;y" yyCallButton; y

;V; yy, . ;y^

Mouse controls the execution

if Mouse pointer points to a button

; if Chck the left niousebuttop
display a symbol in the tape and move tape to the left
else if click the OK button
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Close the Tape Input Controller Box and return
else

ignore
endif
endif
End

y'^Name-' Run Controller
Where Used

Sim TM & Sim IFA

Purpose To control the execution ofthe Sim FA and Sim TM
Subitems Buttons & Draw Symbol Button
Note

Procedure Run Controller

Begin
Call Box

Call Button
Mouse controls the execution

if Mouse pointer points to a button
ifclick the left mouse button

go to the function ofthe pointed button
those function are back tracking,forward execution and
else ifclick the square button
close Box and return
else

ignore
endif
endif

End
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Name

Where Used

Display Rule
Sim TM

Purpose Display Rule for the Transition Functions,

Contains Read symbol, Write symbol.Tape Movement,Start
State, and Stop State.
Subitems

Box

Note

Procedure Display RuleBegin
Calculate the number ofrules and the size ofthe box area
CallBox

Display all Rules in the Box.
End

Name

Where Used

Undo

Sim TM & Sim FA

Purpose Undo the last command
Undo Array

Subitems
Note

Procedure Undo

Begin

Undo the last execution for State and Lirik change
End
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CHPTER 4 UNIT TEST

This chapter focuses verification effort on the smallest unit ofsoftware design.
Using the detail design description as a guide,important control paths are tested to
uncover errors within the boimdary ofthe module.
4.1 Object and its Methods

Object Name VScroll
Description Drawing vertical scrolling bar, which can move a block
using the percentage ofthe current record located in
whole.

Input

Methoc

DrawScrollBlock

No

Desired Output
Draw a scrolling block in the

X
X

vertical bar

UpDownClick

Click left mouse

Move scrolling block Up

X

Move scrolling block Down

X

button at Up
Arrow

Click left mouse
button at Down
Arrow

DrawUpBlock

No

Draw up arrow block

X

DrawDownBlock

No

Draw down arrow block

X

Object Name PopFileSelect
Description Draw a File Box Menu and Select a file from the Menu
or type the file name in the file box
Methoc
Input
Desired Output
SavePFSArea

RestorePFSArea

No

X

Save the area in a canvas

X

Restore the canvas area to

X

screen canvas

PopFileSelectlnit an integer passing
SelectFile

Move the file area menu up

from VScroll

and down

Move mouse up

Draw a rectangle around the

and down

file

Click left mouse

Draw a rectangle arovmd the

button at a file

file

X

X

X

Display the file name in the

name

file box.
Click OK

Return the File Name
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X

Click Cancel

Return Null

Object Name StringBlock
Description Draw a Film like string in the screen
Metlioc
Input
Desired Output
PutStringBlockChar unit no & string
Put the string in the unit block
GetStringBlockChar unit no
Return a string
Triangle unit no
PutTriangle into string
Center

unit no & color

Draw the char in the center of

X

X
X
X
X
X

the string area.
ShowStringBlockChar unit no
ShowString point

Call Center

X

Show the String in the screen

X

Object Name TapcBlock
Description Draw a Film like Tape in the screen
Input
Methoc
Desired Output
PutTapeBlockChar unit no & string
Put the string in the unit block
' Return a string
GetTapeBlockChar unit no
Triangle unit no
Put Triangle into string
Center

unit no & color

Draw the char in the center of

X

X
X

X

X

the string area.

ShowTapeBlockChar unit no
ShowTape point
Move. MOVE_LEFT
MOVE_RIGHT

Object Name Arrow '
Description Draw an arrow v/hich can rotate
Methoc
Input
DrawArrow

DrawArrowRotate

Call Center

X

Show the String in the screen
Move Tape Left
Move Tape Right

X

Desired Output

X
X

X

color

Draw a colored arrow

X

color,point,rotate
angle

Draw a colored arrow with the

X

rotated angle at the point
location

Rotate

color,rotate angle

Draw a colored arrow with the

rotated angle
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Object Name Button
Description Draw a button with symbol
Methoc
Input
push
draw

hb;;- V;

.

'V.; ; -.''

click ■^mousev'

Desired Output
draw a pushed button

X

draw a button

X

call push

X

Object Name Line
Description Calculate the attributes between 2 points
Methoc
Input
Desired Output
defLine 2 points or 4
integers
content
calculate the length, slope of
the object line.
Object Name TapeBlock
Description Draw a Film like Tape in the screen
Methoc
Input
Desired Output
PutTapeBlockChar unit no & string
Put the string in the unit block
GetTapeBlockChar unit no
Return a string
Triangle unit no
Put Triangle into string
Center

unit ho & color

Draw the char in the center of

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

the string area.
ShowTapeBlockChar

unit no

Call Center

ShowTape point
Move

MOVB_LEFT
MOVE_RIGHT

Show the String in the screen
Move Tape Left
Move Tape Right

Object Name PullMenu
Description Draw a Po]D Out Menu and retum a menu selection
Methoc
Input
Desired Output
SaveMenuArea

X

X
X

X

Save the area to Canvas

X

Restore the Canvas to screen

X

Highlight the Menu item

X

Up and Down
Release the right

Retum an integer which

X

mouse button

indicate the menu list

no

RestoreMenuArea .no-:. ,,

MenuSelect

:'x;

Hold the right
mouse button and
move
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DrawMenu
DrawFrame

DrawFrameSide

DrawMenuSide

Call DrawMenuSide

X

frame no

Gall DrawFrameSide

X

location,a List of

Draw the shape around the

X

points

menu item

location,a List of

Draw the Pop Out Menu

iX:

Desired Output
set all variables to empty

X

no

points
Object Name

FA-Table

Bescriptioii

Store an FA Transition Function

, Input

Methoc
clear
insert

start state,

X

■x;

no

intennediate

location,
stop state and
symbol

ObjectName ■ TM-Tabie
Description Store a TM Transition Function
Methoc
Input
clear
insert

■ jv;

no

Desired Output
set all variables to empty

start state,

no

■

X
X
X

intermediate

location,
stop state. Read,
Write, and
Movement Symbol

Object Name
Description

State
Store a state's attributes

Input

Methoc
DeleteState

no

SetAccept ;.nQ;; ■■,'/. ' ^
VirtualCircle

Desired Output
set state variable to empty
Draw a double circle and single
circle by trig.

X
X
X

no ;

Draw a Virtual circle

X

NewState

label and point

Initial all variable and Call

X

DrawState

point and label

DrawState
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Draw State

X

Object Name HyperText
Description A HyperText Like On-Line Document Reader
M
Input
Desired Output
ClearScreen no
Clear HyperText Area
OpenText no
Open a file

X
X

CloseText

no

Close a file

X

ShowBox

no

Draw a Box

X

InitPage

no

Call ShowBpx
Call OpenText

X

FindPage

no

Return boolean foxmd or not

X

Control

no

Control the movement ofthe

X

highlight text area.
Display the Text

X

Call Control

X

Call ShowText

ShowText
Look At

no

Call FindPage
Call ShowText ■

Object Name TapeController
Description Box contains Buttons to Control the Tape
Methoc
Input
Desired Output
ControIActivate

RetumControl

no
mouse

X

Draw the Controller

X

Return the button which is ■

X

clicked. Which can move Tape
left, right, close and call input
tape symbols

Object Name RunController
Description Box contains Buttons to Control the Simulation
of FA and TM

Input

Methoc

Desired Output

X

DrawVirtualBox

no

Draw a virtual Box

X

ControIActivate

no

Draw the Controller

X

HideBox

no

Make the Controller box

X

disappeared
RetumControl

Return the button which is

mouse

clicked.
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Object Name LinkCharBox
Description Input symbols from a Box
Methoc
Input
CharBoxlActivate
ReturnControl

Desired Output

X

no

Draw the Controller

X

mouse

Retum the button which is

X

clicked.

Object Name Command
Description Store the Undo elements
Methoc
Input
StoreCommand type,No,and point
GetCommand pointer type of
type, no and points
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Desired Output

X

no

X

no..

X

4.2 Pre-defined Functions

Function Name

TriangleLl
TriangleRl
TraingleR
TriangleL
Triangle

Description
Draw a left triangle with a vertical bar
Draw a right triangle with a vertical bar
Draw a right triangle
Draw a Left triangle
Draw a up triangle

X

X
X

X

X
X

GROl

Draw 01 in screen

X

ORab

Draw ab in screen

X

GRAB
Pause

center_text

Draw AB in screen

X

not used

X

Draw a text in the center ofa rectangle area

X

draw_circle Draw a circle
Message Display a line ofmessage in the bottom ofscreen
Hint Display a line ofhint message in the bottom of
screen

LoadColor

LoadFont

FillScreenWithSimTM

X
X
X

,

Load command color table in to memory
Load font used for the program

X

Fill"Sim TM"to the screen

X
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CHAPTER 5INTEGRATION TEST

There are two integrate tests in the SimTM program, FA and TM,both are

objects contain other objects. The response time ofevery execution must be within one
procedure cycle. The Maximum allowance response time is in one second and all tests
perform behaviors in their desired output.
Object Name :TM'v.,
Descriptioh Performs the Turing Machine's behaviors
Methoc
Input
Desired Output
InitTapes

no

X

Call GlearLoad

X

Gall PopOutMenu

X

return the # oftapes
FoadFile

Gall GlearLoad

no

X

GallLoadFile

return a string ofthe file name ,

^V

.^'SaveFile'

no

Gall LoadFile

no

Reset all variable

X

Clear Screen

X

Gall ClearScreen

X

X

Save all variables into a file

GleeirLoad
ClearScreen
ShowWindow

Gall InitTapes
Draw the 1 to 3 tapes
no

MkArrow

MkState ,hO ■ ;

Gall MkState

X

Draw a ArrowHead

X

allocate the memory for 20

X

states

;

NewState';
ijeleteStatb /nO''
ResetLink

state no

Create a new State

X

Delete a State in the screen

X

Clear the link line and set to

X

empty linkage
SetLinkAvail

Clear the link line and set to

state no

.x;

empty linkage
MoveState

Move state to the desired

no.;. '

vX

location

IsStateOverLapped state no, mouse

Return the boolean

■X

location

, LinkState

Connect a link with arrow

X

between 1 or two states
RefWhichState
ReDrawLink

mouse position

Return State No.

X

state no

Draw all links start or stop at

X
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the state no.
UndoReDrawLink;
ClearLink

no

Undo the RedrawLink

X

Rule no

clear the line and arrow

X

return the X value

X

3 points
yvalue 3 points

xvalue

intersection

no

return the y value

X

return 2 circles'intersection

X

point.
Arc

LinkStateWithString

Draw an Arc

no

Put the input Symbol into the
intermediate point, LinkTable and also draw the
and stop state
line and arrow.
GetString click from the
after click a symbol from the
input box
box,the symbol will display in
the Tape and also move the
tape left
■; -Go click from the
Running the Simulation of the
start state,

execution console

X
X

X

X

SimTM with one step or
continuously.

MoveStraight

no

MovcArc

no

MoveSelf

no

Display a circle running from
the start state to stop state.
Display a circle running from
the start state to stop state.
Display a circle running from

X

X
X

the start state to itself.
MoveRule

Performs to

no

X

Gall MoveStraight ||
Call MoveArc
||
Call MoveSelf

MoveBackRule

no

SetAccetp

no

Reverse Call to the MoveRule

X

Display a Halting State or Hide X
the Halting State
Display LinkRule Box
X

DisplayLinkRuleBox point
And Make

Click Ok return TRUE

Click Cancel return Cancel

DisplayLinkRuleBox point
DisplayStateRuleBox State no

Display LinkRule Box
Display the LinkRule for the

X

X

State No.

DrawStateAmdLink

no

Undo

no

Draw every line and every

X

State which is on the screen.
Undo The last Execution
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Object Name FA
Description Performs the Finite Automata's behaviors
Methoc
Input
Desired Output

X

New

no

Call ClearLoad

X

LoadFile

no

Call ClearLoad

X

Call LoadFile

return a string ofthe filename
SaveFile

Call LoadFile

no

X

Save all variables into a file
ClearLoad

no

Reset all variable

X

ClearScreen

no

Clear Screen

X

ShowWindow

no

Display The String

MkFa

no

Call MkState

MkArrow

no

Draw a ArrowHead

MkState

no

allocate the memory for 20

X

^

X
X

^x

states

NewState

no

Create a new State

X

DeleteState

no

Delete a State in the screen

X

ResetLink

state no

Clear the link line and set to

X

SetLinkAvail

state no

empty linkage
Clear the link line and set to

X

empty linkage
MoveState

Move state to the desired

no

X

location

IsStateOverLapped state no,mouse

Return the boolean

X

Connect a link with arrow
between 1 or two states

X

Return State No.

X

Draw all links start or stop at

X

location
LinkState

RetWhichState
ReDrawLink

mouse position
state no

the state no.
UndoReDrawLink
ClearLink

Rule no

3 points
yvalue 3 points

xvalue

intersection

no

Undo the RedrawLink

X

clear the line and arrow

X

return the x value

^X:,

retum the y value

X

return 2 circles' intersection

X

point.
Arc

Draw an Arc

no

LinkStateWithString start state,
Put the input Symbol into the
intermediate point, LinkTable and also draw the
and stop state
line and arrow.
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X
X

GetString click from the
input box

after click a symbol from the

MoveStraight

no

MoveArc

no

the string and also move the
string right
Running the Simulation ofthe
SimFA with one step or
continuously.
Display a circle running from
the start state to stop state.
Display a circle running from

no

the start state to stop state.
Display a circle running from

click from the

execution console

MoveSelf

X

box,the symbol will display in

X

X

X

X

the start state to itself.
MoveRule

Performs to

no

X

Call MoveStraight ||
Call MoveArc
||
Call MoveSelf
MoveBackRule

no

SetAccetp

Reverse Call to the MoveRule

X

Click at the state in the screen

X

it will make a double circle to

the state or single circle to the
state

Undo

Undo The last Execution

no
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CHAPTER 6 SYSTEM TEST

The system test includes 3 parts:
1. Testthe operation ofFA simulator.
2. Test the operation ofTM simulator.
3. Testthe operation ofHyperText(Help).

Sim TM inspects mouse by using sample mode,all functions are reacted by the
retum value ofmouse.Thus,the input is the current mouse,the outputis the current
screen. There are several mouse events and 4 screen layouts.
I. Mouse:

1. Moving Mouse Cursor(MM)
2. Click Left Mouse Button(CLMB)
3. Click Left Mouse Button & Hold(CLMBH)
4. Click Right Mouse Button(CRMB)
5. Click Right Mouse Button & Hold(CRMBH)
6. Release Mouse Button(RMB)
II. Screen:

1. Main Screen
2. Finite Automata Screen

3. Turing Machine Screen
' 4. Help.-Screen
.
Project Name ■BimTM';;:/.
Descriptidn PeHonns the Fiiute Autornata and Turing Machine's
behaviors

, Screen

Systern Prompt

' -'i

Input

Desired Output

type "SimTm"

Generate a SimTM Main

x;.

^Screen-' ' , ■/' ,
Main Screen

,;:cRMBH^---.-::::>;S. 'v-^^ Open PopOutMenu
MM in Menu

■x;;'

Highlight the Menu item
Sim FA
Sim TM
Introduction
Exit

MM out Menu
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Close HighLight

X

RMB in Sim FA

Close Menu

X

Open Sim FA Screen
Open Sim FA Menu Button
RMB in Sim TM

Close Menu

X

Open Sim TM Screen
Open Sim TM Menu Button
RMB in

Close Menu

Introduction

Open Introduction Screen

RMB in Exit

Close Menu

X

X

Close Main Screen

Exit to system prompt
Sim FA Screen

CLMB in Undo

Undo the Last command

X

CLMB in Create

Display a statfe in the bottom

X

State

.screen';,

v''

CLMB in Moving

CLMBH in a State MM to the

State

desired location

CLMB in Delete

MM to a state CLMB,the
state is gone.

X

State

CLMB in Create

1 state:

X

a. MM to a state CLMB and

Link

CLMB again,draw a circle

with an arrow at the top ofthe
state. , ■ ■

b. MM to a state CLMB and
CLMB at the location around

the state,and CLMB at the
state again,it will draw a

circle with an arrow by using
the second CLMB location
2states:

a. MM to a state CLMB and
MM to another state CLMB

draw a straight line with an
arrow.

b. MM to a state CLMB and
CLMB at the location around

the state,and CLMB at the
state again,it will draw an arc

with an arrow through the
second CLMB location
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CLMB in Delete
Link

CLMB in Input
String

Display a square in every link
CLMB at the square
The Link will disappear.
Pop Out a Box with Symbol

X

X

in it

CLMB at on symbol,the
symbol will write to the string
in the upper side ofscreen.
CLMB at OK
Close Box.
CLMB in Run

Pop Out an Execution

Simulator

Console

X

CLMB R-triangle to execute
to the end.

CLMB R-triangle with a bar
to execute one step

CLMB L-triangle to execute
. back tracking
CLMB L-triangle with a bar
to execute backtracking one
step

CLMB Square close
Execution Console.

CRMBH
MM in Menu

Open PopOutMenu
Highlight the Menu item

X
X

New

Load File
Save File

Help
MM in New

Clear Screen

X

MM in LoadFile

Open Sim FA again
Pop Out a Box contains files
in current subdirectory

X

CLMB a file

CLMB OK to Accept
CLMB Cancel to Give Up.
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MM in Help

Open Help Screen

X

MM in Exit

Close Sim FA

X

Open Main Screen
Sim TM Screen

CLMB in Undo

Undo the Last command

X

GLMB in Create

Display a State in the bottom

X

State

screen

CLMB in Moving

CLMBH in a State MM to the

State

desired location

CLMB in Delete

X

State

MM to a state CLMB,the
state is gone.

CLMB in Create

A.No Link Exists

X

Link

1 state:

a. MM to a state CLMB and

CLMB again,draw a circle
with an arrow at the top ofthe
state.

b. MM to a state CLMB and
CLMB at the location around

the state,and CLMB at the
state again,it will draw a

circle with an arrow by using
the second CLMB location
2states:

a. MM to a state CLMB and

MM to another state CLMB

draw a straight line with an
arrow.

b. MM to a state CLMB and
CLMB at the location around

the state ,and CLMB at the
state again,it will draw an arc

with an arrow through the
second CLMB location
B.Link Exists

ifexists links already,it will
display a square in every link,
CLMB in a square, we can
adopt the existing link using
different transition. Otherwise
follow the A condition.
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CLMB in Delete
Link

Display a square in every link
CLMB atthe sqnare

X

Display a Box contains Rules
CLMB at one Rule
CLMB OK to delete it

CLMB in Display
Link

CLMB Cancelto Give Up
The rule disappear.
Display a Square in every link ;X :
CLMB at the Square or
CLMB at the State

Display a Box contains Rules
CLMB OK to close Box

CLMB in Input
"String ';7-;;

Pop Out a Tape Controller
CLMB R-triangle to move ^
Tape right
CLMB L-triangle to move
Tape left
CLMB I-Button to input
Symbol

X

CLMB X-Button to reset

CLMB in Run
Simulator

Tape
CLMB Square button to close
Tape Controller
Pop Out an Execution

X

Console

CLMB R-triangle to execute
to the end.
iV~iriaIlgi€ AVim 3. DOT

to execute one step

CLMB L-triangle to execute
back tracking
CLMB L-trianglewith a bar
to execute backtracking one
step ■/■■■

CLMB Square close
Execution Console.
CRMBH
MM in Menu

Open PopOutMenu
Highlight the Menu item
New

Load File
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X
X

Save File

Help
MM in New

Clear Screen

X

MM in LoadFile

Open Sim TM again
Pop Out a Box contains files
in current subdirectory

X

CLMB a file

MM in Help

CLMB OK to Accept
CLMB Cancel to Give Up.
Open Help Screen

X

MM in Exit

Close Sim TM

X

Open Main Screen
Help Screen
MM in blue-text

Change the mouse shape into
a hand shape.

X

CLMB Exit

Go back to where it was

X

CLMB blue-text

open the blue text page

called.
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APPENDIX A SOURCE CODE OF SIMTM
//File Name: Arrow.h

//This program activates an arrowhead
//Also it can rotate the arrow head
#defme Ver

6

#define Hor

15

#defmeMed

10

class Arrow{
point org[4];
float orgl[4];
int wl;
float FixAngle;

*(-15,6)
*(-10,0)
^(-15,-6)

*(0,0)

public:

Arrow(int,point,float);
Arrow();
~Arrow(){};
void DrawArrow(int);
void DrawArrowRotate(int,point,float);
void Rotate(int,float);
};

Arrow::Arrow(int color,point ref,float Angle)
{
orgl[0]=0;
orgl[1]=sqrt(Ver*Ver+Hor*Hor);
orgl[2]=Med;
orgl[3]=orgl[l];
SRGP_setColor(color);
FixAngle=atan((float)Ver/Hor);
org[2]=SRGP_defPoint(ref.x,ref.y);
Rotate(color,Angle);
}
Arrow::Arrow()

{
orgl[0]=0;
orgl[1]=sqrt(Ver*Ver+Hor*Hor);
orgl[2]=Med;
orgl[3]=orgl[l];
FixAngle=atan((float)Ver/Hor);
}
void Arrow::DrawArrow(int color)
{

SRGP_setCoIor(color);
SRGP_fillPolygon(4,org);
)■ '
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void Arrow::DrawArrowRotate(int color,point pt,float ang)
{
■
org[2]-SRGP_defPoint(pt.x,pt.y);
Rotate(color,ang);

void Arrow::Rotate(int color,float ang)
{•
float Angle=(flGat)ang/l80*PI;

org[0]-SRGP_defPoint(org[2].x+(int)(orgl[2]*cos(Angle)),
org[2].y+(int)(orgl[2]*sin(Angle)));

org[l]=SRGP_defPoint(org[0].x+(int)(orgl[l]*cos(PI-FixAngle+Angle)),
org[0].y+(int)(orgl[l]*sin(PI-FixAngle+Angle)));

org[3]=SRGP_defPoint(org[0].x+(int)(orgl[3]*cos(PI+FixAngle+Angle)),
prg[0].y+(int)(orgl[3]*sin(PI+FixAngle+Angle)));
DrawArrow(color);
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//File Name Box.h
#include <iostream.h>

#include <srgp.h>
#include <geom.h>
//#mclude "Preflin.h"
#include "Button.h"

class Button;

class Box {
public:
int width;
int height;
int FONTNAME;
boolean BoxState;

point LB;
char *Title;
canvasID BoxCanvas; ,

rectangle BoxArea;
rectangle TempBoxArea;
point LVBar[4];
point RVBar[4];
point UHBar[4];
point DHBar[4];
rectangle TitleBar;
Box(point,int,int,int,char *);
~Box();
void BoxActivateO;
void ControlButtonActivateO;
Button *LBTN,*RBTN,*IBTN,*QBTN;
int BoxControl(locatorMeasure);
void RestoreBoxAreaO;
void SaveBoxAreaO;
int DisplayMessage;

};

Box;:Box(point p,int w,int h,int fh,char *t)
{
width=w;
height=h;
LB=p;
Title=t;
FONTNAME=fh;
BoxCanvas=SRGP2createCanvas(w+l,h+l);

BoxArea=SRGP_defRectangle(p.x,p.y,p.x+w,p.y+h);
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TempBoxArea=SRGP_defRectangle(0,0,w,h);
BoxState=TRUE;

DisplayMessage=-1;
}

Box::~Box(){delete LBTN;delete RBTN;delete IBTN;delete QBTN;};
void Box::SaveBoxArea()
{

SRGP_useCanvas(BoxCanvas);
SRGP_copyPixel(SCREEN_CANVAS,BoxArea,SRGP_defPoint(0,0));
SRGP;_useGanvas(SeREEN_CANVAS);
}
void Box::RestoreBoxArea()

{

SRGP_copyPixel(BoxCanvas,TempBoxArea,LB);
}
void Box::BoxActivate()

{
int.tWjthjtd;- •;

,

:./:SRGP_,setFont(FGNTNAME)^ ■ ::•
SRGPynquireTextExtent(Title,&.tw,&th,&td);
SayeBoxAreaO;
LVBar[0]=LB;
LVBar[l].x==LB.x+3; LyBar[l^^^^

!^

LVBar[2]:x=LB.x+3i LVBar[2].y=LB.y+height-3;
EyBar[3,]:x=LB.x; LyBar[3].y=LB,y+height;

: RyBar[OJ.x-L^;x+AvidtE; R
: RyBar[l].:?c-LB.x+width; RyBar[l].y=LB.^^
;

■

RyBar[2].x=LB.x+width-3; RyBar[2].y=LB.y+height-3;
RyBarP}.x=LB.x4^idth-3; RyBar[3].y=LB.y+3;
UHBar[0]=LyBar[3];

UHBaril]=LVBar[2];
UHBar[2]=RyBar[2];
UHBar[3]=RyBar[l];
DHBar[0]=LyBar[0];

DHBar[l]=RyBar[0];
DHBar[2]=RyBar[3];

DHBar[3]=LyBar[i];
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLUE);
SRGP_fillPolygon(4,LyBar);

BRGP_fiUPolygdn(4,RyBar);
SRGP_fillPolygon(4,UHBar);
SRGP_fillPolygon(4,DHBar);
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TitleBar=SRGP_defRectangle(LVBar[2].x,LVBar[2].y-2*th,RVBar[2].x,RVBar[2].y);
SRGP_fillRectangle(TitleBar);
SRGP_setFont(FONTNAME);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_line(SRGP_defPoint(LVBar[2].x,LVBar[2].y
2*th+2),SRGP_defPoint(RVBar[2].x,RVBar[2].y-2*th+2));

SRGP_line(SRGP_defPoint(LVBar[2].x,LVBar[2].y
2*th),SRGP_defPoint(RVBar[2].x,RVBar[2].y-2*th));

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+width/2-tw/2,LVBar[2].y-2*th+th/2),Title);
SRGP_rectangIePt(LVBar[0],RVBar[l]);
SRGP_rectanglePt(LVBar[l].RVBar[2]);

void Box::ControlButtonActivate()

■■ . ^ V

{

if(LBTN==NULL){
LBTN = new Button(LB.x+10,LB.y+10,30,30,"L",BTN_DOWN);

RBTN = new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y+10,30,30,"R",BTN_DOWN);
IBTN = new Button(LB.x+80,LB.y+10,30,30,"r,BTN_DOWN);
QBTN = new Button(LB.x+115,LB.y+10,30,30,"X",BTN_DOWN);
-}
LBTN.activateO;
RBTN.activateO;

IBTN.activateO;
QBTN.activateQ;
}
int Box::BoxControl(locatorMeasure mouse)

if(BoxState==FALSE)
return 0;

else {

if(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
if(LBTN->clicked(mouse)){
LBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

SRGP_waitEvent(5);
LBTN->activate();
return 1;

LBTN->activate();
return 1;

}else if(RBTN->cIicked(mouse)){
RBTN->deactivate();
whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

SRGP_waitEvent(5);
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RBTN->activate();
return 2;

'

J ■
RBTN->activate();
return 2;

}else if(IBTN->cIicked(mouse)){
IBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
.

.

.

IBTN->activate();
return 3;

}else if(QBTN->clicked(mouse)){
QBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

}'
QBTN->activate();
RestoreBoxAreaQ;
BoxState=FALSE;
return 0;

}else return -1;

}else{

if(LBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=0){
Message("Click here to move tape left");
DisplayMessage=0;

}else if(RBTN->ControIMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=l){
Message("Click here to move tape right");
DisplayMessage=l;

}else if(IBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!-2){
Message("Click here to reset tape and input tape characters");
DisplayMessage=2;

}else if(QBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=3){
Message("Click here to close Control Box");
DisplayMessage=3;
■

return -1;
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//FileName: BoxOnly.h
//This program displays a box with Title Only
class Box {
public:
int width;
int height;
intFONTNAME;
boolean BoxState;

point LB;
char *Title;
canvasID BoxCanvas;

rectangle BoxArea;
rectangle TempBoxArea;

point LVBar[4];
point RVBar[4];
point UHBar[4];
point DHBar[4];
rectangle TitleBar;

Box(point,int,int,int,char *);
~Box()
Void BoxActivateO;
void RestoreBoxAreaO;
void SaveBoxAreaO;

,

Box::Box(point p,int w,int h,int fn,char *t)
{.
width=w;

height=h;
LB=p;
Title=t;
FONTNAME^fh;

BoxArea=SRGP_defRectangle(p.x,p.y,p.x+w,p.y+h);
TempBoxArea=SRGP_defRectangle(0,0,w,h);
BoxState=TRUE;

}

Box::~Box(){};
void Box::SaveBoxArea()

BoxCanvas=SRGP_createCanvas(width+1,height+1);
SRGP_useCanvas(BoxCanvas);
SRGP_copyPixeI(SCREEN_CANVAS,BoxArea,SRGP_defPoint(0,0));
SRGP_useCanvas(SCREEN_CANVAS);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
SRGP_flllRectangIe(BoxArea);
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void Box::RestoreBoxArea()
SRGP_copyPixel(BoxCanvas,TempBoxArea,LB);
SRGP_deleteCanvas(BoxCanvas);
:■

}
void Box::BoxActivate()
inttw,th,td;

SRGP_setFont(FONTNAME);
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(Title,&tw,&th,&td);

SaveBoxAreaQ;
LVBar[0]=LB;
LVBar[1],x=LB.x+3; LVBar[1]
.y=LB.y+3;
LVBar[2].x=LB.x+3; LVBar[2].y=LB.y+height-3;
LVBar[3].x=LB,x; LVBar[3].y=LB.y+height;

RVBar[0].x=LB.x+width;
RVBar[l].x=LB.x+width;

RVBar[0].y=LB.y;
RVBar[l].y=LB.y+height;
RVBar[2].x=LB.x+width-3; RVBar[2].y=LB.y+height-3;
RVBar[3].x=LB.x+width-3; RVBar[3].y=LB.y+3;
UHBar[0]=LVBar[3];
UHBar[l]=LVBar[2];
UHBar[2]=RVBar[2];
UHBar[3]=RVBar[l];
DHBar[0]=LVBar[0];
DHBar[l]=RVBar[0];
DHBar[2]=RVBar[3];
DHBar[3]=LVBar[l];

SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLUE);
SRGP_filIPolygon(4,LVBar);
SRGP_fillPolygon(4,RVBar);
SRGP_fillPolygon(4,UHBar);
SRGP^fillPolygoii(4,DHBar);

TitleBap=SRGP_defRectangle(LVBar[2].x,LVBar[2].y-'2*th, RVBar[2].x,RVBar[2].y);
SRGP_fillRectangle(TitleBar);

SRGP_setFont(FONTNAME);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_line(SRGP_defPoint(LVBar[2].x,LVBar[2].y-2*th+2),
SRGP_defPGint(RVBar[2].x,RVBar[2].y-2*th+2));
SRGP_line(SRGP_defPoint(LVBar[2].x,LVBar[2].y-2*th),
SRGP_defPoint(RVBar[2].x,RVBar[2].y-2*th));
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SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+width/2-tw/2,LVBar[2].y-2*th+th/2),Title);
SRGP_rectangIePt(LVBar[0],RVBar[1]);
SRGP_rectangIePt(LVBar[1],RVBar[2]);
}
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//FileName: Button.h

//Button Obj^ect was modified by the

655 "Algorithm" Button Object

// Button class definition

#include <srgp.h>
#include <geom.h>
#include <string.h>

typedefenum {BTN_DOWN=0,BTN_UP} BtnState;
class Button {
public:
char* label;
BtnState state;
point location;
int
height;
int

width;

rectangle rect; .
Button(int x,int y, int h, int w,char* 1, BtnState s);
~Button();
void
push(locatorMeasure m);
void
draw(void);
void
activate(void);
void
deactivate(void);
void
newlabel(char* 1);
boolean clicked(locatorMeasure m);
boolean RetumStatusQ;
boolean ControlMessage(locatorMeasure m);
friend
friend
friend

class GG;
class TM;
class Box;

};
// Button class function definitions
YyT**:(:*** *He Sic :ic* ;ic *******************************************************

Button::Button(int x,int y, int w,int h,char* 1, BtnState s)
{
location.x = x;

location.y = y;
height= h;
width = w;

rect= SRGP_defRectangle(x, y, x+w,y+h);
label = new char[strlen(l)+1];
strcpy(label, 1);
state = s;

draw();

boolean Button::RetumStatus()

{
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if(state==BTN_UP)
return TRUE;
else

return FALSE;

}
void Button::activate(void)

{

•.
state = BTN_UP;
drawQ;

}. ■ .
void Button::deactivate(void)
'

state = BTN_DOWN;
drawQ;

void Button::newlabel(char* 1)
delete label;

label = new char[strlen(l)+l];
strcpy(label, 1);
draw();
.

,

}

void Button::push(locatorMeasure m)
{
deactivateO;
activateQ;
locatorMeasure mouse;

if(state && m.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON])
{
deactivateO;
while(l){
SRGP_waitEvent(INDEFINITE);
SRGP_getLocator(&mouse);
if(!mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON])break;
activateO;
}

Button::~Button(void){delete label;}
boolean Button::click.ed(locatorMeasure m)
return(GEOM_ptInRect(m.position,rect)&& state );
}
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boolean Button::ControlMessage(locatorMeasure m)
{

return(GEOM_ptInRect(m.position,rect)&& state );
}

void Button::draw(void)
int color;

//color ofthe button label text

rectangle r;

point TopAndLeft[6];

// these sets of points describe the areas on

point BottomAndRight[6];

// the sides ofthe button that will be either
// shaded or lighted, depending on whether the
// button is UP or DOWN.

TopAndLeft[0]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x+3, location.y+3);
TopAndLeft[l]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x+3, location.y+height-3);
TopAndLeft[2]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x+width-3, location.y+height-3);

TopAndLeft[3]- SRGP_defPoint(location.x+width-l, location.y+height-1);
TopAndLeft[4]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x, location.y+height-1);
TopAndLeft[5]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x, location.y);
BottomAndRight[0]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x, location.y);
BottomAndRight[l]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x+width-l, location.y);
BottomAndRight[2]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x+width-l, location.y+height-1);
BottomAndRight[3]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x+width-3,location.y+height-3);
BottomAndRight[4]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x+width-3, location.y+3);
BottomAndRight[5]= SRGP_defPoint(location.x+3, location.y+3);
r = SRGP_defRectangle(location.x+3, location.y+3,
location.x+width-3, location.y+height-3);
draw_box(SRGP_BLACK,SCR GRAY,r);
SRGP_setColdr(SRGP_BLACK);
SRGP_rectangle(rect);
if(state)
SRGP_setColor(SRGP_WHITE);
else

SRGP_setColor(SCR_DARKGRAY);
SRGP_fillPolygon(6, TopAndLeft);
if(state)
SRGP_setColor(SCR_DARKGRAY);
else

SRGP_setColor(SRGP_WHITE);
SRGP_fillPolygon(6,BottomAndRight);
if(state)color = SRGP_BLACK;
else
color = SRGP_WHITE;
center_text(]abel, color, rect.bottomjeft.x, rect.bottom_left.y,
rect.top_right.x, rect.top_right.y);
} ,

■

■
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//File Name: DisplayRule.h
//Display Rule For the Transition function ofTuring Machine
class DLR{
public:
point LB;
int Width;

int Hieght;
int Font;
int Count;

int DisplayMessage;
boolean DisplayStopState;
boolean DisplayStartState;
boolean OKonly;
boolean Delete;
boolean DisplayRuleOnly;
char *Title;
char
char
char
char
char

**AR;
**AW;
**AM;
**AS;
**ASS;

rectangle DisplayArea;
Box *CB;
Button *OKBTN,*NOBTN;

DLR(point,int,int,int,char*,int,char **,char **,char **);
DLR(point,int,int,int,char*,int,char **,char **,char **,char **);
DLR(point,int,int,int,char*,int,char **,char **,char **,char **,char **);
-DLRO;
int select;
void ActivateO;
void ActivateOKO;
void DeActivateO;

void MarkRecord(point);
boolean Retum();
int RetumDeleteO;
void DrawVirtualBoxQ;

void DisplayOnlyO;

DLR::~DLRO
delete CB;,
delete OKBTN;
delete NOBTN;

DLR::DLR(point p,int w,int h,int ft,char *t,int count,char **ARl,char **AWl,char **AM1)
{•
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LB=p; Width=w;

Hieght=h;

Font=fh;
Title=t;
Count=count;
select—1;
AR=AR1;
AW=AW1;
AM=AM1;

DisplayMessage--1;
OKonly=FALSE;
DeIete=FALSE;

DisplayRuleOnIy=FALSE;
DisplayStopState-FALSE;
DisplayStartState=FALSE;
}

DLR::DLR(point p,int w,int h,mt fii,char *t,int count,char **ARl,char **AWl,char **AMl,char **AS1)
{
LB=p;
Width=w;
Hieght=h;
Font=fh;
Title=t;

,

Count=count;
select=-l;
AR=AR1;

AW=AW1;
AM=AM1;
AS=AS1;

DisplayMessage—1;
OKonly=TRUE;
Delete=FALSE;

j '. ■ .

DisplayRuleOnly=FALSE;
DisplayStopState=TRUE;
DisplayStartState=FALSE;

DLR::DLR(point p,int w,int h,int fh,char *t,int count,char **ARl,char **AWl,char **AM1,
char **AS1,char **AS2)
■

LB=p; .
Width=w;

Hieght=h;
Font=fn;
Title=t;
Count=count;
■ ■Vselect=-1; ,
AR=AR1;

AW=AWi;^
AM^AMl;
AS=AS1;
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■

ASS=AS2;

,

DisplayMessage=-1;
OKonly=TRUE;
Delete=FALSE;

DisplayRuleOnly=FALSE;
DisplayStopState=TRUE;
DispIayStartState=TRUE;
}
void DLRriDrawVirtualBoxO
{

SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);

SRGP_rectangle(SRGP_defRectangIe(LB.x,LB.y,LB.x+Width,LB.y+Hieght));
SRGP_waitEvent(2);

> '. ■

:

■

■

'' .

void DLR::DeActivate()
■

^
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
CB->BoxState=FALSE;

OKonly=FALSE;
Delete=FALSE;

DisplayRuleOnly-FALSE;

■} .

,

'

; ■.

void DLR:;ActivateOK()

{

•
OKonIy=TRUE;
ActivateO;

> : ■
void DLR::DisplayOnly()

DisplayRuleOnly=TRUE;
ActivateO;
. ■,

} ■■

void DLR::ActivateO

{

■

intij;
charTEMP[2];
TEMP[1]='\0';
CB= new Box(LB,Width,Hieght,Font,Title);
CB->BoxActivate();

if(DisplayRuleOnIy){

//Do Nothing

} else if(OKonIy){
OKBTN = new Button(LB.x+53 ,LB.y+5,50,30,"OK" ,BTN_DOWN);
NOBTN = new Button(LB.x+53 ,LB.y+5,50,30,"Cancel" ,BTN_DOWN);
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OKBTN->activateO;

} else {

OKBTN = new Button(LB.x4-15 ,LB.y+5,55,30,"YES",BTN_DOWN);
NOBTN = new Button(LB.x+90 ,LB.y+5,55,30,"Cancel" ,BTN_DOWN);
OKBTN->activate();
NOBTN->activate();

}

point p=SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+10,LB.y+Hieght-50);
DisplayArea=SRGP_defRectangle(p.x,p.y-l8*Count-3,LB.x+Width-10,p.y-1);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);

if(DisplayStopState&&DisplayStartState)
SRGP_text(p," Read Write Move State");
else if(DisplayStopState&& IDispIayStartState)
SRGP_text(p," Read Write Move Next");
else

SRGP_text(p," Read Write Move");
for(i=0;i<Count;i-H-){

for(j=0J<3y+T){//Read.Tape
if(AR[i]|j]=="^')
Triangle( SRGP_^defPoint(p.x+8+j*l l,p.y'-16rl8*i));
else if(AR[i]Ij]=='2')
OR01(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+8+j*1 l,p.y-16-l8*1));
else if(AR[i][j]=='c')
ORab(SRGP_defPoint(p;X+8+j*ll,p.y-16-18*i));
else if(AR[i]U]=='C)
ORAB(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+8+j*II,p.y-16-18*i));
else{

TEMP[0]=AR[i][j];
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+8+j*11,p.y-18-18*1),TEMP);
}

for(j=0y<3y-H-){/AVrite Tape
if(AW[i]0]=='^')
Triangle( SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j*l l,p.y-16-I8*i));
else if(AR[i]0]=='2')
ORO1(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j*11,p.y-16-18*1));
else if(AR[i]|j]=='c')
ORab(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j*1 l,p.y-16-18*i));
else if(AR[i]|j]=='C')
ORAB(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j*1 l,p.y-16-18*i));
else{

TEMP[0]=AW[i]U];

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j*ll,p.y-l8-18*i),TEMP);
-

}

for(j=0;j<3;j++){//Move Tape
TEMP[0]=AM[i]|j];
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SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+97+j*1 l,p.y-18-18*i),TEMP);
}

if(DisplayStopState)
if(DispIayStartState){

SRGPjeitt(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+140,p.y-l8-18*i),ASS[i]);

SRGPJext(SRGl^efI?oinKp.x+I5d,p.y-18-18*i),

:SRGPj^(SRGP^defPdint(p.xW^^
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+148,p.y-18-18*i),AS[i]);
}

voidDLR:;MarkRecofd(p6intp)

,

'■ •■ 'v: rectanglemk; ';
int yh,yl;
: yh=LB.y+ffi
yI=yh-18*Count-3;
' if(select!=-l){
SRGP_setColor(SCI^WHITE);

rnk-SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x+8,yh-18*(select-(:1)-3vLBik+Width-10,yh-r8*(select)-3);
SRGP_rectangIe(nik);
}

; select=(yh-p^
\

/■if(select<Count)|/ ■/

mk=SRGP_defRectangIe(LB.x+8iyh-18*(selectH-1)-3,LB.x+Width-10,yh-18*(select)-3);

^'^'SRGPJetColorl^Ct^BLACKX--^^ ;--:^^^^^
V/ :

-

'SRGP_rectangle(mk)''
■ ■

}

int DLR::RetumDelete(){
Delete=TRUE;

if(Retum())
if(select!=-l)
return select;
else

retum-1;
else

retum-1;

boolean DLR::Retum()
IpcatorMeasure mouse;

mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

if(mouse.buttonj:iiord[LEFT7jBUTTON]==DOWN){ .
if(OKBTN->clicked(mouse)){
OKBTN->deactivate();
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whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN)
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
DeActivateQ;
return TRUE ;

}else if(NOBTN->clicked(mouse)){
NOBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN)
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
DeActivateQ;
return FALSE;

jelse if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position;GB->TitleBar)){
Message("");
DisplayMessage=0;
CB->RestoreBoxAreaO;

int DifX=mouse.position.x-LB.x;
int DifY=mouse.position.y-LB.y;
int Cw,Ch,Limit_Yl,Limit_Y2;
point OLD;
OLD=LB;

SRGPJnquireCanvasSize(SCREEN_CANVAS,&Cw,&Ch);
Limit_Yl=Ch-150;
Limit_Y2=60;
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
mouse=ReadSampleMouseQ;

LB=SRGP_defPoint(mouse.position.x-DifX,mouse.position.y-DifY);
if(LB.y+Hieght>Limit_Yl||LB.y<Limit_Y2)LB.y=OLD.y;
if(LB.x4-Width >Cw || LB.x<0)LB.x=OLD.x;
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
OLD=LB;

SRGP_waitEvent(1);
}
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
ActivateQ;
}else if(GEOMjptInRect(mouse.position,DisplayArea)){

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN)
mouse=ReadSampleMouseQ;
MarkRecord(mouse.position);

}else{

if(OKBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=l){
Message("Click here to Process");
DisplayMessage=l;

}else if(NOBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=2){
Message("Click here to Give Up");
DisplayMessage=2;
}else if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,DisplayArea)&& DisplayMessage!=3){
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Message("Please Select A Record To Be Delete. Click The Record!");
DisplayMessage=3;

}else if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitleBar)&& DisplayMessage!=4){
Message("Click Here and Hold to Move the Box ");
DisplayMessage=4;
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//FileName: Fa.h
//The Main function of Sim FA

class FA{
private:
char
int
int
int
int
int

point
point
point
int
int

*name;
width;

hieght;
planes;
MovingStep;
Waiting;
CharlnputLocation;
LinklnputLocation;
RunControllerLocation;

Tracing;
TraceUnit[MAX_FA_TRACING]

public:
FA();

~FA(){
delete name;

for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i4-+)delete SS[i];
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)delete TT[i];
Command UNDO;

rectangle DrawArea;
rectangle TapeArea;
rectangle ListArea;
StringBlock *SB;
State

*SS[MaxState];

FA_Table *TT[MaxState * 4];
canvasID CahrMapCanvas;
Arrow Arl;

PopFileSelect LoadFileBox;
PopFileSelect SaveFileBox;
char *LoadFileName;
char *SaveFileName; ,
char letter[100][2];

void LoadFile(int);
void ClearLoadO;
void ClearScreenO;
void SaveFile(int);
void ShowWindow();
void CloseWinO;
voidMkFAO;

void MkArrow(int,point,float);
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void MkStateO;
void DeleteStateO;
void ResetLink(mt);
void MoveState(buttonStatus);
boolean IsStateOverLapped(int,point);

void LinkStateQ;//function relate with Draw Linking Line.
int RetWhichState(locatorMeasure);
void LinkStateDraw(int,point,point,point);
void LinkStateDraw(int,point,point);
void ReDrawLink(int);
void UndoReDrawLinkO;
void ClearLink(int);
void DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(int,pointjpoint); //Start->a Stop -> b

void DrawLineWithArrowIn1State(int,point,point); //Start->a Stop -> a
int xvalue(point,point,point);
int yvalue(point,point,point);
point intersection(point,point,float;float,point);
float Length(point,point);
void Arc(int,point ,point ,point,point ,rectangle);
void Arc(int,point ,point, point,point);
void LinkStateWithString(int,point,int);
void DrawStateAndLinkO;
void DeleteLinkO;

void GetStringO;
void Go();
void DrawStopState(int);
void MoveStraight(point,point,int);
void MoveArc(float,float,float,point,float,int);
void MoveSelf(point,point,int);
void MoveRule(int);
void MoveBackRule(int);
void SetAcceptO;
void UnDoQ;

};
FA::FA()
{
name="Sim TM";

width=SCR_WIDTH;
hieght=SCR_HIEGHT;
planes=5;
MovingStep=30;
Waiting=2;
DrawArea=SRGP_defRectangle(153,51,width-1,hieght-1);
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LinklnputLocation =SRGP_defPoint(20,400);
CharlnputLocation =SRGP_defPoint(20,400);
RunControllerLocation=SRGP_defPoint(20,400);
Tracing=0;

};
void FA::ClearScreen()
{
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);

SRGP_fiIlRectangle(SRGP_defRectangIe(0,51,width,hieght-1));
}
void FA:;ClearLoad()

{
ClearScreenO;
for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++){
SS[i]->avail=TRUE;
SS[i]->center=SRGP_defPoint(100+44*i,72);
}
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)

TT[i]->avail=TRUE;

!

SB->ShowString(SRGP_defPoint(8,hieght-42));
for(i=0;i<SHOW_BLOCK;i++)
SB->PutStringBlockChar(i,"^");
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
UNDO.FreeO;
Tracing=0;

}
void FA::UnDo()
{
if(UNDO.Avail){
SRGP_beep();

Message("No Undo Available");
return;

■ }
inttype;
int no;

point p;
UNDO.GetCommand(&type,&no,&p);
if(type=NEWSTATE){
SS[no]->DeleteState();
} else if(type==MOVESTATE){
if(SS[no]->accepting){
SS[no]->DeleteState();
SS[no]->NewState(SS[no]->label,p);
SS[no]->SetAccept();
} else {
SS[no]->DeleteState();
SS[no]->NewState(SS[no]->label,p);
}
} else if(type==DELSTATE){
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SS[no]->NewState(SS[no]->label,p);
} else if(type==SETACCEPT){
SS[no]->SetAccept();
} else if(type==LINKSTATE){

; ^ EinkStateDraw(SCR^WHITE,SS[TT[no]->fTom]->center,TT[no]->intmed,SS[TT[no]
>to]->center);
if(TT[no]->alphabet[0]=-^')
Triangle(TT[no]->intmed);

else if(TT[no]->alphabet[0]=-c')
SRGP_text(TT[no]->intmed,"a|b");
else if(TT[no]->alphabet[0]--C)
SRGP_text(TT[no]->intmedj"A|B");
else if(TT[no]->alphabet[0]=-2')
SRGP_text(TT[no]->intmed,"0|1");
■ .■■ ■ else

SRGP_text(TT[no]->intmed,TT[no]->alphabet);
TT[no]->avail=TRUE;
} else if(type==DELLINK) {

LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,SS[TT[no]->lTom]->center,TT[no]->intmed,SS[TT[np]
>to]->center);

if(TT[no]->alphabet[0]=='^*)
Triangle(TT[no]->intmed);
else if(TT[no]->alphabet[0]=-c*)
SRGP_text(TT[no]->intmed,"a|b");
else if(TT[no]->alphabet[0]=-C)
SRGP_text(TT[no]->intmed,"A|B");
else if(TT[no]->alphabet[no]=='2')
SRGP_text(TT[no]->intmed,"0|1");
else

SRGP_^text(TT[no]->intmed,TT[no]->alphabet);
TT[no]->avail=FALSE;

}
UNDO.Avail=TRUE;
lJNDO.LinkCount=0;

}

void FA:;LoadFile(int X)
{
ClearScreenO;
ClearLoadO;

Message("Please Select a File From the Menu");

LoadFileName=LoadFileBox.SelectFile(X);
LoadFileBox-RestorePFSAreaO;
if(LoadFileName==NULL){
char *NOFILE[l]={"No File Been Selected"};
WamingMessage(1,NOFILE);
return;

}

char PreFormat[80];
ifstream loadfile(LoadFileName);
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if(loadfile.fail()){

char *N0FILE[2]={"Can Not Open File",LoadFileName};
WamingMessage(2,N0FILE);
} else {
loadfile»PreFormat;

if(strcmp(PreFormat,"SimFA")!=0){

char *DIF[2]={"Different File Format"," Not Sim FA "};
WamingMessage(2,DIF);
return;

}
loadfile»PreFormat;

if(strcmp(PreFormat,"State:")!=0){
char *DIF[2]={"Different File Format"," Not Sim FA
WamingMessage(2,DIF);
return;

}
int i,j;
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
while(l){
loadfile»i;

if(i==NULLSTATE)
break;
SS[i]->avail=FALSE;
loadfile»SS[i]->center.x;

loadfile»SS[i]->center.y;
loadfile»j;
if®
SS[i]->accepting=TRUE;
else

SS[i]->accepting=FALSE;
SS[i]->DrawState(SS[i]r>center,SS[i]->label);
}
loadfile»PreFormat;

if(strcmp(PreFormat,"Link:")!=0){
char *DIF[2]={"Different File Format"," Not Sim FA "};
WamingMessage(2,DIF);
return;

}

int from,to,x,y;
while(l){
loadfile»i;

if(i==NULLSTATE)
break;
loadfile»from;
loadfile»x;

loadfile»y;
loadfile»to;
loadfile»letter[i];

TT[i]->insert(from,SRGP_defPoint(x,y),to,letter[i]);
LinkStateDraw(SGR;^BLAGK,SS[TT[i]->from]->center,TT[i]->intmed,
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SS[TT[i]->to]->center);
if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=="^')
Triangle(TT[i]->intmed);
else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=-c')
SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,"a|b");

else ifi(tf[ii->alp}i^^^^
SRGPJext(TT[i]-Mntme
else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='2')

SR(jP_text(TT[i]->intmed,TT[i]->alphabet);

^ ■ •■ ■ ■

}

■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ -

.,

loadfile.closeO;
}

void FA::SaveFile(int X)

M
■
:

in the File: Box,then type the file name to save");

SaveFileName-SaveFileBox.SelectFile(X);
SaveFileBox:RestorePFSArea();
ijE(SaVeFi^^

/

char *0VER[2]={"File Already Exist!"/'OverWr
if(!WamingMessage(2,0VER))return;
}
ofstream savefile(SaveFileName);
if(savefile.fail()){

char *0VER[2]={"Can Not Create File",SaveFileName};
WamingMessage(2,0VER);
savefile«"SimFA";
savefile«endl;
savefile«':State:";
savefile«endl;

for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++){ //Save State Data
if(!SS[i]->avail){
savefile«i;
savefile«"";
savefile«SS[i]->center.x;
savefile«"";
savefile«SS[i]->center.y;
savefile«"

if(SS[i]->accepting)
savefiie«l;
else

savefile«0;
savefile«"";
savefile«endl;

}
}
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savefile«NULLSTATE;
savefile«endl;
savefile«"Link:";
savefile«endl;

for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++){
if(!TT[i]->avail){
savefile«i;
savefile«"

sayefile«TT[i]->from;
savefile«"

savefiIe«TT[i]->intmed.x;
savefile«"

savefiIe«TT[i]->intmed.y;
savefile«"

savefile«TT[i]->to;
savefile«"

savefile«TT[i]->alphabet;
savefile<<"

savefile«endl;

•

}, '

:

}

savefile«NULLSTATE;
savefile.closeO;

V

;

}
void FA::CloseWin()

{ ,

■,

■■ ■

:■

•

ClearLoadO;
ClearScreenO;

}

:■ . • ■

■ .

void FA::GetString()
{■

SB->ShowString(SRGP_defPoint(8,hieght-42));
for(mt i=0;i<SHOW_BLOCK;i-H-)SB->PutStringBlockChar(i,"'^");
i=0; '.
locatorMeasure mouse;

char selectChar[40]="You Have Selected Character
charLC[2]={'xV\0'};
char ResultChar;

SetCursorShape(XC_Hand);

LinkCharBox LBC(CharInputLocation,155,150,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,"String Input");
LBC.CharBoxActivateO;
while(i<SHOW_BLOCK-1){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
ResultChar=LBC,RetumChar(mouse);
if(!LBC.CB->BoxState){
Hint("");
break;
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}
if(ResultGhar!=-N')!
if(ResultChar !='C && ResultGhar !='c'&& ResultGhar!='2'&&

ResultGhar

ResultGhar !='-'){

LG[0]=ResultGhar;
LG[1]='\0';

selectGharp 1]=ResultGhar;
Hint(selectGhar);
SB->PutStringBlockGhar(i-H-,LG);
}else{

MessageC'String Does Not Gontain Empty,a/b, A/B,0/1,
SRGP_beep();
SRGP_waitEvent(30);

}

,

} else {
CharInputLocation=LBC.LB;
}
if(i==SHOW_BLOGK-1){
LBG.GB->BoxState=FALSE;

LBG.GB->RestoreBoxArea();
SRGP_beep();

char *NOAV[2]-{"No Block Available!",""};
WamingMessage(2,N0AV);
SetCursorShape(XC_Base);
Message("");
}
void FA::MkState()

char * StateLabel[MaxState]={

"qO","ql","q2","q3", "q4",
"q5","q6","q7","q8", "q9",
"qlO","qH","ql2","ql3","ql4",
"ql5","ql6","ql7","ql8","ql9"

for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++){
SS[i]= new State(StateLabel[i]);
SS[i]->center= SRGP_defPoint(100+44*1,72);
SS[i]->avail=TRUE:
}

}
void FAxMkFAO
{
for(int i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++){
TT[i]= new FA_Table;
TT[i]->avail=TRUE;
■/

}
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void FA::MkArrow(int colonpoint pt,float ang)
{
SRGP_setColor(color);
Arl.DrawArrowRotate(color,pt,ang);
}
void FA::ShowWindow()
{

SRGP_setErrorHandlingMode(FATAL_ERRORS);
SRGP_lineCoord( 0,50,width,50); //Message
SB = new StringBlock;
SRGP_disableDebugAids();
}

void FA::DeIeteState()
{
locatorMeasure mouse;
int i;
mouse=ReadMouse();

ifC(i==RetWhichState(mouse))!= NULLSTATE){
lJN^^DPvStoreCornmand(DELSTATE,i,SS[i]->center);
ClearLink(i);
ResetLink(i);
SS[i]->DeleteState();

SS[i]->center=SRGP_defPoint(100+44*i,72);
}
}
void FA::DeleteLink()
{
locatorMeasure mouse;

SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
for(int i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)
if(!TT[i]->avail)TT[i]->Sho\vRef();

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
Message("Please Select a Rectangle in The Midle ofThe Link to Delete");
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
mouse=ReadMouseO;
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++){
if(!TT[i]->avail)TT[i]->ShowRef();

TT[i]->clear();
lJNDO.StoreCommand(DELLrNK,i,TT[i]->intmed);

LinkStateDraw(SCR_WHlTE,SS[TT[i]->ffom]->center,TT[i]
>intmed,SS[TT[i}->to]->center);
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if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='^')
Triangle(TT[i]->intmed);
else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=-c')
SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,"a|b");
else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=-C)
SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,"A|B");
else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=-2')
SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,"0|1");
else

SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,TT[i]->alphabet);

).
void FA::SetAccept()

. ■

^

■

locatorMeasure mouse;

■■ ^ ■ ■

inti;
mouse=ReadMouse();

,
mouse=ReadMouse();
if((i=RetWhichState(mouse))!=NULLSTATE){
SS[i]->SetAccept();
UNDO.StoreCommand(SETACCEPT,i,SS[i]->center);
■

■

int FA::RetWhichState(locatorMeasure mouse)

for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i+-f)

. .{

•

■ .. .
if((mouse.position.x > SS[i]->center.x-Radial)&&
(mouse.position.x < SS[i]->center.x+Radial)&&
(mouse.position.y > SS[i]->center.y-Radial)&&
(mouse.position.y < SS[i]->center.y+Radial)&& !SS[i]->avail )
return i;

return NULLSTATE;

}

.

■■■

void FA::LinkStateWithString(int From,point Reference,int To)

//Put(From Reference To String)into the LinkTable
charLC[2]={'x','\0'};
char ResultChar;
locatorMeasure mouse;

SetCursorShape(XC_Hand);
LinkCharBox LBC(LinkInputLocation,155,150,TIMEROMASBOLDrTALIC,"Link Controller");
LBC.CharBoxActivateO;
while(l){
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mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
ResultChar=LBC.RetumChar(mouse);
if(ResultChar!-'N'&& ResultChar!-0'){
if(ResultChar!='^'){
LC[0]=ResultChar;
LC[1]='\0';
LBC.CB->BoxState=FALSE;
LBG.CB->RestoreBoxArea();
break;
}else{
Message("Rules Do Not Contain Empty Characters!");
SRGP_beep();
SRGP_waitEvent(10):
■

'

■

■

}else{
if(ResultChar=='0'){

LinkStateDraw(SCR_WHITE,SS[From]->center,Reference,
SS[To]->center);

SetCursorShape(XC_Base);
return;

■

V ■

•

^

LinkInputLocation=LBC.LB:

SetCursorShape(XC_Base);

if(ResultChar!-0'){

//Return Value Not Equal to OK Button

for(int i=0;i<MaxState*4;i+4-)

if(TT[i]->avail==TRUE){
TT[i]->insert(From,Reference,To,LC);
break;

■■



}■ :

SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
if(LC[0]="^')
Triangle(Reference);
else if(Le[0]=='C')
SRGP_text(Reference,"A|B");
else if(LC[0]=='c')
SRGP_text(Reference,"a|b");
else if(LC[0]=='2')

SRGP_text(Reference,"G|1");
else

■ .

SRGP_text(Reference,LC);
UNDO.St6reConimand(LINKSTATE,i,TT[i]->intmed);
}■

}
//Decide how to connect a link between states,

void FA:;LinkState()
locatorMeasure mouse;
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int From,To;

point Reference;
From=To=NULLSTATE;

Message("Please Select a Start State");
mouse=ReadMouseDownUp();
From=RetWhichState(mouse);
if(From!=NULLSTATE){

SRGP_setLocatorEchoType(RUBBER_LINE);
SRGP_setLocatorEchoRubberAnchor(mouse.position);
Message("Please Select a Stop State or Reference Point");
mouse=ReadMouseDownUp();
SRGP_setLocatorEchoType(NO_ECHO);
To=RetWhichState(mouse);
if(To==NULLSTATE){
SRGP_setLocatorEchoType(RUBBER_LINE);
SRGP_setLocatorEchoRubberAnchor(mouse.position);
Reference=mouse.position;
Message("Please Select a Stop State");
mouse=ReadMouseDownUp();
SRGP_setLocatorEchoType(NO_ECHO);
To=RetWhichState(mouse);
if(To!=NULLSTATE){
if(To!=From){

point med=SRGP_defPoint((SS[From]->center.x+SS[To]->center.x)/2,
(SS[From]->center.y+SS[To]->center.y)/2);
if( Length(SS[From]->center,med)< Length(med,Reference)||
Length(SS[To ]->center,med)< Length(med,Reference) ){
SRGP^beepO;
Message("The reference point may be too far away from ONE state,\
Try again!");
return;

}else{

if(Length(SS[From]->center,Reference)>4*Radial){
Message("The Reference Point is a little far from \
the State");
SRGP^beepO;
return;

}

LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,SS[From]->center,Reference,
SS[To]->center);

LinkStateWithString(From,Reference,To);
}
}else {

if(From==To){
Reference.x=SS[From]->center.x;
Reference.y=SS[From]->center.y+40+Radial;
}else{
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Reference.x^(SS[Trom]->cettter.x+SSj:To]->center.x)/2
; Refierence.y-(SS[Frornl->ceriteny+SS[To]->center.y)/2;
LinkStateDFaw(SCR_BLACK,SS[From]->center,Reference;SS[To]->center);

void FA::Go()

■

intsb;
/:■;
'int;existAcceptState=0;^
int:StartState=0; , ,';.y:^.
-4ntStqpState=0;;-.

■V.;

■\

int EXEC=0;
to

boolean NOTRACING=FALSE;

■ ■ '^ Tracing-Oj; ,
locatorMeasure mouse;

V:-- ^toMOVE=-l.;-

o:':; ■

to(sb=0;sb<MaxStoe;sb++)^ ^
if(SS[sb]->aGcepting==TRUE){
-■ existAcceptState^l,
'.break;
if(existAcceptState-=0) {

char *MESSAGE[2]={"Cto Not Find The"," Accepting State"};
WamingMessage(2,MESSAGE);
' -Tetum;

.

Tf(SB->GetStringBlockChar(0)—
!SS[bT>a^^
char *MESSAGE[2]={"A String Can Not Begin","With Null Gharacter"};
WarningMessage(2,MESSAGE>;
return;

;'V'V

:;.sb=0,;\: ' 'V;',' - ■ ^

T

' 'V. '

DrawStopState(StopState);

^
BBControlActivateO;
while(l){
if(M0VE==2 II M0VE==5)

'

"Execution Console");

if(MOVE==l II M0VE==3) BB.ControlActivateQ;
while(MOVE!=0 && M0VE!=2 && M0VE!=5){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
MOVE=BB.RetumControl(mouse);
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if(MOVE=0){
DrawStopState(StopState);
RunControllerLocation=BB.LB;

}else if(MOVE!=-l){
BB.HideBoxO;
if(MOVE=l && Tracing!=0){
SB->Center(sb-1,SCR_YELLOW);
MoveBackRule(TraceUnit[Tracing-l]);
SB->Center(sb-1,SCR_LIGHTGRAY);
DrawStopState(StopState);
StartState=TT[TraceUnit[Tracing-1]]->froni;
StopState =TT[TFaceUnit[Tracing-1]]'>from;
DrawStopState(StopState);
Tracing--;
sb—;

if(Tracing=0){
SRGP_beepO;
Message("No More Back Move Available");
}

}
break;

}
}

if(M0VE==5 && Tracing>0){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
if(mouse.button_chord[RIGHT_BUTTON]==DOWN)MOVE=l;
SB->Center(sb-1,SCR_YELLOW);
MoveBackRule(TraceUnit[Tracing-1]);
SB->Center(sb-1,SCR_LIGHTGRAY);
DrawStopState(StopState);
StartState=TT[TraceUnit[Tracing-1]]->from;
StopState =TT[TraceUnit[Tracing-1]]->from;
DrawStopState(StopState);
Tracing—;
sb—;

if(Tracing=0){
M0VE=1;

SRGP_beepO;
MessageC'No MoreBack Move Available");
}
}

if(M0VE=5 && Tracing <=0){
M0VE=1;

}

if(M0VE==2 II M0VE==3){
mouse=?ReadSampleMouse();
if(mouse.button^chord[RIGHT_BUTTON]=DOWN)MOVE=3;
SB->Center(sb.SCR_YELLOW);
EXEC=0;

for(int i=0;i<MaxState*4;i-i-t-){
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if(TT[i]->avail!=TRUE && StartState=TT[i]->from){
if( TT[i]->alphabet[0]==SB->GetStringBlockChar(sb)II
TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='-'||
(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='c'&&
(SB->GetStringBlockChar(sb)='a'||
SB->GetStringBlockChar(sb)='b'))||
(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='C'&&
(SB->GetStringBlockChar(sb)='A'||
SB->GetStringBlockChar(sb)='B'))||
(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='2'&&

(SB->GetStringBlockChar(sb)—O'll
SB->GetStringBlockChar(sb)='1'))){
MoveRule(i);
DrawStopState(StopState);
StartState=TT[i]->to;
StopState =TT[i]->to;
DrawStopState(StopState);
PreviousExec=i;
if(!NOTRACING){

TraceUnit[Tracing]=i;
Tracing++;

if(Traciilg>=^MAX_FA_TRACING)
{

char *WARNG[3H"0ut of\
Tracking Space'V'OK to Keep on Do it","Cancel to Exit"};
if(WamingMessage(3,WARNG)){
NOTRACING=TRUE;

Tracing=0;
M0VE=3;

}else{
Tracing=0;
return;

}
}

}
EXEC=1;
break;

}

}
}
SB->Center(sb,SCR_LIGHTGRAY);
if(EXEC==0){

char'''MESSAGE[2]={"Can Not Find Rule","Back Tracking ?"};
if(!WamingMessage(2,MESSAGE)){
StopState=NULLSTATE;
break;

} else {
M0VE=1;

}
} else{
sb++;
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if(SB->GetStringBIockChar(sb)—

if(SS[StopState]->accepting== FALSE)!

char *MESSAGE[2]={''The FA Fails to Stop"," at Acceptirig State");
WamingMessage(2,MESSAGE);
}
M0VE=3;

}

'v

}

}
}
if(StopState!=NULLSTATE){
:if(SS[StopState]->accepting-= FALSE){

char *MESSAGE[2]=^{"The FA is Fail to Stops"," at Accepting State"};
WamingMessage(2,MESSAGE);
}
}
RunControllerLocation=BB.LB;

}
void FA::DrawStopState(int no)
{

SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLUE);
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRJTE_XOR);
SRGP_flllEllipse(SS[no]->rectState);
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
}

void FA::MoveBackRule(int i)
{
//This Function Reverse the MoveRiileQ;
point From,To,Ref;
From=SS[TT[i]->to]->center;
To =SS[TT[i]->from]->center;
Ref=TT[i]->intmed;
Line L1,L2,L3;
LI.defLine(From,Ref);
L2.defLine(Ref,To);
if(L1.angle!=L2.angle){
if(From.x==To.x && From.y==To.y){

DrawLineWithArrowIn1State(SCR_YELLOW,From,Ref);
MoveSelf(From,Ref,MovingStep);
DrawLineWithArrowIn1State(SCR_BLACK,From,Ref);
}else {

point Ce-SRGP_defPoint(xvalue(From,Ref,To),yvalue(From,Ref,To));
if(CC.x> lOOOOy CC.x<-10000 II CC.y>10000 li CC.y<-10000){
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_WHITE,To,From);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLACK,From,To);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SGR_YELLOW,From;To);

I>awLineWithArrowIn2State(SGR^
SRGP_waitEvent(2);
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DrawLineWithAiTOwIn2State(SCR_WHITE,From,To);
DrawLineWithAiTOwIn2State(SCR_BLACK,To,From);
} else {

LinkStateDraw(SGR_WHITE,To,RefjFrom);
LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,From,Ref,To);
LinkStateDraw(SCR_YELLOW,From,Ref,To);
LI.defLine(CC,From);
L2.defLine(CC,To);
L3.defLine(CC,Ref);

MoveArc(Ll.angle,L2.angle,L3.angIe,CC,LI.length,MovingStep);
LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,From,Ref,To);
SRGP_waitEvent(2);

LinkStateDraw(SGR_WHITE,From,Ref,To);
LinkStateDraw(SGR_BLAGK,To,Ref,From);
}
}
} else {

DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_WHITE,To,From);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLACK,From,To);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_YELLOW,From,To);
MoveStraight(From,To,MovingStep);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLACK,From,To);
SRGP_waitEvent(2);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_WFlITE,From,To);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLACK.To,Froni);
}

}
void FA::MoveRule(int i)
{
point From,To,Ref;
From=SS[TT[i]->from]->center;
To =SS[TT[i]->to]->center;
Ref=TT[i]->intmed;
Line L1,L2,L3;

L1.defLine(From,Ref);
L2.defLine(Ref,To);
if(L1.angle!=L2.angle){

if(From.x==To.x && From.y=To.y){
DrawLineWithArrowIn1State(SCR_YELLOW,From,Ref);
MoveSelf(From,Ref,MovingStep);
DrawLineWithArrowIn1State(SCR_BLACK,From,Ref);
}else {
point CG =? SRGP_defPoint(xvalue(From,Ref,To),yvalue(From,Ref,To));
if(CC.x > lOOOOII CC.x<-10000|| CC.y>10000|| CC.y<-10000){
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_YELLOWiFrom,To);
MoveStraight(From,To,MovingStep);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLA€K,From,To);
} else {
LinkStateDraw(SCR_YELLOW,From,Ref,To);
L1.defLine(CC,From);
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L2.defLine(CC,To);
L3.defLine(CC,Ref);

LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,Froni,Ref,To);

V;: : '''
-'v'' ''
DrawLineWithAiTowIn2State(SCR_YELLOW,From,To);

DrawLirieWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLAeK,From,To);
}

void FA::MoveSelf(point a,point b,int count)
{
Line LI;

Ll.defLine(a,b);

point c=SRGP^defiPoint(a.x+(int)(cos(LLangle/180*PI)*2*Radial),
■

LI.defLine(b,a);
float x=Ll.angle;
float step=360.0/count;
rectangle e;;-^ 'r .V;.;.
MoveStraight(a,f,10);

SRGP_setWriteMode(WW
for(int i=0;i<=count;i-H-)
{
'V' x--step;' :

A

■/; .■^:v';;,ifi:x<0)x=360;^

d.x = c.x+(int)(cos(x*Pl/l80)*Radial);

d.y = c.y+(int)(sin(k*PI/l80)*RadiaI);^^^ ^ ^
e=SRGP_defRectangle(d.Xr10,d.y-lOvd.x+10,d.y+10);
SRGP_setCoIor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_ellipse(e);
SRGP_waitEvent(Waiting);
SRGP_ellipse(e);
}

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
MoveStraight(f,a,10);
■}

voidFA::ivIoveStraight(point Start,point Stop,int count)
Line LI;

L1.defLine(Start,Stop);
float step=L1.length/count;
point a;
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rectangle b;

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);
for(float i=0;i<L1.length;i+=step){
a.x = Start.x+(int)(cos(Ll.angle*PI/180)*i);
a.y i= Start.y+(intXsin(Ll.angle*PI/180)*i); :
b=SRGP_defRectangle(a.x-10,a.y-10,a.x+10,a.y+10);
SRGP_setCoIor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_ellipse(b);
SRGP_waitEvent(Waiting);
SRGP_ellipse(b);
}
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
}

void FA::MoveArc(float StartAngle,float StopAngle,float RefAngle,point cc,float Length,int count)
{

rectangle b;
point a;
float x=StartAngle;
float step;
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRJTE_XOR);

if( StopAngle>RefAngle && RefAngle>StartAngle.&& StopAngle>StartAngle)
step=(StopAngle-StartAngle)/MovingStep;
else if(StopAngle<RefAngle && RefAng]e<StartAngle && StartAngle>StopAngle)
step=(-l)*(StartAngle-StopAngle)/MovingStep;
else if((StopAngle>StartAngle)&&
((StartAngle<RefAngle && StopAngle<RefAngle)||
(StartAngle>RefAngle && StopAngle>RefAngle)))

step=(-l)*(360-StopAngle+StartAngle)/MovingStep;
else if((StopAngle<StartAngle)&&
((StartAngle<RefAngle && StopAngle<RefAngle)||
(StartAngle>RefAngle && StopAngle>RefAngle)))

step=(360-StartAngle+StopAngle)/MovingStep;
for(int i=0;i<=count;i++)
{
X += step;

if(x>=360)x=0;
if(x<0)x=360;
a.x = cc.x+(int)(cos(x*PI/l80)*Length);
a.y = cc.y+(int)(sin(x*PI/180)*Length);
b=SRGP_defRectangle(a.x-10,a.y-10,a.x+10,a.y+10);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_ellipse(b);
SRGP_waitEvent(Waiting);
SRGP_ellipse(b);

}

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
}
void FA::UndoReDrawLink()
{
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for(int i=0;i<UNDO.LinkCount;i-H-){

TT[UNpO.LinkUndo[i]]->avail=FALSE;
LinkStateDraw(SCR__BLACK,SS[TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->from]->center,
TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->intmed,
SS[TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->to]->center);
if(TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->alphabet[0]=="^')
Triangle(TT[LrNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->intmed);
else if(TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->alphabet[0]='c')
SRGPjext(TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->intmed,"aib");
else if(TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->alphabet[0]=='C')
SRGP_text(TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->mtmed,"A|B");
else if(TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->alphabet[0]=='2')
SRGP_^text(TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]^>intmed,"0|l");
else

SRGP_text(TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->intmed,

TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->alphabet);
}

;}
void FA;:ReDrawLink(intj)

{

/

.

for(int i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)

if(TT[i]->avail!=TRUE &&(TT[i]->from=j|1 TT[i]->to ==j)){
LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,SS[TT[i]->from]->center,
TT[i]^>intmed,SS[TT[i]->to]^>center);
if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=="^')
Triangle(TT[i]->intmed);
else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='c')

SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,"a|b");
^ else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]='C')
SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,"A!B");
else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='2')
SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,"0|1");
else

SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,TT[i]->alphabet);
}

void FA;:ClearLink(intj)
{
for(int i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)

if(TT[i]->avail!=TRUE &&(TT[i]->from==j|| TT[i]->to ==j)){
LinkStateDraw(SCR_WHITE,SS[TT[i]->from]->center,
TT[i]->intmed,SS[TT[i]->to]->center);
if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=="^')
Triangle(TT[i]->intmed);
else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='c')
SRGP_text(TT[i]->intnied,"a|b");
else if(TT[i]->alphabet[0]=='C')
SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,"A|B");
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else if(TT[i]->aIphabet[0]='2')
SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,"0|1");
else

SRGP_text(TT[i]->intmed,TT[i]->alphabet);
}

void FA::ResetLink(intj)
{
UNDO.LinkCount=0;

for(int i=0;i<MaxState*4;i-i-+){
if(TT[i]->avail!=TRUE &&(TT[i]->from==j || TT[i]->to ==j)){
TT[i]->avail=TRUE;
UNDO.LinkUndo[lJNDO.LinkCount]=i;
UNDO.LinkCount++;

}
}

/* The following 2function caculating from 3 points to find circle center*/
int FA::yvaIue(point a,point b,point c)
{
■■
Line LI,L2;

LLdefLine(a,b);
L2.defLine(b,c);

float yval;
if(LLangle==L2.angle)return (a.y+c.y)/2;
float divisor=((b.y-a.y)*(c.x-a.x)-(c.y-a.y)*(b.x-a.x))*4;
if(divisor==0)divisor=0.00000001;
yval =((((sqr(b.x)+sqr(b.y)-sqr(a.x)-sqr(a.y))*2*(c.x-a.x))
((sqr(c.x)+sqr(c.y)-sqr(a.x)-sqr(a.y))*2*(b.x-a.x)))
/divisor);

if(yval>=65536)return 65535;
else if(yval <= -65536)return -65535;
else return (int)yval;

}
int FA::xvalue(point a,point b,point c)
{
Line L1,L2;

Ll.defLine(a,b);
L2.defLine(b,c);
float xval;

if(Ll.angle=L2.angle)return (a.x+c.x)/2;
float divisor=((b.x-a.x)*(c.y-a.y)-(c.x-a.x)*(b.y-a.y))*4;
if(divisor==0)divisor=0.00000001;

xval=(int)((((sqr(b.y)+sqr(b.x)-sqr(a.y)-sqr(a.x))*2*(c.y-a.y)) ■
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((sqr(c.y)+sqr(c.x)7sqr(a.y)-sqr(a.x))*2'^(b.y-a.y)))
/divisor);
if(xval>=65536)return 65535;
else if(xval <= -65536)return -65535;
else return (int)xval;
}

point FA::intersection(point al,point bl,float rl,float r2,point cl)
{
rH-=Med;
//Med = Arrow length
float xl=(float)al.x;
float yl=(float)al.y;
float x2=(float)b1.x;
float y2=(float)b1.y;
float ref_x=(float)c1.x;
float ref_y=(float)cl.y;
float divisor=y2-y1;
if(divisor==0)divisor=l;

float d =(sqr(rl)-sqr(r2)-sqr(xl)+sqr(x2)-sqr(yl)+sqr(y2))/(divisor*2);
float e =(xl-x2)/ divisor ;
floatf= sqr(xl)+sqr(x2)-rsqr(yl)+sqr(y2)-sqr(rl)-sqr(r2);
float a = sqr(e)*2+2;
float b = 4*d*e r 2*(xH-x2)-2^e*(ylji-y2);
float c =f+ 2*sqr(d)- 2*(yl+y2)*d;
if(a==0)a=0.00000001;
float Xl=((-l)*b + sqrt(sqr(b)-4*a*c))/(2*a);
float Yl=d+e*Xl;

float X2=((-l)*b - sqrt(sqr(b)-4*a*c))/(2*a);
float Y2= d+e*X2;

point intersect[2];
intersect[0]=SRGP_defPoint(int(X1),int(Y1));
intersect[1]=SRGP_defPoint(int(X2),int(Y2));
if( sqrt(sqr(ref_x-Xl)+sqr(ref__y-Yl))< sqrt(sqr(ref_x-X2)+sqr(refj-Y2)))
return intersect[0];
else

return intersect[l];

float FA::Length(point a,point b)
{

return sqrt(sqr(a.x-b.x)+sqr(a.y-b.y));
}

void FA;:DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(int color,point a, point b)//Start->a Stop -> b
{
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Line LI,L2;

Ll.defLine(a,b);

point Connectl=SRGP_ciefPoint(a.x+(int)(cos(LLangIe/180*PI)*(Radial+Med)),
a.yH-(int)(sin(LLang[e/180*PI)*(RadialH-Med)));
L2.defLine(b,a);

point Connect2=SRGP_defPoint(b.x+(int)(cos(L2.angIe/180*PI)*(Radial+Med)),
b.y+(int)(sin(L2.angle/l80*PI)*(Radial+Med)));
SRGP_setColor(color);
SRGP_line(Connectl,Connect2);
MkAiTow(color,Connect2,LI.angle);
}

void FA::DrawLineWithArrowInlState(int color, point a, point b)//Start->a Ref->b Stop ->a
{ ■ ■ ■
■
•
Line L1,L2;

Ll.defLine(a,b);

point c=SRGP_defPoint(a.x+(int)(cos(Ll.angle/180*PI)*2*Radial),
a.y+(int)(sin(Ll.angle/180*PI)*2*Radial));

point d=SRGP_defPoint(a.x+(int)(cos(Ll.angle/180*PI)*Radial),
a.y+(int)(sin(LLangle/180*PI)*Radial));,
Ll.defLine(b,a);

point Connectl=SRGP_defPoint(c.x+(int)(cos((LLangle-30)/180*PI)*Radial),
c.y-f(int)(sin((L1.angle-30)/l80*PI)*Radial));

point Connect2=SRGP_defPoint(c.x+(int)(cos((LLangle+50)/l80*PI)*Radial),
c.y+(int)(sin((Ll.angle+50)/180*PI)*Radial));

SRGP_setColor(color);
rectangle SS = SRGP_defRectangle(c.x-Radial,c.y-Radial,c.x+Radial,c.y+Radial);
SRGP_ellipseArc(SS,LLangle+50,Ll.angle-30);
LI.defLine(Connect2,a);
MkArrow(color,Connect2, LI.angle);
}■

void FA::LinkStateDraw(int color,point a,point Ref,point c)
{

//a & c are state circle point
//Ref is the intermediate point

Line L1,L2,L3;

Ll.defLine(a,Ref);
L2.defLine(Ref,c);

if(Ll.angle!=L2.angle){
if(a.x==c.x && a.y==c.y)
DrawLineWithArrowIn1State(color,a,Ref);
else{
point CC = SRGP_defPoint(xvalue(a,Ref,c),yvalue(a,Ref,c));

//cout«"point CC =("«CC.x«","«CC.y«")"«endl;
if(CC.x > 1000011 CC.x<-10000 || CC.y>10000 |] CC.y<-10000){
DrawLineWithArrowln2State(color,a,c);
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} else {

float length-Length(ajCG);
SRGP_setColor(color);
rectangle rect- SRGP_defRectangle(GC.x-(int)length,
GG.y-(int)length,GG.x+(int)length,GG.y+(int)length);
point Gonnect1=intersection(a,GG,Radial,length,Ref);
point Gonnect2=intersection(c,GGjRadial,length,Ref);
Arc(color,Gonnectl,Gonnect2,GG,Ref,rect);
L3.defLine(Gonnect2,c);
MlcArrow(color,Gonnect2, L3.angle);
}
}
} else
DrawLineWithAiTOwIn2State(color,a,c);

void FA::LinkStateDraw(int color,point al,point a2) //ifselect 2 states only,no intermediate state
{
SRGP_setColor(color);
SRGPJine(al,a2);
}

void FA::Arc(int color,point start,point stop,point center,point ref,rectangle rect)
/Line L1,L2; point xl=ref;xl.x++;
: Ll;defLine(center,start);
L2.defLine(center,stop);
float StartAngle,StopAngle;
StartAngle=Ll.angle;
StopAngle =L2.angle;
SRGP_setGolor(color);
,..,//, ,.''flo,ata^b;;
if(StartAngle<StopAngle){
a-StartAngle+360-StopAngle;
b=360-a;
if(a > b)

SRGP^ellipseArc(rect,StartAngle,StopAngle);
.else . .



SRGP_ellipseArc(rect,StopAngle,StartAngle);
}else{

a=StopAngle+360-StartAngle;
b=360-a;
If(a>b)
SRGP_ellipseArc(rect,StopAngle,StartAngle);
else

.

SRGP_ellipseArc(rect,StartAngle,StopAngle);
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void FA::MoveState(buttonStatus BS)
{
locatorMeasure mouse;

int i;

point XY=SRGP_defPoint(100,70);
SRGP_setLocatorButtonMask(LEFT_BUTTON_MASK);
if(BS==UP){
Message("Please Use Left Mouse Button to Select a State to Move");
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
whiIe(mouse.button_chord[0]==BS)mouse=ReadSampleMouseO;
Message("Hold the Left Button and Move to the desired Location");
}else{
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
Message("Move to the desired Location then Click the Left Mouse Button");
}
if((i=RetWhichState(mouse))!=NULLSTATE){
int EXIST=0;
for(intj=0;j<MaxState*4J-H-){

if(!TT[j]->avail &&(TT[j]->from==i|| TT|j]->to == i)){
EXIST=1;
break;

if(EXIST==l){

char *N0[2]={"Please Move State","Without Links"};
WamingMessage(2,N0);
return;

}
UNDO.StoreCommand(MOVESTATE,i,SS[i]->center);
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(SS[i]->center);
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);
while(mouse.button_chord[0]!=BS){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

if(mouse.position.x != XY.x || mouse.position.y != XY.y)
{

if(IsStateOverLapped(i,mouse.position))
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(XY);
else {
if(mouse.position.y>hieght-40-Radial-5){
mouse.position.y=hieght-40-Radial-5;
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(mouse.position);
}

if(mouse.position.y<50+Radial+2){
mouse.position.y=50+Radial+2;
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(mouse.position);
}
if(mouse.position.x<61+RadiaI+2){
mouse.position.x=61+Radial+2;

SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(mouse.position);
}

if(mouse.position.x>width-Radial-2){
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mouse:position.x=width^Radial-2;
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(mouse.position);

SS[i]->DrawState(SS[i]->center,SS[ii->label);
SS[i]->center=mouse.position;
XY=SS[i]->center;
SS[i]->DrawState(SS[i]->center,SS[i]->label);

;

^

^

■ ■■

,

:

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_IlEPLACE);
SS[i]->DrawState(SS[i]->center,SS[i]->label);
ReDrawLink(i);

}/ ■ ■
■}
void FA::DrawStateAndLink(){

■

int i;

for(i=0;i<Max State;i-H")
if(!SS[i]->avail) {
SS[i]->DrawState(SS[i]->center,SS[ii->label);
ReDrawLink(i);

}

■

.

boolean FA;:IsState6verLapped(int si,point pt)
{

■

■ ■ ■
for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++)
if(i!=si && SS[i]->avail!=TRUE && Length(pt,SS[i]->center)< 2*Radial)
return TRUE;
return FALSE;

} ■
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//FileName: Form
//Define Linear Attrib

classLine{
public:

^

■■

^::Line(>{i;:\;;:;

-;;^Line(){}-.^;\^

■

^

intyl;

.v ■ ■

' int x2;

; ■; ' ' ■ •

'■ '.,y, y,:;.

■ . ■. .y\y •inty2;^;\

-y/'y, ^"yyy';/^:-\y:y:;. /Vv'y::/'y. ;\y

-y y.,. ' . :

fioat a;
fioat b;

floatcy'/.y-.

.:y'

fioat angle;■■ y, ,
floatjength; ■

V

■
-y/y

void defiLme(point,point);
y yoid^^^^^
/■yy; \/.' ' ': VQid ContentO; '

vpid Line;:defLine(pointpl jpoint p2)

, ^ .;y: ;^.'yxl.-pi.x; -y'

/y'/

v'^y;.,:y-' -:r:yx2=p2,x;y y-' ■ ■

•.y;/yy' ■ ,

■■yy

y.;; ■ ■y- ^ ^

■yi=pi.yy;;'y

;y\,:-v y\ , y,. '/; y ■
' .y'

y' ' y^ ;'^;yy-GontentQ;/'- ^;y'''.y.'y

void Line::defLine(int al,int a2,int a3,int a4)

:.t- '."-:V:zy.y; ' 'y-: y, ■;z'z;y' -/y.^y,;.: ;- ;y,y ; 'z"" " ' ' ' ' :.yyz:
yi=a2;:,,y ;y;^ ■ -y'yy'' y; ■y::y; y.y

yyyz; :yv;yyz' '

'■

.. ■■.x2=a3; ■ ■

y2=a4;
ContentO;
}

void Line::C3ontent()

{

//formula => ax + by+C!=0

//From=(xl,yl) To=(x2,y2);
length=sqrt(sqr(x1-x2)+sqr(y1-y2));
a=l;

b=0;
c-xl;

if(yl<y2)
angle=90;
else
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*(xl,yl)—> *(x2,y2)

angle=270;
}else if(yl==y2){
a=0;
b=l;

c=yl;
if(xl<x2)
angle=0;
else

angle=180;

}else {
float m=float(y1-y2)/(float)(x1-x2);
a=yl-y2;
b=xl-x2;

c=(xl-x2)*yl-(yl-y2)*xl;
if(xl<x2)
if(yl<y2)
angle=atan(m)*180.0/PI;
else

angle=atan(m)*180.0/PI+360;
else

angle=atan(m)*180.0/PI+l80;
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//FileName: HyperText.h
//A HyperText like On-line Document Reader
#define INDENT 60
#define ALIGN 10

class HyperText
{
public:

point LB;
Box *CB;
int Width;

int Hieght;
int Font;
char *Title;

int DisplayMessage;

boolean right;
boolean center;
boolean color;

boolean skip;
rectangle Hyper[10];
int GoToHyper[10];
int Hyperlndex;
int tw,th,td;
int bw,bh;
int x,y,dx,dy;

int TotalPage;
int PageNo;
,
char FileName[80];
ifstream Help;
char text[80];
void ClearScreenO;
void ShowTextO;
void GetSectionO;
void ShowColorSectionO;

void ControlQ;
boolean FindPage();
void OpenTextQ;
void CloseTextO;
void InitPageO;
void LookAtO;
void DrawVirtualBoxQ;
void ShowBoxQ;
HyperTextO;
HyperText(point,int,int,int,char *);
-HyperText(){delete CB;delete Title;};
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};

HyperText::HyperText(point p,int want h,int fn,char *t){
■

. ■■LB=p;
Width=w;
Hieght=h;
Font=fh;
Title-t;

DisplayMessage=-1;
strcpy(FileName,"HELP");
HyperIndex=0;

^

■; :

. : /■ \ ■ ■

;v

void HyperText::CleafScreen()

{

"

. ■ ■ ■' : ^

■'

■ •

SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);

.v..:■ ;■ ■ ■ ■

■;

.

SRGP_fillRectangle(SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x+4, LB.y+4, LB.x+Width-4, LB.y+Hieght-40));
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);

■■ ■ ■

:

■■

v' ' . -

.

■

void HyperText::OpenText()

{;■

■ ■ ■■ ' ,

■

■ ■ ■ ■' ■ ■• ■ ■ •

Help.open(FileName);
if(Help.fail()){

■:

char'^N0FILE[2]={"0pen Help File Error!","Can Not Open Help File"};
WamingMessage(2,N0FILE);
CloseTextO;
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
CB->BoxState=FALSE;
return;

. / ■
.

-

void HyperText::CloseTextO
{ ■■

Help.closeQ;
■}

void HyperText:iShowBoxQ

,{

;

■

CB=newBox(LB,Width,Hieght,Font,Title);
CB->BoxActivateO;

■■ '■

•^

void HyperText::InitPage()
-v. - .

ShowBoxO;-.

OpenXextQ;
PageNo=l;
Help»text;
Help»TotaiPage;
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. ■ ■.

ShowTextO;

■}
void HyperText::ShowColorSectionO
{ ■

SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLUE);
■}

boolean HyperText::FindPage()
HyperIndex=0;
intGetPage;

OpenTextQ;
while(l){
if(Help.good()){
Help»text;
if(! strcmp(text,"<PageBeginNo>")) {
Help»GetPage;
if(PageNo==GetPage)break;
}, ■
}else{

char *N0FILE[2]={"Find Page Wrong!","Can Not Open Help File"};
WamingiMessage(2,N0FlLE);
return FALSE;

};

■■

: ■

■ ■

. ■ ■ ■ ■,

void HyperText::Control()

'{

■■ ■
int i;
locatorMeasure mouse;

while(l){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
for(i=0;i<Hyperlndex;i++) {
if( GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,Hyper[i])){
SetCursorShape(XC_Hand);
vvhile(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,Hyper[i])){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

if(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN)
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

if( GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,Hyper[i])){
SetCursorShape(XC_Base);
PageNo= GoToHyper[i];
return;

V: ■ ■

■
}

}.

■

SetCursGrShape(XC_Base);
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if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitleBar)&&
mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
DisplayMessage=0;
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
int DifX=mouse.position.x-LB.x;
int DifY=mouse.position.y-LB.y;
int Cw,Ch,Limit_Yl,Limit_Y2;
point OLD;
OLD=LB;

SRGP_inquireCanvasSize(SCREEN_CANVAS,&Cw,&Ch);
Limit_Yl=Cw;
Limit_Y2=60;
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);
DrawVirtualBoxQ;

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
mouse=ReadSampleMouseO;

LB=SRGP_defPoint(mouse.position.x-DifX,mouse.position.y-DifY);
if(LB.y+Hieght>Limit_Yl||LB.y<Limit_Y2)LB.y-OLD.y;
if(LB.x+Width >Cw|
|LB.x<0)LB.x=OLD.x;
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
OLD-LB;

SRGP_waitEvent(1);
.}
■
■
■
■
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
ShowBoxQ;
if(FindPageQ){
ShowTextQ;

}else{
CloseTextQ;
CB->RestoreBoxAreaQ;
CB->BoxState=FALSE;
return;

}

void HyperText::DrawVirtualBoxQ

{' ■
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);

SRGP_rectangle(SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x,LB.y,LB.x+Width,LB.y+Hieght));

■} •

■ ,

void HyperText::GetSection()
chartemp0[80];
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char tempi[80];
strcpy(tempO,text);
strcpy(templ,"");
while(strcmp("<End>",temp1)){
Help»templ;
strcat(tempO,"");
strcat(tempO,temp1);
}
temp0[strlen(temp0)-5]-\0';
strcpy(text,tempO);
}
void HyperText::ShowText()

int GetTemp;
ClearScreenO;
y=dx=dy=0;
x=LB.x+ALIGN;

y=LB.y+Hieght-40;
skip=FALSE;
while(l){
if(Help.good()) Help»text;
else{

char *NOFILE[2]={"Show Text Wrong","Can Not Open Help File"};
WamingMessage(2,N0FILE);
CloseTextQ;
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
CB->BoxState=FALSE;
break;

Hf(strcmp(text,"<PageBeginNo>")==0){
Help»text;
text[0]-\0';
}else if(strcmp(text,"<PageNo>")==0){
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
right=TRUE;
text[0]='\0';
}else if(strcmp(text,"<Tab>")==0){
x+=INDENT; . ■

text[0]='\0';
}else if(strcmp(text,"<Title>")==0){
SRGP_setFont(COVERFONT);
center=TRUE;

text[0]-\0';
}else if(strcmp(text,"<SubTitle:0>")==0){
SRGP_setFont(BIGFONT);
center=TRUE;

text[0]='\0';
}else if(strcmp(text,"<SubTitle:1>")==0){
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
center=TRUE;
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text[0]-\0';

}else if(strcmp(text,''<SubTitle:2>'')==0){
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLD);
dx=0; V
centei^FALSE;
x=LB.x+ALIGN;

}else if(strcmp(text,''<Content>'')==0){
dx=INDENT;

SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMAS);
}else if(strcmp(text,"<HightLight>")==0){
Help»GetTemp;
color=TRUE;

} else if(strcmp(text,"<PageEnd>")==0){
CloseTextO;
break;

} else if(strcmp(text,"<End>")==0){
y-=(th+3*td);
x-LB.x+ALIGN;
dx=tw;

} else {
: if(nght){:
GetSectionO;
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(text,&tw,&th,&td);
x=LB.x+(Width-tw-ALIGN);
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(x,y-th),text);
y-=(th+3*td);
x=LB.x+ALIGN;
right=FALSE;
skip=TRUE;
}else if(center){
GetSectionO;
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(text,&tw,&th,&td);
x=LB.x+(Width-tw)/2;

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(x,y-th),text);
y-=(th+3*td);
x=LB.x+ALIGN;
center=FALSE;

skip=TRUE;
}else if](color){
GetSectionO;
SRGP_setColor(SCR_NAVYBLUE);
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(text,&tw,&th,&td);
x+=(dx+td);

if(x+tw-i-ALIGN>LB.x+Width){
y-=(th+2*td);
x=Lfi.x+ALIGN;

:

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(x,y-th),text);

Hyper[HyperIndexi=SRGP_defRectangle(x,y-th,x+tw,y);
GoToHypertHyperIndex]=GetTemp;
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Hyperlndex++;

SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLAGK);
skip=TRUE;
Golor=FALSE;

}else {

SRGP_inquireTextExtent(text,&tw,&th,&td);
x+=(dx+td);
if(x+tw+ALIGN>LB.x+Width){
y-=(th^2*td);
x=LB.x-i-ALIGN:

if(!skip)
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(x,y-th),text);
else

skip=FALSE;
dx=tw;

}

void HyperText::LookAt()
{
PageNo=l;
while(l){
ControlO;
if(PageNo==-l){
CloseTextO;
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
CB->BoxState=FALSE;

break;

' ' ■J 
if(FindPage()){
ShowTextO;
}else{
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
CB->BoxState=FALSE;
return;

}
}
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V/FileName: Linklnput.h
//Input Transition Rule Symbols
Glass LinkCharBox{
public:
point LB;
int Width;

int Hieght;
int Font;
char*Title;

int DisplayMessage;
Box *CB;
//Input Character Box
Button *aBTN,*bBTN,*ABTN,*BBTN,*EBTN,*OKBTN,*BTNO,*BTN1;
Button *abBTN,*ABBTN,*BTN01,*DashBTN;

LinkCharBox(point,int,intjnt,char*);
--LinkCharBoxO;
void CharBoxActivateO;
char RetumChar(locatorMeasure);
void DrawVirtualBoxO;

LinkCharBox::~LinkCharBox()
■■■ ■ '

■ ■

'■■ ■

delete CB;
delete aBTN;
delete bBTN;
delete ABTN;
delete BBTN;
delete EBTN;
delete BTNO;
delete BTNl;
delete OKBTN;
delete BTNOl;
delete abBTN;
delete ABBTN;
delete DashBTN;

}■

■■ ■

.

LinkCharBox::LinkCharBox(point p,int w,int h,int fn,char *t)
LB=p;
Width=w;

Hieght=h;
Font=fin;
Title=t;

DispIayMessage=-1;

■} . ,■

;■

void LinkCharBox::DrawVirtualBoxQ
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SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_rectangle(SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x,LB.y,LB.x+Width,LB.y+Hieght));
}
void LinkCharBox::CharBoxActivateO
{

CB= new Box(LB,Width,Hieght.Font,Title);
CB->BoxActivate();
aBTN =new Button(LB.x+10 ,LB.y+80,30,30,"a",BTN_DOWN);
ABTN = new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y+80,30,30,"A",BTN_DOWN);
BTNO = new Button(LB.x+80 ,LB.y+80,30,30,"0",BTN_DOWN);
EBTN = new Button(LB.x+l 15,LB.y+80,30,30,"'^",BTN_DOWN);
bBTN = new Button(LB.x+10 ,LB.y+45,30,30,"b",BTN_DOWN);
BBTN = new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y+45,30,30,"B",BTN_DOWN);

BTNl = new Button(LB.x+80 ,LB.y+45,30,30,"l",BTN_DOWN);
DashBTN= new Button(LB.x+l 15.LB.y+45,30,30,"-",BTN_DOWN);
abBTN = new Button(LB.x+10 ,LB.y+10,30,30,"ab",BTN_DOWN);
ABBTN = new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y+10,30,30,"AB",BTN_DOWN);
BTNOl = new Button(LB.x+80 ,LB.y+10,30,30,"01",BTN_DOWN);

OKBTN = new Button(LB.x+115,Liy+I0,30,30,"OK",BTN_DOWN);
aBTN->activate();
ABTN->activate();
BTNO->activate();
EBTN->activate();
bBTN->activate();
BBTN->activate();
BTN1->activate();
DashBTN->activate();
abBTN->activate();
ABBTN->activate();
BTNO1->activate();
OKBTN->activate();

}
char LinkGharBox::RetumChar(locatorMeasure mouse)

{
if(CB->BoxState==FALSE)
return 0;

else {
if(mouse.button_chorcI[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
if(aBTN->clicked(mouse)){
aBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
}
aBTN->activate();
return 'a';

}else if(bBTN->clicked(mouse)){
bBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
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mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
■

■

■

bBTN->activate();
return 'b';
}else if(ABTN->clicked(mouse)){

ABTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]=^DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
■)
ABTN->aGtivate();

•

return 'A';

}else if(BBTN->clicked(mouse)){
BBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
BBTN->activate();
return 'B';

}else if(BTNO->clicked(mouse)){
BTNO->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]=^=DOWN){
mouse-ReadSampleMouse();
V ■

■ ■

BTNO->activate();
return'0';

jelse if(BTNl->clicked(mouse)){
BTN1->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chordiLEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

. }

BTNl->activate();

return 'F;

}else if(EBTN->clicked(mouse)){
EBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse,button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==bOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
•

•

EBTN->activate();
return

jelse if(abBTN->clicked(moiise)){
abBTN->deactivate();
whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

' ■ t-/

abBTN->activate();

return 'c';

jelse if(ABBTN->clicked(mouse)){
ABBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

'■ ■ )
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ABBTN->activate();
return'C;

}else if(BTNO1->clicked(mouse)){
BTNO1->deactivate();

whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]-=DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

}■

•

■ ■■

BTNO1->activate();
return'2';

}else if(DashBTN->clicked(mouse)){
DashBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

■

■ V

DashBTN->activate();

'.V,

;■ ■ ■

return

}else if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitleBar)){
Message(" ");
PisplayMessage=0;
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
int DifX=mouse.position.x-LB.x;

int DifY=mouse.position.y-LB.y; ,
int Cw,Ch,Limit_Yl,Limit_Y2;
point OLD;
OLD=LB;

SRGPJnquireCanvasSize(SCREEN_CANVAS,&Cw,&Gh);
Limit_Yl=Ch-150;
Limit_Y2=60;

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);
DrawVirtualBoxO;

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
DrawVirtualBoxO;
mouse=ReadSampleMouseO;
LB=SRGP_defPoint(mouse.position.x-DifX,
mouse.position.y-DifY);

if(LB.y+Hieght>Limit_Yl||LB.y<Limit_Y2) LB.y=OLD.y;
if(LB.x+Width >Cw II LB.x<0) LB.x=OLD.x;
DrawVirtualBoxO;
OLD=LB;

SRGP_waitEvent(1);

; }■■
DrawVirtualBoxO;

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
CharBoxActivateO;
return 'N';

}else if(OKBTN->clicked(mouse)){
OKBTN->deactivateO;

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]-=DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouseO;
■

OKBTN->activate();
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CB->RestoreBoxArea();
CB->BoxState=FALSE;
return 'O';
}else return'N';

}else{
if(EBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=l){
MessageC'Click here to input Empty String Character");
DisplayMessage=l;
}else if(OKBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=2){
MessageC'Click here to accept string and close Link Character Box");
DisplayMessage=2;
}else if(aBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=3){
MessageC'Click here to input character <a> ");
DisplayMessage=3;
}else if(bBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=4){
MessageC'Click here to input character <b> ");
DisplayMessage=4;
}else if(ABTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=5){
MessageC'Click here to input character <A> ");
DisplayMessage=5;
jelse if(BBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=6){
MessageC'Click here to input character <B>");
DisplayMessage=6;
}else if(BTNO->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=7){
MessageC'Click here to input character <0> ");
DisplayMessage=7;
}else if(BTNl->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=8){
MessageC'Click here to input character <l> ");
DisplayMessage=8;
}else if(abBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=9){
MessageC'Click here to input character <a OR b> ");
DisplayMessage-9;
}else if(ABBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=10){

MessageC'Click here to input character <A OR B> ");
DisplayMessage=10;
}else if(DashBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!-l l){

MessageC'Click here to input Don't-Care Symbol <->");
DisplayMessage=l 1;
}else if(BTN01->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=12){
MessageC'Click here to input character <0 OR 1> ");
DisplayMessage=12;
}else if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitleBar)&& DisplayMessage!=13){

MessageC'Click Here and Hold to Move the Box ");
DisplayMessage=13;
return 'N';

}
}
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#defme READ_STATE 1
#define WRITE_STATE 0
class TMLinkCharBox{

pointLB;
int Width;

int Hieght;
int Font;
char *Title;

int DisplayMessage;
int LinkStatus;

Box *CB;

//Input Character Box

Button *ReadBTN,*WriteBTN;
Button *aBTN,*bBTN,*ABTN,*BBTN,*EBTN,*OKBTN;
Button *BTN0,*BTNl,*abBTN,*ABBTN,*BTN01,*DashBTN;

Button *MoveLeftBTN,*NoMoveBTN,*MoveRightBTN;
Button *ReadPoint,*WritePoint,*MovePoint;

TMLinkCharBox(point,int,int,int,char*);
-TMLinkCharBoxQ;
void CharBoxActivateO;
int RetumChar(locatorMeasure,char *);
void DrawVirtualBoxQ;
void ChangeButtonState(Button *);
};
TMLinkCharBoxri'-TMLinkGharBoxO

{
. delete CB;
delete ReadBTN;
delete WriteBTN;
delete aBTN;
delete bBTN;
delete ABTN;
delete BBTN;
delete EBTN;
delete BTNO;

delete BTNl;
delete OKBTN;

delete BTNOl;

delete abBTN;
delete ABBTN;
delete DashBTN;
delete MoveLeftBTN;
delete NoMoveBTN;

delete MoveRightBTN;
delete ReadPoint;
delete WritePoint;
delete MovePoint;
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TMLinkCharBox::TMLinkCharBox(point p,int w,int h,int fn,char *t)
{
LB=p;
Width=w;

Hieght=h;
Font=fh;
Title=t;

DisplayMessage=-1;

LinkStatus=READ_STATE;

void TMLinkCharBox::DrawVirtuaiBox()
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);

SRGP_rectangle(SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x.LB.y,LB.x+Width,LB.y+Hieght));
}
void TMLinkCharBox::CharBoxActivate()
{

CB= new Box(LB,Width,Hieght,Font,Title);
CB->BoxActivate();

ReadBTN = new Button(LB.x+10,LB.y+150.65,30,"Read" ,BTN_DOWN);
WriteBTN =new Button(LB.x+80 ,LB.y+150,65,30."Write",BTN_DOWN);
aBTN
ABTN
BTNO
EBTN

= new Button(LB.x+10,LB.y+l 15,30,30,"a",BTN_DOWN);
= new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y+l15,30,30,"A",BTN_DOWN);
= new Button(LB.x+80,LB.y+l 15,30,30,"0",BTN_DOWN);
= new Button(LB.x+l 15,LB.y+ll5,30,30,"'^",BTN_DOWN);

bBTN = new Button(LB.x+10,LB.y+80,30,30,"b'',BTN_DOWN);
BBTN = new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y+80,30,30."B",BTN_DOWN);
BTNl = new Button(LB.x+80,LB.y+80,30,30,"l",BTN_DOWN);
DashBTN= new Button(LB.x+l I5,LB.y+80,30.30,"-",BTN_DOWN);

abBTN = new Button(LB.x+10,LB.y+45,30,30."ab",BTN_DOWN);
ABBTN = new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y+45,30,30,"AB",BTN_DOWN);
BTNOI = new Button(LB.x+80,LB.y+45,30,30,"01",BTN_DOWN);

MoveLeftBTN = new Button(LB.x+10,LB.y+I0,3O,3O,"L",BTN_DOWN);
NoMoveBTN = new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y-t-10,30,30,"S",BTN_DOWN);
MoveRightBTN = new Button(LB.x+80 ,LB.y+10,30,30,"R",BTN_DOWN);
OKBTN
= new Button(LB.x+115,LB.y+10,30,65,"OK",BTN_DOWN);
ReadPoint =EBTN;
WritePoint= EBTN;

MovePoint = MoveRightBTN;
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ReadBTN->activate();
WriteBTN->activate();
aBTN->activate();
ABTO->aGtivateO;
BTNO->activate();
EBTN->activateQ;
bBTN->activate();
BBTN->activate();
BTNl->activate();
DashBTN->activate();
abBTN->activate();
ABBiTN->activate();
BTN01->activate();
MoveLeftBTN ->activate();
NbMoveBOT -^activ
^

M

OKBTN->activate();

if(LmkStatus=READ_STATE){
ReadBTN->deactivate();

■ ^ ReadPoint->deactivate();
}else{
;

W

WritePoint->deactivate();
}
MovePoint->deactivate();
}

void TMLinkCharBox::ChangeButtonState(Button *AssignBTN)
{
if(LinkStatus==READ_STATE){
ReadPoint->activate();
ReadPoint=AssignBTN;
ReadPoint->deactivate();
}else{
WritePoint->activate();
WritePoint=AssignBTN;
WritePoint->deactivate();
}

int TMLinkCharBox::RetumChar(locatorMeasure mouse,char *StateRule)
{
if(CB->BoxState==FALSE)
return 0;

else {
if(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
if(aBTN->clicked(m,ouse)){
aBTN->deactivate();
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while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse-ReadSampleMouseQ;
ChangeButtonState(aBTN);

}else if(bBTN->clicked(mouse)){
bBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
ChangeButtonState(bBTN);
}else if(ABTN->clicked(mouse)){
ABTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
■ ■

ChangeButtonState(ABTN);
}else if(BBTN->clicked(mouse)){
BBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_^chord[LEFT_BUTTON]=DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

/

.}

^

ChangeButtonState(BBTN);
}else if(BTNO->cIicked(mouse)){
BTNO->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

.

}

■

.

ChangeButtonState(BTNO);
}else if(BTNl->clicked(mouse)){
BTN1->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

■ };
ChangeButtonState(BTN 1);
}else if(EBTN->Glicked(niouse)){
EBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
■

> ■

ChangeButtonState(EBTN);
}else if(abBTN->clicked(mouse)){
abBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
ChangeButtonState(abBTN);
}else if(ABBTN->clicked(mouse)){
ABBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTGN]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
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ChangeButtonState(ABBTN);
}else if(BTN01->clicked(mouse)){
BTNO1->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse():
}
ChangeButtonState(BTNO1);
}else if(DashBTN->clicked(mouse)){
DashBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
}

ChangeButtonState(DashBTN);
}else if(GEOMjptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitleBar )){
Message(" ");
DispIayMessage=0:
CB->RestoreBoxArea();

int Di£X=mouse.position.x-LB.x;
int DifY=mouse.position.y-LB.y;
int Cw,Ch,Limit_YlXimit_Y2;
point OLD;
OLD=LB;

SRGP_inquireCanvasSize(SCREEN_CANVAS,&Cw,&Ch);
Limit_Yl=Ch-150;
Limit_Y2=60;

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRlTE_XOR);
DrawVirtualBoxQ;

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
mouse=ReadSampleMouseO;

LB=SRGP_defPoint(mouse.position.x-DifX,
mouse.position.y-DifY);

if(LB.y+Hieght>Limit_Yl||LB.y<Limit_Y2)LB.y=OLD.y;
if(LB.x+Width >Cw || LB.x<0)LB.x=OLD.x;
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
OLD=LB;

SRGP_waitEvent(1);
}
DrawVirtualBoxQ;
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
CharBoxActivateQ;
}else if(ReadBTN->clicked(mouse)){
ReadBTN->deactivateQ;

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouseQ:
}
if(!WriteBTN->RetumStatusQ){
WritePoint->activateQ;
WriteBTN ->activateQ;
ReadPoint ->deactivateQ;
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ReadBTN ->deactivate();

LinkStatiis=READ_STATE;
}else if(WriteBTN->clicked(mouse)){
WriteBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse,button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mbuse=ReadSampleMouse();
if(!ReadBTN->ReturnStatus()){
ReadPoint->activate0;
ReadBTN ->activate();
WritePoint->deactivate();
WriteBTN ->deactivate();
LinkStatus=WRITE_STATE;

^

:

■■" .V '

}else if(MoyeLeftBTN->clicked(mouse)){
MoveLeftBTN->deactiyate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]=DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
MovePoint->activate();
MovePoint=^M6veLeftBTN;

MovePoint->deactivate();
} else if(T^oMoveBTTf->clicked(mouse)) {
NoMoveBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
MovePoint->activate();
MbvePoint=NoMoveBTN;
MoYePoint->deactivate();

}else if(MoveRightBTN->clicked(mouse)){
MoveRightBTN->deactivate();
whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
MovePoint->activate();
MoyePoint=MoveRightBTN;
MovePoint->deactivate();
}else if(OKBTT^->clicked(mouse)){
OKBTlN->deactivate0;
whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT:jBUTTON]F:=poWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse0;

OKBTbI->aGtivate();y
CB->RestoreBbxArea0;

i^ReadPoint==abBTN)
,
StateRule[0]-c';
else if](ReadPoint==ABBTN)

StateRuk^^^
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else if(ReadPoint==BTN01)
StateRule[0]-2';
else

StateRule[0]-ReadPoint->iabel[0];
if(WritePoint==abBTN)
StateRule[l]-c';
else if(WritePQint==ABBTN)
StateRule[l]-C;
else if(WritePoint==BTN01)
StateRule[l]='2';
else'

StateRule[l]=WritePoint->label[0];
StateRule[2]=MovePoint->label[0];
StateRule[3]='\0';
return 1;

return 0;

}else{

if(EBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DispiayMessage!=l){
Message("Click here to input Empty String Character");
DisplayMessage=l;
}else if(OKBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=2){
Message("Click here to accept string and close Link Character Box");
DisplayMessage=2;

}else if(aBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=3){
Message("Click here to input character <a> ");
DisplayMessage=3;
}else if(bBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=4){
Message("Click here to input character <b> ");
DisplayMessage=4;
}else if(ABTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=5){
Message("Click here to input character <A> ");
DisplayMessage=5;
}else if(BBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=6){
Message("Click here to input character <B> ");
DisplayMessage=6;
}else if(BTNO->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=7){.
Message("Click here to input character <0> ");
DisplayMessage=7;
}else if(BTNl->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=8){

Message("Click here to input character <1> ");
DisplayMessage=8;
}else if(abBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=9){
Message("Click here to input character <a OR b> ");
DisplayMessage=9;
}else if(ABBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=10){
Message("Click here to input character <A OR B> ");
DisplayMessage=10;
}else if(DashBTN->ContrplMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=ll){
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Message("Click here to input Don't-Care Symbol <-> ");
DisplayMessage=ll;
}else if(BTN01->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=12){
Message("Click here to input character <0 OR 1> ");
DisplayMessage=12;
}else if(ReadBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=13){
Message("Click here to Change The Input State into Read-Tape Mode");
DisplayMessage=13;
}else if(WriteBTN->ControIMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=14){

Message("Click here to Change The Input State into Write-Tape Mode");
DisplayMessage=14;
}else if(MoveLeftBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=15){
Message("Click here to Get The Symbol to Move Tape Head Left");
DisplayMessage=15;
}else if(MoveRightBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=16){
Message("Click here to Get The Symbol to Move Tape Head Left");
DispIayMessage=16;
}else if(NoMoveBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=17){
Message("Click here to Get The Symbol to Move Tape Head Stationary");
DisplayMessage=17;
}else if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitleBar)&& DisplayMessage!=18){
Message("Click Here and Hold to Move Box and Reset The Rule to Default Value");
DisplayMessase^18;

/ r.
return 0;

}
}
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//FileName: LinkTable.h

//The Object ofTransition Function
class FA_Table{
public:
int from;

point intmed;
int to;
boolean avail;

rectangle rectref;
char *alphabet;

FA_Table();
--FA.TableO;
void insert(int,point ,int ,char *);
void clear(void);
void ShowRefO;
friend GG;

void FA_Table::clear(){
avail=TRUE;

void FA_Table::insert(int i,pointj,int k,char * a)
{
from=i;

intmed=j;
to=k;

strcpy(alphabet,a);
avail=FALSE;

> rectref=SRGP_defRectangle(j.x-4J.y-4J.x+4J.y+4);
}
void FA_Table::ShowRef(){
SRGP_rectangle(rectref);
}

FA_Table::~FA_Table(){ delete alphabet;}

FA_Table:;FA_Table(){
alphabet=new char(2);
from=0;
to=0;
avail=TRUE;

class TM_Table{
public:
int tapes;
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int from;

point intmed;
int to;
boolean avail;

rectangle rectref;
char *read_char;
char *write_char;
char *move_char;
char TapeRule[3][4];
TM_Table();
~TM_Table();

void insert(int,point ,int,int,char *,char *,char *);
void clear(void);
void ShowRefO;
boolean LocatePointInRef(point);
friend GG;

};

void TM_Table::clear(){
avail=TRUE;

.

boolean TM_Table::LocatePointInRef(point x)
return(GEOM_ptInRect(x,rectref)&&!avail);

void TM_Table;:insert(int from_state,point ref_point,int to_state,int ts, char * tape!control,char *
tape2control,char *tape3control)

.

{
tapes=ts;

from=from_state;
intmed=ref_point;
to=to_state;

strcpy(TapeRule[0],tapelcontrol);
strcpy(TapeRule[1],tape2contro1);
strcpy(TapeRule[2],tape3control);
read_char[0]=TapeRule[0][0];
read_char[1]=TapeRule[1][0];
read_char[2]=TapeRule[2][0];
read_char[3]-\0';
write_char[0]=TapeRule[0][1];
write_char[ll=TapeRule[1]
[1];
write_char[2]=TapeRule[2][1];
write_char[3]-\0';
move_char[0]=TapeRule[0][2];
move_char[1]=TapeRule[I][2];
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mGve_char[2]=TapeRule[2][2];
move_char[3]-\0';
avail=FALSE;

rectref=SRGP__defRectangle(refjpoint.x-4,ref_point.y-4,ref_point.x+4jef_point.y+4);

} ;

.

void TM_Table::ShowRef(){
SRGP_rectangle(rectref);

}■ ■ ■

'

■

■

TM_Table::~TM_Table(){ delete read_char; delete write_Ghaf; delete move_char;}
TM_Table::TM_Table(){
read_char =new char(4);
write_char=new char(4);
move_char =new char(4);
from=0;
to=0;
avail=TRUE;
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//FileName:LoadFile.h

7/Pop up Load File & Save Fi
#defmeMAXJPILE100
#defineFILE_LEN,128 ■

int WamingMessage(int ri,char **text)

int tw,th,td,GW,ch;
locatorMeasure mouse;

■

vVThis Message wp]Display in the Center ofScreen;

■

rectangle WamingRect;
,
caiivasID WarningCanvas;
.
intwidth=200;
\
v'■'

;

^ int-heiglrt=l;50;;-
SRGP_inquireCanvasSize(SCiyEENj2ANVAS,&cw,&ch)C
point B-SRGP_defPomt(cw/2-width/2,ch/2-height/2);
WarningCanvas=SRGP_createCanvas(width+1,height+1);
SRGP_useCanvas(WarningCanvas);
WanlingRect=SRGP_defRectangle(B.x,B.y|B-x-(-width,B.y+height);

SRGP_copyPixel(SCREEN^GANVAS,WarhingRect, SRGP_defPoint(0,0));
BRGP_useCanvas(SCREENj:AN^^^
SRGP_setColor(SC^

:

SRGPjrectangle(WamingReGt);

; ■ SRGPJ-ectarigle(SRGP_defRectangle(B.xt3,B-y+3,B-x+width-3,B.y+height-3));
> SRGP_setColdr(SCR_Lm^
SRGP_fillRectangle(SRGP_defRectangle(B.x+4,B-yt4,B.x+width-4,B.y+height-4));
SRGP_setColor(SGR_BLACK);

; ;

SRGP_setFont(BIGFONT);^ ^iV^ ^ ^
intBw,Bh,Bd;

SRGPJnquireTextExtentC'WARNING irV&Bw^&Bh, &Bd>^

SRGPj;ext(SRGP_,defPoint(BvX+width/2-^Bw/2,B.y+height-Bh-Bh/2),"WARNING !!");
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALI€);
fbr(int i=G;i<n;i++){

,

SRGP_inquireTextExtent(text[i], &tw, &th^ &td);
SRpPLtext(SRGPjiefPoint(B.x-tw/2+width/2,B.y+height-Bh-Bh/2-(i*2 ^-2)*th ),text[^]);

:/■/■ \^^:' ':SRGPJ5eep()• - ^ ^ ^
Button OK (B.x+20
3.y+10;60,30,''OK"/ BTNJJP);^ ^ ^
Button Caincel(B.x+v^idth/2+203.y+^^^^^^
while(l){
mouse-ReadMbuse();
mouse=ReadMouse();
vifi[OK.clicked(mouse)){
QK.deactivate();

V. ..:;, ^. -SRGPAvaitEvent(l);

SRGP_copyPixel(WamingGanvas,SRGP_defRectangle(0,0,width,heigh1;)^B);
SRGP_deieteGanvas(WamingCanvas);
retum-1;
'
}else if(CUncel.clicked(mbuse)){
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■ ': '

'

■ v' '

' ■ ' '

OK.deactivateO;
SRGP_waitEvent(1);

SRGP_copyPixel(WamingCanvas,SRGP_defRectangle(0,0,width,height),B );
SRGP_deleteCanvas(WamingCanvas);
return 0;

}else SRGP_beep();

1 ■ ■ ■ ■
}, ■

-

■

■■

. •:

.

■

.

class VScroll;

typedefstruct File{
charUID[ll];
int Nol;

char OWNER[20];
char GROUP[20];
int FILELEN;
char M0NTH[4];
char DATE[3];
charTIME[6];
char NAME[100];
boolean SIM;
}File;

class FileBox{
public:
File FileFB[MAX_FILE];
char SelectFileName[100];
int ShowRecord;
int CurrentRecord;
int Select;
int Total;

int FileBoxHeight;
int FileBoxWidth;

int RecordWidth;
int RecordHeight;
int Gap;

point LB;
canvasID FileBoxCanvas;

canvasID SCUP_RecordCanvas;
canvasID SCDN_RecordCanvas;

rectangle OSB; //OutSideBox the frame ofthe menu,
rectangle SFB; //SelectFileBox display the selected record
rectangle FB;
//RecordBox To select the record in list for return char*
rectangle temp;

FileBox(int,int);
~FileBox(){};
void ScrollUpO;
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void ScrollDownO;
void SeleGtRecord(locatorMeasure);
void Shovv^FileNameO;
void InputFromKeyBoard(locatorMeasure);
};
void FileBox::SelectRecord(locatorMeasure m)
{

if(GEOM_ptInReGt(m.position,OSB)&& m.button_Ghord[0]==DOWN &&
!GEOM__ptInReGt(m.position,FB)){
FB=SRGP_defReGtangle(LB.x^1^

LB.x+FileBoxWidth- LB.y+FileBoxHeightKSGieGt-l^
*(RecordHeight+2*Gap)-l);
SRGPJetGolor(SCR_WHITE);
SRGP_rectangie(FB);
}
intY=m>pbsh

FB=SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x+1,LB.y+FileBoxHeightSeleGt*(RecordHeight+2*Gap)+1,

LB^x+FileBoxWidth-1vLB.y+FileBoxHei^^
*(ReGordHeight+2*Gap)-1 ^
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_reGtangle(FB);
ShowFileNameO;

void FileBox::InputFromKeyBoard(loGatorMeasure m)
{
Ghar temp[41];

if(GEOM_ptInRect(m.position,SFB)

m.button^Ghord[0]==DQ\W)^

FB-SRGP__defReetangle(LB.x+l,LB.y+FileBoxHeight-Select*(RecordHeight+2*Gap)+l,
LB.x+FileBoxWidth.1,LB.y+FileBoxHeight-(Select-1)'''(RecordHeight+2*Gap)-1);
SRGP^setColor(SCR^WHITE);
SRGP_rectangle(FB);
Select=0;

FB=SRGP_defRectangIe(0,0,1,1)i
if(SelectFileName!=NULL){
strcpy(temp.SelectFileName); •
} .

SRGP_setInputMode(KEYBOARD,EVENT);
SRGPsetKeyboardEchoOrigin

SRGP_setKeyboardMeasure(temp);
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SRGP_waitEvent(-1);
SRGP_getKeyboard(temp,40);
strcpy(SelectFileName,temp);
SRGP_setInputMode(KEYBOARD,INACTIVE);
ShowFileNameO;

Message("Move Mouse Pointer to Select a File Name and then Click OK to Accept,
Cancel to abort");

}
void FileBox::ShowFileName()

{ , '.

V

■ ■

if(SelectFileName!-FileFB[CurrentRecord+Select-1].NAME){
SRGP_setColor(SCR_LIGHTGRAY);
SRGP_fillRectanglePt(SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+I+50,
LB.y-^FileBoxHeight+2*Gap+I),
SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+FileBoxWidth+19,
LB.y-rFileBoxHeight+4*Gap+RecordHeight-l));
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
if(Select!=0){
strcpy(SelectFileName,FileFB[CurrentRecord+Select-l].NAME);

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+Gap+50,LB.y+FileBoxHeight+3*Gap),SelectFileName);
}else{

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+Gap+50,LB.y+FileBoxHeight+3*Gap),SelectFileName);
■■ }
'■ ■

■ ■■ ■

■

■

^

^

FileBox::FileBox(int x,int y)
inttw,th, td;
int tt;
char ttchar[7]="total";

point xt;
Gap=3;
ShowRecord=10;
CurrentRecord=0;

system("ls-la *TM *FA *tm *fa *Trn *Fa > tempfile");
ifstream Data;

Data.open("tempfile");
int i=0;
//Data»ttchar;
//Data»tt;
RecordWidth=0;

while(i<MAX_FILE){
Data»FileFB[i].UID;
if(strlen(FileFB[i]DID)=^=0)break;
Data»FileFB[i].NoI;
Data»FileFB[i].OWNER;
Data»FileFB[i].GROUP;
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.

■

■ ■

■ - ■■

■ : :

Data»FiIeFB[i].FILELEN;
Data»FileFB[i].MONTH;
Data»FileFB[i].DATE;
Data»FileFB[i].TIME;
Data»FileFB[i].NAME;
if(FileFB[i].UID[0]=='d'){
strcat(FileFB[i].NAME,"/");
continue;
■ .. y .

SRGP_inquireTextExtent(FileFB[i].NAME,&tw,&th,&td);
if(tw>RecordWidth)RecordWidth=tw;
RecordHeight=th;
i+4-;
Total=i;

}
Data.closeO;
if(RecordWidth!=176)RecordWidth=176;
if(RecordHeight!=l l)RecordHeight=l 1;
FileBoxHeight=(ReeordHeight+2*Gap)*ShowRecord;
FileBoxWidth =RecordWidth +4*Gap+50;
.
LB=SRGP_defPoint(x,y);
SFB=SRGP^defRectangle(LB.x+50,LB.y+FileBoxHeight-i-Gap4-2,
LB.x+FileBoxWidth+20,LB.y+FileBoxHeight+4*Gap+RecordHeight);
SRGP_rectangle(SFB);
SRGP^text(SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+Gap,LB.y+FileBoxHeight+3*Gap),"File:");
ShowFiieNameQ;
OSB=SRGP_defReGtang[e(LB.x,LB.y,LB.x+FileBoxWidth,LB.yTFileBoxHeight);

temp=SRGP_defRectangle(0,0,FiieBoxWidth,FileBoxHeight);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_rectangle(OSB);
for(i=0;i<ShowRecord;i++){

xt^SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+Gap,LB.y+FileBoxHeight-i*(RecordHeight+2*Gap)
RecordHeight-Gap);
SRGPjext(xt,FileFB[i].NAME);
}
. .. . . . .. . . . . V

void FileBox::ScroIlUp()
{
//if(CurrentRecord+ShowRecord+1<=Total){

temp=SRGP_AdefRectangie(LB.x-M,LB.y+1,LB.x+FileBoxWidth-1,
LB.y+(ShowRecord-l)*(RecordHeight+2*Gap)-l );
SCUP_RecordGanvas=SRGP_createCanvas(FileBoxWidth,FileBoxHeight);

SRGP2ipseCanvas(SClJP_RecordCanvas);
SRGP_cdpyPiM(SCREEN_jGANVAS,tenap, SRGP:jiefpQirit(l,^
temp=SRGP_defRectangle(1,1,FileBoxWidth-1.(ShowRecord
l)*(RecordHeight+2*Gap)-l);

SRGP_useCanvas(SCREE>r GA>iVAS)r :
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SRGP_copyPixel(SCUP_RecordCanyas,temp,SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+l,LB.y+H-(RecordHeight+2
*Gap)));

SRGP_deleteCanvas(SGUP_RecordCanvas);
point xt=SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+Gap,LB.y+FileBoxHeight-(ShowRecord
1)*(RecordHeight+2*Gap)-RecordHeight-Gap);
Select-;

if(Select<0)Select=0;

SRGP_^setColor(SCR_WHITE);
SRGP_fillRectanglePt(SRGP_defPoint(xt.x-2,xt.y
Gap+l),SRGP_defPoint(xt.x+FileBoxWidth-Gap-l,xt.y+RecordHeight+Gap-l));
SRGP_setGoIor(SGR_BLACK);
SRGP_text(xt,FileFB[GurrentRecord+ShowRecord].NAME);
GuitentRecord++;

, ■ , //}

.

■■

,

.} ;
void FileBox::ScrollDown()
{

//if(GurrentRecord-1>=0){
temp=SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x+l,LB.y+(RecordHeight+2*Gap)+l,
LB.x+FileBoxWidth-I, LB.y+ShowRecord*(RecordHeight+2*Gap)-l );
SGUP_RecordGanvas=SRGP_createGanvas(FileBoxWidth,FileBoxHeight);
SRGP_useCanvas(SGUP_RecQrdGanvas);
SRGP_copyPixel(SGREEN_GANVAS,temp, SRGP_defPoint(0,0));
temp=SRGP_defRectangle(0,0,FileBoxWidth-2,(ShowRecord
l)*(RecordHeight+2*Gap)-2);
SRGP_useGanvas(SGREEN_CANVAS);
SRGP_copyPixel(SGUP_RecordGanvas,temp,SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+l,LB.y+l));
SRGP_deleteGanvas(SGUP_RecordGanvas);

point xt-SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+Gap,LB.y+FileBoxHeight-RecordHeight-Gap);
Select++;

if(Select==ShowRecord)Select=0;

SRGP_setGolor(SGR_WHITE);
SRGP_fillRectanglePt(SRGP_defPoint(xt.x-2,]
xt.y-Gap),SRGP_defPoint(xt.x+FileBoxWidth-Gap-l,xt.y+RecordHeight+Gap-l));
SRGP_setGoior(SGR_BLAGK);
GurrentRecord—;

SRGP_text(xt,FileFB[GurrentRecord].NAME);
.//}

■

class VScroll{

public:
int GurrentLine;
int TotalLine;

point MBGenter;

rectangle Body;
rectangle MoveBlock;
rectangle UpBlockBtn;

//For the vertical scroll bar
//For the Moving block represent percentage
//Block Gontains Up Arrow

rectangle DownBlockBtn; //Block Gontains Down Arrow
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point LB;
point LB_DownBloGk;
point LB_UpBlock;

//Point at Left Bottom
//Point at Left Bottom ofDownBlockBtn
//Point at Left Bottom of UpBlockBtn

point UpArrow[7];
point DownArrow[7];
irit Width;

//For the vertical scroll width

int Height;

//For the vertical scroll height

float Percent;

VScroll(){};
~VScroll(){};

void InitVScroll(point,int,int);
void DrawDownBlock(int);
void DrawUpBlock(int);
void DrawScrollBlockQ;

void UpDownClick(locatorMeasure);
■J;
void VScroll::DrawScrollBlock()

■

MoveBlock =SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x+l, LB.y+Height-2*Width-(int)(Percerit*(Height3*Width))+L

LB.x+Width-1,LB.y+Height-Width-(int)(Percent*(Height
3*Width))-l );
SRGP_setColor(SCR_LIGHTGRAY);
SRGP_fillRectangle(MoveBlock);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_fectangle(MoveBlock);

MBCenter =SRGP_defPoint(LB.x+l+Width/2,LB.y+Height-2*Width-(int)(Percent*(Height
3*Width))+KWidth/2);

}

'

■ ■■

void VScroll::UpDownClick(locatorMeasure m)

if(GEOM_ptInRect(m.position,UpBlockBtn)&& m.button_chord[0]==DOWN){
DrawUpBlock(l);
SRGP_waitEvent(8);
DrawUpBlock(O);
CurrentLine--;

if(CurrentLine<0) CurrentLine=0;

} else if(GEOM__ptInRect(m.position,DownBlockBtn)&& m.button_chord[0]==DOWN){
DrawDownBlock(1);
SRGP_waitEvent(8);
DrawDownBlock(O);
CurrentLine+4-;

if(CurrentLine>TotalLine) CurrentLine-;
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/*} else if(GEOM_ptInRect(m;position,MoveBlock)&& m.button_chord[0]==DOWN){
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(MBGenter);
m=ReadSampleMouse();
int Y=m.position.y;
SRGP_waitEvent(1);

m=ReadSanipleMouse();
if(Y<m.position.y){
CurrentLine—;

if(CurrentLine<0) CurrentLine=0;
} else if(Y>m.position y){
CurrentLine++;

if(CurTentLine>TotalLine) CurrentLine—;
else return:*^^^

}elseretum;-

.

//SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);
//DrawScrollBlockO;

SRGP_setColor(SCR_ WHITE);
SRGP_fillRectangle(Body);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_rectangle(Body);
Percent=(float)CurrentLine/TotalLine;
DrawScrollBlockO;

//SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
}

void VScroll::DrawUpBiock(int Act)

UpArrow[0]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_UpBlock.x+ 7,LB_UpBlock.y+ 2);

UpArrow[l]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_UpBlock.x+13,LB_UpBlock.y+2)';
UpArrow[2]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_UpBlock.x+13,LB_UpBlock.y+7);

UpArrow[3]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_UpBloek.x+l8,LB_UpBloCk.y+ 7);
UpArrowi4]=SRGP_defPoint(LB__;UpBlock.x+I0,LB_UpBloCk.y+l 8);

UpArrow[5]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_UpBlock.x+i,LB_UpBlock.y+7);'
UpArrow[6]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_UpBlock.x+ 7,LB_UpBlock,y+ 7);
if(Act=l){

SRGP_^setColor(SCR_WHlTE);
SRGP_fillRectangle(UpB10ckBtn);
SRGP_setColor(SGR_BLACK);
SRGP_rectangle(UpBlockBtn);
SRGP_fillPolygon(7,UpArrow);
}else{

SRGP_setGolor(SGR_WHltE);
SRGP_fillRectangle(UpBlockBtn);
SRGP_setGoIor(SGR_BLAGK);
SRGP_rectangle(LJpBlockBtn);
SRGP_poIygon(7,UpArrow);

■}

}

■'

" ■ ■■-■

.

■

■ ■ ■ ■ :; ■ „

void VScroll:.:DrawDownBlock(int Act)
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;■

DownArrow[0]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_DownBlock.x+10,LB_DownBlock.y+ 2);
DownArrow[l]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_DownBlock.x+18,LB_DownBlock.y+l4)
DownAiTOw[2]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_DownBlock.x+13,LB_DownBlock.y+14)
DownArrow[3]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_DownBlock.x+13,LB_DownBlock.y+18)
DownArrow[4]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_DownBlock.x+ 7,LB_DownBlock.y+18);
DownArrow[5]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_DownBlock.x+ 7,LB_DownBlock.y+14);
DownArrow[6]=SRGP_defPoint(LB_DownBlock.x+ 2,LB_DownBlock.y+14);
if(Act==l){

SRGP_setColor(SCR_GRAY);
SRGP_fillRectangle(DownBlockBtn);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_rectangle(DownBlockBtn);
SRGP_fillPolygon(7,DownArrow);
}else{

SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
SRGP_flllRectangle(DownBlockBtn);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_rectangle(DownBIockBtn);
SRGP_polygon(7,DownArrow);
}

void VScroil::InitVScroli(point x,int h,int f)
Width=21;

Height=h;
TotalLine=f;
LB=x;
CurrentLine=0;
Percent=0;

LB_DownBlock = SRGP_defPoint(LB.x,LB.y);
LB_UpBlock = SRGP_defPoint(LB.x,LB.y+Height-Width);

DownBlockBtn=SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x, LB.y,LB.x+Width,
LB.y+Width);
UpBlockBtn =SRGP_defRectangIe(LB.x, LB.y+Height-Width,LB.x+Width,LB.y+Height);
Body
=SRGP_defRectangie(LB.x, LB.y+Width,LB.x+Width, LB.y+Height-Width);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
DrawUpBlock(O);
SRGP_rectangle(Body);
DrawScrollBlockO;
DrawDownBlock(O):

class PopFileSelect{
public:
char *Title;

int Width,Height;
canvasID PFS_Canvas;
rectangle PFS,PFS2,temp;
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point

LB_PFS;

FileBox *fb;
VScroll *vs;

PopFlleSeiectO;
~PopFileSelect();
Button *OK ;
Button *Cancel;

char * SelectFile(int);
void PopFileSelectlnit(int);
void SavePFSAreaO;
void RestorePFSAreaO;
boolean FileExist(char *);
};

void PopFileSelect::SavePFSArea()

{■ '
PFS_Canvas=SRGP_createCanvas(Width+l,Height+l);
SRGP_useCanvas(PFS_Canvas);
SRGP_copyPixel(SCREEN_CANVAS,PFS,SRGP_defPoint(0,0));
SRGP_useCanvas(SCREEN_CANVAS);

} ■

''

boolean PopFileSelect::Fi]eExist(char *file)
{

for(int i=0;i<fb->Total;i++){
if(strcmp(file,fb->FileFB[i].NAME)==0)
return TRUE;

}
return FALSE;

void PopFileSelect::RestorePFSArea()
{

SRGP_useCanvas(SCREEN_CANVAS);
SRGP_copyPixel(PFS_Canvas,temp,LB_PFS);
SRGP_deleteCanvas(PFS_Canvas);
^

■

PopFileSelect::~PopFileSelect()
{
delete OK;
delete Cancel;

delete fb;

V

delete vs;
delete Title;

PopFileSelect::PopFileSelect()
{ •
Height=275;
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■

Width =280;

void PopFileSelect::PopFileSelectInit(int ind)
{
if(ind==0)
Title="Save File";
else

Title="Load File";

LB_PFS=SRGP_defPoint(200,200);

PFS-SRGP_defRectangle(LB_PFS.x,LB_PFS.y,LB_PFS.x+Width-l,LB_PFS.y+Height-l);

PFS2= SRGP_defRectan^^^^

LB_PFS.y+3,LB_PFS.x+Width-l-3,

LB_PFS.y+Height-l-3);
tenip=SRGP_defRectangle(0,0, Width,Height);
SavePFSAreaO;

SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
SRGP_fillRectangle(PFS);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_rectangle(PFS);
^ SRGP_rectangle(P^
- ..int tw,th,td;

'

vSRGPJineCdord(LBJ^FS,x+^^ LB_PFS.y+Height-30,LB^PFS.x:fWiath-l-^^
LB_PFS.y+Height-30);
SRGP_lineCoord(LB_PFS.x+3,LB_PFS.y+Height-30+3,
LB_PFS.x+Width-l-3,LB_PFS.y+Height-30+3);

SRGPJetFont(TlMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(Title,&tw,&th,&td);

SRGPjext(SRGP_defPoirit(LBJ>FS.x-tw/2+Width/2XB_PFS.yifHeight-30/24h/2),Titfe

SRGP__setFont(TIMiROMASBOLDITALIC);
OK = new Button(LjB__PFS.x+10,LB_PFS.y+10,65,25;'OK",BTN_DO^^^)• :
Cancel = new Button(LB_PFS.xH-85,LB_PFS.y+10,65,25,"Cancel",BTN_DOWN);
OK->activate();
Cancel->activate();
fb - new FileBox(LB_PFS.x+10,LB_PFS.y+40);

Z'V::" -- ■ •■vs'-new.VScroll;

'V

char PopFileSelect::SelectFile(int ind)
{

PopFileSelectlnit(ind);
locatorMeasure mouse;

vs->InitVScroll(SRGP__defPoint(fb->LB.x+fb->FileBoxWidth,fb->LB.y)^fb->FileBoxHeight,
■ .■ .fb->Total);

Message("Move Mouse Pointer to Select a File Name and then Click OK to Accept,
Cancel to abort");
while(l){
int cc=vs->CurrentLine;

mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
fb->InputFromKeyBoard(mouse);
vs->UpDownClick(mouse);

if(cc<vs->CurrentLine)fb->ScrollUp();
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if(cc>vs->CurrentLine)fb->ScrollDown();
fb->SeIectRecord(mouse);

if(OK->clicked(mouse)&& mouse.button_chord[0]==DOWN){
if(strlen(fb->SelectFileName)!=0){
OK->deactivate();
return fb->SelectFileName;
}else{

OK->deactivate();
SRGP_beep();
Message("No File Has been Selected");
SRGP_waitEvent(10);
OK->actiYateO;
}
}

if(Cancel->clicked(mouse)&& mouse.button_chord[0]=-DOWN){
Cancel->deactivate();
SRGP_waitEvent(10);
Cancel->activate();
return NULL;

}
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//FileName: MenuButton.h
//Draw Menu Buttons

class MenuButton{
public:

point LB;
int Width;
int Hieght;
int Font;
int Menu;
rectangle MenuArea;
char *Title;

int DisplayMessage;

Box *CB;

//Input Character Box

Buttoh *CreateBTN,*MoveBTN,*DelBTN,*SetABTN;
Button *LinkB

*DelLinkBTN,*InputBTN,*RunBTN;

Button *Temp,*UndoBTN;

MehuButton(int,pointint,int,int,char*);
~MenuButton();

void ActivateO;
void ReActivateBTNQ:

void HideQ;
int Retum(locatorMeasure);
void DrawVirtualBoxO;

};
MenuButton::~MenuButton()

{
delete CB;
delete CreateBTN;
delete MoveBTN;
delete DelBTN;
delete SetABTN;
delete LinkBTN;
delete DelLinkBTN;

delete InputBTN;
delete RunBTN;

delete DisplayBTN;
}

MenuButton::MenuButton(int MM,point p,int w,int h,int fn,char *t)
{
Menu=MM;.

LB=p;
Width=w;
Hieght=h;
Font=fh;
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Title=t;

MenuArea=SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x,LB.y,LB.x+Width,LB.y+Hieght);
DisplayMessage=-1;
}
void MenuButton::ReActivateBTN()
{

Temp->activate();
}
void MenuButton::Hide()
{
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
CB->BoxState=FALSE:

delete CB;
delete CreateBTN;
delete MoveBTN;
delete DelBTN;
delete SetABTN;
delete LinkBTN;
delete DelLinkBTN;

delete InputBTN;
delete RunBTN;

delete DisplayBTN;
delete UndoBTN;

void MenuButton::DrawVirtualBox()
{

MenuArea=SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x,LB.y,LB.x+Width,LB.y+Hieght);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);

SRGP_rectangle(SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x,LB.y,LB.x+Width,LB.y+Hieght));
}

void MenuButton::Activate()
{. .. ..
.. .
. .. ... ........ . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. ... ....... .
CB= new Box(LB,Width,Hieght,Font,Title);
CB->BoxActivate();

inty=LB.y+10;
intx=LB.x+10;

RunBTN = new Button(x,y,40,30,"Run",BTN_DOWN);
y+=35;
//x+=45;

InputBTN = new Button(x,y,40,30,"d01,ab AB,-",BTN_DOWN);
y+=35;
//x+=45;

DelLinkBTN " =new Button(x,y,40.30."NX",BTN_DOWN);
y+=35;
//x+=45;

DisplayBTN

= new Button(x,y,40,30,"NS",BTN_DOWN);
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if(Menu==TM_MENU)
y+=35;
x+=45;

II

LinkBTN

= new Button(x,y.40.30,"N".BTN_DOWN);

y+=35;
//x+=45;

SetABTN

= new Button(x,y,40,30,"QA",BTN_DOWN);

y+=35;
//x+=45;

DelBTN

= new Button(x,y,40.30,"QX",BTN_DOWN);

y+=35;
//x+=45;
MoveBTN = new Button(x,y.40.30,"QM",BTN_DOWN);
y+=35;
//x+=45;

CreateBTN

= new Button(x,y,40,30,"Q",BTN_DOWN);

y+=35;
//x+=45;

//UndoBTN
= new Button(x,y,40,30,"dUndo Last",BTN_DOWN);
UndoBTN = new Button(x,y.40.30."Undo",BTN_DOWN);
Temp=CreateBTN;
UndoBTN ->activate();
CreateBTN ->activate();
MoveBTN ->activate();
DelBTN ->activate();
SetABTN ->activate();
LinkBTN ->activate();

if(Menu==TM_MENU)
DisplayBTN->activate();
DeILinkBTN->activate();
InputBTN ->activate();
RunBTN ->activate();
}

int MenuButton::Retum(locatorMeasure mouse)
{

if(CB->BoxState==FALSE)
return 0;

else {

if(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
if(CreateBTN->clicked(mouse)){
CreateBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
}
Temp=CreateBTN;
return 1 ;

}else if(MoveBTN->clicked(mouse)){
MoveBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==pOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
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Temp=MoveBTN;
return 2 ;

}else if(DelBTN->ciicked(mouse)){
DelBTN->deactivate();
whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
Temp=DelBTN;
return 3 ;

}else if(SetABTN->clicked(mouse)){
SetABTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
}
Temp=SetABTN;
return 4 ;

}else if(LinkBTN->clicked(mouse)){
LinkBTN->deactlvate();

whlle(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

.

}
Temp=LinkBTN;
return 5 ;

}else if(DisplayBTN->clicked(mouse)&& MenU==TM_MENU){
DisplayBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
■ .}
Temp=DisplayBTN;
return 9 ;

}else if(DelLinkBTN->clicked(mouse)){
DelLinkBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
}
Temp=DelLinkBTN;
return 6 ;

}else if(InputBTN->clicked(mouse)){
InputBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
Temp=InputBTN;
return 7 ;

}else if(RunBTN->clicked(mouse)){
RunBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]-=DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
}
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Temp=RunBTN;
return 8 ;

jelse if(UndoBTN->clicked(rnouse)){
UndoBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]=DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
■

>
■
Temp=UndoBTN;
return 99 ;

/*}else if(GEOMjptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitIeBar)){
Message(" ");
DisplayMessage=0;
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
int DifX=mouse.position.x-LB.x;
int DifY=mouse.position.y-LB.y;
int Cw,Ch,Limit_Yl,Limit_Y2;
point OLD;
OLD=LB;

SRGP_inquireCanvasSize(SCREEN_CANVAS,&Cw,&Ch);
Limit_Yl=Ch-150;
Limit_Y2=50; .
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRlTE_XOR);
DrawVirtualBoxO;
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
DrawVirtualBoxO;
mouse=ReadSampleMouseO;
LB-SRGP__defPoint(mouse.position.x-DifX,mouse.position.y-DifY);

if(LB.y+Hieght>Limit_Yl|jLB.y<Limit_Y2)LB.y=OLD.y;
if(LB.x+Width >Cw I I LB:x<0)LB.x=OLD.x;
DrawVirtualBoxO;
OLD=LB;

SRGP_waitEvent(1);

■ ■

} ■
DrawVirtualBoxO;

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
ActivateO;
return 0;
■*/

jelse return 0;
}'else { ■
.
,
if(CreateBTN->ControlMessage(mpuse) && DisplayMessage!=l){
Message("Create a New State");
DisplayMessage=1;
} else if(MoveBTN->ControlMessage(mouse) && DisplayMessage!=2){
Message("Move State to Desired Position");
DisplayMessage=2;

} else if(DelBTN->ControlMessage(mouse) && DisplayMessage!=3){
Message("Delete an Existing State");
DisplayMessage=3;
} else if(SetABTN->ControlMessage(mouse) && DisplayMessage!=4){
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Message("Set Accepting State");
DisplayMessage=4;
} else if(LinkBTN->GontrolMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=5){
Message("Make a Transition Function with Link Between States");
DisplayMessage-5;
} else if(DelLinkBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=6){
Message("Delete Transition Function Between States");
DisplayMessage=6;
} else if(InputBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=7){
Message("Input String");
DisplayMessage=7;
} else if(RunBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=8){
Message("Process Simulation with Designed Transition Rules");
DisplayMessage=8;
} else if(DisplayBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=10){
Message("Display The Transition Function ");
DisplayMessage-10;
//}else if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitleBar)&&
DisplayMessage!=9){
//
Message("Ciick Here and Hold to Move the Box ");
//
DisplayMessage=9;
} else if(UndoBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=ll){
Message("UndO The Last Step");
DisplayMessage=ll;

■■ }
■

^
)■

'

-

return 0;

}
}
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//FileName : Prefun.h
//Define Some basic function
//define Menu Constant
#define NbMenu 6
#define NoChar 9
//define State Constant

#define NULLSTATE 999
#define MaxState 20
#define Radial 20

#defineHALTINGSTATE 19

//define Color Constant and Button Constant

#define SCR_WIDTH
#define SCR_HIEGHT
#define ON

1000
700

1
0

#defineOFF

#defme SCR_NUM_LABELS

8

#define SCR_CHARHEIGHT

10

#defme SCR CHARWIDTH

10

//number of menu labels

#define SCR_MENU_HEIGHT 100
#define SCR_WH1TE
#define SCR_BLACK
#defme SCR_GRAY

0
1
2

#define SCR_L1GHTGRAY

3

#define SCR_DARKGRAY
4
#define SCR_YELL0W
5
#define SCR_RED
#define SCR_BLUE

6
7

#define SCR NAVYBLUE

8

//define Arrow Constant
//#define Ver

6

//#defmeHor 15

//#define Med 40

//define String constant
#define LOAD 1
#defineSAVEO

#defme MAX_tM_TRACING 500
#define MAX FA TRACING 100

#define MAX_BLOCK 200
#define SHOW_BLOCK 50
//define Pop out Menu
#defme MENU NUMBER 15
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#defme OFF

0

#define ON

1

//define mouse Cursor Shape

#define XC_Base 0
#define XC_Hand 1
#defme XC_HArrow 2
#defme TIMEROMAS
0
#defme TIMEROMASBOLD
#defme TIMEROMASITALIC
#defme TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC
#defme SYMBOL
#defme BIGFONT
#define COVERFONT
6
#defme SMALLFONT
7

1
2
3
4
5

#define MOVE_LEFT 0
#defme MOVE_RIGHT 1
#define STATIONARY 2

locatorMeasure ReadSampleMouse()
{
locatorMeasure mouse;

SRGP_setLocatorButtonMask(LEFT_BUTTON_MASKlRIGHT_BUTTON_MASK);
SRGP_setInputMode(LOCATOR,SAMPLE);
SRGP_sampIeLocator(&mouse);
retiim mouse;

locatorMeasure ReadMouse()
locatorMeasure mouse;

SRGP_setLocatorButtonMask(LEFT_BUTTON_MASK);
SRGP_setInputMode(LOCATOR,EVENT);
SRGP_waitEvent(INDEFINITE);
SRGP_getLocator(&mouse);
return mouse;

locatorMeasure ReadMouseDownUp()
{
locatorMeasure mouse;

SRGP_setLocatorButtonMask(LEFT_BUTTON_MASK);
SRGP_setInputMode(LOCATOR,EVENT);
SRGP_waitEvent(INDEFINITE);
SRGP_getLocator(&mouse);
SRGP_waitEvent(INDEFINITE);
return mouse;
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void LoadCursorShapeO

SRGP_loadCursor(XC^Base,132);
SRGP_loadCursor(XC_Hand,60);

SRGP_loadCursor(XC_HAiTow, 110);
^

/

void SetCursorShape(int X)

SRGP_setLocatorEchoCursorShape(X);

>

■■

'■

■ ■■■ '

•

void Square(point p)

{ ,

,

:

■

^

point pl=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+10, p.y+lO);
SRGP_rectangle(SRGP_defRectangle(p.x,p.y,pl.x,pl.y));

} ■' ■

.

^

"

void TriangIeL(point p)
'

p.x=p.x+10.;

■ ■ ■

point pl=p;

. ,\

point p2=SRGP_defPoint(p.x,p.y+10);
pointp3-SRGP_defPoint(p.x-9,p.y+5);
SRGP_line(pl,p2);
SRGP_line(pl,p3);
SRGP_line(p2,p3);

void TriangleLl(point p)
.;{■

p,x=p.x+10;
pointpl=p; .

point p2=SRGP_defPoint(p,x,p.y+10);
point p3=SRGP_defPoint(p.x-9 ,p.y+5);
point p4=SRGP_defPoint(p.x-10 ,p.y+10);

point p5=SRGP_defPoint(p.x-10 ,p.y);
SRGP_line(pl,p2);

;SRGP_Iine(pl,p3);
SRGPJine(p2,p3);
SRGP_line(p4,p5);

^

•

A

■ ' ■■"■ ■ ' ■ ■• ■ 'V'v-. , :

;;

void TriangleRl(point p)

{

' . ; ■ ■ ■ ./■
point pl=p;

point p2=SRGP_defPoint(p.x,p.y+10);
point p3=SRGP^defPdint(p.x+9 ,p,y+5);
point p4=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+10 ,p.y+10);
point p5=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+10 ,p.y);
SRGP_line(pl,p2);
SRGP_line(pl,p3);
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SRGPJine(p2,p3); :
SRGPJme(p4,p5);

void TriangleR(point p)
point pl=p;

point p2=SRGP_defPoint(p.x,p.y+10);
point p3=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+9,p.y+5);
SRGPJine(pl,p2);
SRGPJine(pl,p3);
SRGP_line(p2,p3);
>
■ ^
void Triangle(point p)

{ ■ V'.;

:

point pl=p;
point p2=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+10,p.y);
point p3=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+5 ,p.y+9);
SRGP_line(pl,p2);
: SRGP_line(pl,p3);
SRGP_line(p2,p3);
.

void OROl(point p)
inttw,th,td;

SRGP_setFont(SMALLFONT);
SRGP_inquireTextExtent("0",&tw,&th,&td);
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x ,p.y+3),"0");
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+tw ,p.y), "1");
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);

} . .

; y ■ ■; ■

^

void ORab(point p)

.

.

int tw,th,td;

SRGP_setFont(SMALLF6NJ);
SRGP_inquireTextExtent("a",&tw,&th,&td);
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x

,p.y+3),"a");

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+tw ,p.y), "b");
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);

void ORAB(point p)

■ y- ^y.

\

■ ■ ■ ■-.

y;''

int tw,th,td;

SRGP_:setFont(SMALLFONT);
SRGP_inquireTextExtent("A",&tw,&th,&td);
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x ,p.y+3),"A");
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x-ttw ,p.y), "B");
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
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void Pause(point p)
point pl=p;

SRGP_fillRectangle(SRGP_defRectangle(p 1.x,p1.y,p1.x+2,p1.yH-10));
SRGP_fillRectangle(SRGP_defRectan2le(pl.x+8,pl.y,p.x+10,p.y+10)):

}

.. . .

void center_text(char* text, int color, int x, int y, irit w,int h)

{

■ . .

int tw,th,td;

point rect_center, text_origin;
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(text,&tw,&th. &td);
rect_center = SRGP_defPoint((x + w)/2, (>■ + h)/2 );

text_origin = SRGP_defPoint( reGt_center.x - tw/2, rect_center.y-.th/2);
SRGP_setColor(color);
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
if(text[0]='^')
Triangle(text_origin);
else if(text[0]=-<') TriangleL(text_origin);
else if(text[0]=->') TriangleR(text_origin);
else if(text[0]=-Z') Square(text_origin);
else if(text[0]=-r) TriangleLl(text_origin):
else if(text[0]=-r') TriangleRl(text_origin);
else if(text[0]=-P') Pause(text_origin);
else if(text[0]=-d'){
char txl[20],*tx2:
point p;
strcpy(txl,text):
tx2=txl;

while(*tx2!=") tx2++;
*tx2-\Q';
■tx2++;

.

■

SRGP_setFont(SMALLFONT); >
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(txl, &tw, &th, &td);
p=SRGP_defPoint(rect_center.x-tw/2,rect_center.y+th/4);
SRGPjext(p,&txl[l]);
SRGP_ihquireTextExtent(tx2, &tw, &th, &td);
p=SRGP_defPoint(rect_center.x-tw/2,rect_center.y-th);
SRGP_text(p, tx2);
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);

■v}-'

■ ■

else if(text[0]=-Q'){
SRGP__ellipse(SRGP_defRectangle(rect_center.x-12, rect_center.y-12, rect_center.x-^12,
rect_center.y+12));
SRGP_inquireTextExtent("A", &t\v, &th, &td);
text_origin = SRGP_defPoint( recT_center.x - tw/2, rect_center.y - th/2);
if(text[l]=-A'){
SRGP_ellipse(SRGP_detllectangle(rect_center.x-9, rect_center.y-9,
rect_center.x+9, rect_center.y+9));
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SRGP_text(text_origin,"A");
}else if(text[l]=-M'){

SRGP_ellipse(SRGP_defRectangle(rect_center.x-17, rect_center.y-12,
rect_center.x+7 , rect_center.y+12 ));
SRGP_ellipse(SRGP_defRectangle(rect_center.x-7 , rect_center.y-12,

rect_center.x+l7, rect_center.y+12));
}else if](text[l]=-X'){
SRGP_lineCoord(x+3, y+3, w-3, h-3);
SRGP_lineCoord(x+3, h-3, w-3, y+3);
} else if(text[0]=- N'){
Arrow Arl;

SRGP_lme( SRGP_defPoint(rect_center.x-l 5,rect_center.y),
SRGP_defPoint(rect_center.x+8,rect__center.y));
Arl.Draw ArrowRotate(coror,SRGP_defPoint(rect_center.x+8,rect_center.y),0);
:if(text[l]=='X'){
SRGP_lineGoord(x+3, y+3, w-3, h-3);
SRGP_IineCoord(x+3, h-3, w-3, y+3):

■ :■ ■ ■

^ -

- ■ .- V ' ■

■' ■ ■

' ■ "■ '+: ■ ■ ' ■ . ■ ■

if(text[l]—•S'){

SRGP_rectangle(SRGP_defRectangle(x+8, y+3, w-8, h-4));
SRGP_setLineStyle(DOTTED); ,
SRGP_line(SRGP_defPoint(x+10,h-8), SRGP_defPoint(w-10,h-8 ));
SRGPJine(SRGP_defPoint(x+10,h-13), SRGP_defPoint(w-10,h-13));
SRGP_line(SRGP_defPoint(x+10,h-18), SRGP_defPoint(w-iO,h-r8));

SRGP_line(SRGP_defPoint(x+10,h-23), SRGP_defPoint(w-10,h-23));
SRGP_setLineStyle(CONTINUOUS):

.

■ ■ ■ .. . . ' ■ ■ ■

■■ ■ ■ ■

else SRGP_text(text_origin, text);

void draw_box(int fgcolon int bgcolor, rectangle rect)

■ ■■■ ■ • , "

SRGP_setCdlor(bgcolor);
SRGP_fillRectangie(rect);
SRGP_setGolor(fgcolor);
SRGP_rectangle(rect);

• , :+

^ / : '; :■ ■ ■ /■

•

, ■ ■■/

void draw_circle(int fgcolor, int bgcolor, rectangle rect)

{,

- ■■ ■ ■

^

SRGP_setColor(bgcolor);

:

; SRGP_filIEllipse(rect);
SRGP_setColor(fgcolor);
SRGP_ellipse(rect);

■}

.

float sqr(int x) { return x=x*x;}
float sqr(float x){ return x=x*x;}
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void Messa2e(char *string)
{

rectangle mess=SRGP_defRectangle(0,26,SCR_WIDTH,49);
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_LIGHTGRAY);
SRGP_fil[Rectangle(mess);
point pt=SRGP_defPoint(10,30);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_text(pt,string);
}

void Hint(char *string)
{

rectangle hint=SRGP_defRectangle(0,1,SCR_WIDTH,25);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_GRAY);
SRGP_fillRectangle(hint);
point pt=SRGP_defPoint(I0,5);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_text(pt,string);
}

void LoadColorQ
// Load Color Table From /usr/local/rgb.
{
SRGP_loadCommonColor(SCR_GRAY,
"gray");
SRGP_loadCommonColor(SCR_LlGHTGRAY, "light gray");
SRGP_loadCommonColor(SCR_DARKGRAY. "dark slate gray");
SRGPJoadCommonColor(SCR_YELLOW,
"yellow");
SRGP_loadCommonColor(SCR_RED,
"firebrick");
SRGP_loadComnionColor(SCR_BLUE,
"cyan");
SRGP_loadCommonColor(SCR_NAVYBLUE, "NavyBlue");

void LoadFontO
{

SRGP_loadFont(TIMEROMAS
p-84-iso8859-l");
SRGP_loadFont(TIMEROMASBOLD

,"-adobe-tinies-medium-r-normal~17-120-100-100
,"-adobe-times-bold-r-normal-17-120-100-100-p

84-iso8859-l");

SRGP_loadFont(TIMEROMASITALIC

."-adobe-times-medium-i-normal—17-120-100-100

p-84-iso8859-l");

SRGP_loadFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,"-adobertimes-bold-i-normal~17-120-100-100-p
84-iso8859-l");

SRGP_loadFont(SYMBOL
1OO-p-95-adobe-fontspecific");
SRGP_loadFont(BIGFONT

,"-adobe-symbol-medium-r-normal~17-120-100
,"-adobe-times-bold-i-normal~25-180-100-100-p

128-iso8859-l");

SRGP_loadFont(COVERFONT

,"-adobe-times-bold-i-normal~34-240-100-100-p

170-iso8859-l");
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SRGP_loadFbnt(SMALLFONT

,"-adobe-times-bold-i-normal—1 l-80-100-100-p-54-

iso8859-l");

■. : ■

}

■

■

V' ■

■

void FillScreenWithSimTMO

{

int Cw,Ch;
intTw,Th,Td;

■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■

■ ■"

'

SRGP_inquireCanvasSize(SCREEN_CANVAS,&Cw^&Ch);
SRGPJnquireTextExtent(''Sim TM",&Tw,&Th,&Td);
SRGP_setFont(GOVERFONT);
inti=l;

. ,

SRGP_setColor(SCR_LIGHTGRAY);
for(int j=G;j *(Th+20)<Ch-100;j++)
for(i=0;i*(Tw*2+20)<=Cw;i++)

SRGPjext(SRGP_defPoint(i*(Tw*2+20),Ch-0+l)*(Th+^^^^
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■

//FileName: PullDownMenu.h

//Draw PopOutMenu
#include <fstream.h>
class PullMenu

•I:

public:
int total;
int width;

int hieght;
rectangle body,temp;
point RTop;
point LBottom;
char *FILENAME;
char *MenuName;

char list[MENU_NUMBER+l][80];
canvasID MenuCanvas:

int WhichMenu;

point MenuLSide [6];
point MenuRSide [6];
point FrameLSide[6];
point FrameRSide[6];
PullMenu(int);
~PullMenu(){delete MenuName;delete FILENAME;};
void DrawMenuSide(point, point *, point *, int);
void DrawFrameSide(point,point * ,point *,int);
void DrawSideO;
void DrawFrame(int,int);
void DrawMenu ();
void center(char*, int, int, int, int, int);
int MenuSelect(point);
void SaveMenuAreaO;
void RestoreMenuAreaO;

void PullMenu::SaveMenuAreaO

{

SRGP_useCanvas(MenuCanvas);
SRGP_copyPixel(SCREEN_CANVAS,body,SRGP_defPoint(0,0));
SRGP_useCanvas(SCREEN_CANVAS);

void PullMenu::RestoreMenuArea()
{

SRGP_copyPixel(MenuCanvas,temp,LBottom);
}
void PullMenu::center(char* text, int color, int x, int y, int w,int h)

{
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int tw,th,td;

point rect_center,text_origin;
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(text,&tw,&th,&td);
rect_center = SRGP_defPoint( x+w/2,y+h/2 );
text_origin - SRGP_defPoint( reGt_center.x - tw/2, reet_center.y - th/2);
SRGP_setColor(color);
SRGP_text(text_origin,text);

}
PullMenu::PullMenu(int m)

{
WhichMenu=m;
//char * FILENAME;

if(m==0){
FILENAME ="MENU.O";
width=138;

} else if(m==l){
FILENAME ="MENU.1";
width=165;

} else if(m==2){
FILENAME ="MENU.2";
width=165;

}else if(m==3){
FILENAME ="MENU.3";
width=138;

}

.

ifstream DataFile(FILENAME);
DataFile»total;
for(int i=0;i<=total;i++){

DataFile.getline(list[i],80);

,,

}
DataFile.closeO;
hieght=20;
MenuGanvas=SRGP_jcreateCanvas(width+1,hieght*(total-h1)+1 );

mt PullMenu::MenuSelect(point x)
{
locatorMeasure mouse;

point pos;
if(x.x-width<0)x.x=width+l;
if(x.y-hieght*(total+1)<0)
{
x.y=hieght*(total+1)+1;
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(x);

}
RTop=x;

LBottom=SRGP_defPoint(RTop.x-width,RTop.y.-hieght*(total+l));
intwhich=0;
intwhich2=0;
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body=SRGP_defRectangle(x.x-width, x.y-hieght*(total+l), x.x, x.y);
temp=SRGP_defRectangle(0,0,width, hieght*(total+l));
SaveMenuAreaO;
DrawMenuQ;

SetCursorShape(XC_HAiTOw);
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
pos=mouse.position;
if(WhichMenu==TM_TAPES){
Message("Please Move Mouse Cursor Up and Down and \
Click RIGHT Mouse Button to Select Tapes");
while(mouse,button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]!=DOWN)
{
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
which2=(x.y-mouse.position.y)/hieght;
if(which2>total)which2=0;
if(which2<0)which2=0;
if(mouse.position.x>x.x || mouse.position.x<x.x-width)which2=0;
if( which != which2){
if(which!=0)
DrawFrame(which,OFF);
which=which2;
if(which!=0)
DrawFrame(which,ON);

}else

while(mouse.button_chord[RIGHT_BUTTON]!=UP)

{■

'
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
which2=(x.y-mouse.position.y)/hieght;
if(which2>total)which2=0;
if(which2<0)which2=0;

if(mouse.position.x>x.x|
|mouse.position.x<x.x-width)which2=0;
if( which != which2){
if(which!=0)
DrawFrame(which,OFF);
which=which2;
if(which!=0)
DrawFrame(which,ON);

RestoreMenuAreaO;
SetCursorShape(XC_Base);
return which;

}
void PullMenu::DrawMenu()
{

SRGP_setColor(SCR_GRAY);
SRGP_fillRectangle(body);
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DrawMenuSide(RTop,MenuLSide,MenuRSide,total+l);
}
void PullMenu::DrawFrame(int i,int index)
{

point frameBase;
frameBase.x=RTop.x;

frameBase.y=RTdp.y-hieght*(i);
DrawFranieSide(frameBase,FrameLSide,FrameRSide,index);
}

void PuIlMenu::DrawFrameSide(point rtop,point *L,point *D,int index)
{

L[0].x=rtop.x-2; L[0].y=rtop.y;
L[1].x=L[0].x-width+2; L[1].y=L[0].y;
L[2].x=L[l].x;
L[2].y=L[l].y-hieght+2;
L[3].x=L[2].x+2;
L[3].y=L[2].y+2;
L[4].x=L[3].x;' L[4].y=L[3].y+hieght-6;
L[5].x=L[0].x+-2;
L[5].y=L[4].y;
D[0] =L[0];
D[l] =L[5];
D[2].x=D[l].x;
D[2].y=L[3].y;
D[3] =L[3];
D[4] =L[2];
D[5].x=D[0].x; D[5].y=D[4].y;
if(index==OFF){
SRGP_setColor(SCR_GRAY);

SRGP_fiIlPolygon(6X);
SRGP_fillPolygon(6,D);
}else {
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
SRGP_fiilPolygon(6,L);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_DARKGRAY);
SRGP_fillPolygon(6,D);
}

void PuliMenu::DrawMenuSide(point rtop,point *L,point *D,int Items)
{
L[0] =rtop;
L[l].x=rtop.x-width;
L[2].x=L[I];x;

L[l].y=rtop.y;
L[2].y=L[l].y-hieght*Items;
L[3].x=L[2].x+2;
L[3].y=L[2].y+2;
L[4].x=L[3].x; L[4].y=L[3].y+hieght*Items-4;
L[5].x=L[4].x+width-4; ^ L[5].y=L[4].y;
D[0] =rtop;
D[l] =L[5];

D[2].x=D[1].x;
D[3] =L[3];
D[4] =L[2];

D[5].x=rtop.x;

D[2].y=D[1].y-hieght*Items+4;
,:
D[5].y=D[4].y;
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point cc;
SRGP_setCoIor(SeR_WHITE);
SRGP_lineCoord(rtop.x-5,rtpp.y-hieght+2,rtop.x-widthH-5,rtop.y-hieght+2);

SRGP_lineCoord(rtop.x-5,rtop.y-hieght+3,rtop.x-width+5,rtop.y-hieght+3);
SRGP_setGolor(SCR_UGHTGRAY);
SRGP__fillPoiygon(6,L);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_DARKGRAY);
SRGP_lineCoord(rtop.x-4.rtop.y-hieght+l,rtop.x-width+4,rtop.y-hieght+l);
SRGP_fillPolygon(6,D);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
for(int i=0;i<ltems;i-i-r){
if(i==0){

SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);

center(listii],SCR_BLACK,rtop.x-width,rtop.y-hieght,width,hieght);
//SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMAS);
} else {

cc=SRGP_defPoint(rtop.x-width+4,rtop.y-hieght*(Kl)+5);
SRGP_text(cc,list[i]);

■

;}
}

■:

.

■,
. .

'■ ■ ■ ■

■

■
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//FileName: RunController.h
//The Simulation ofExecution Buttons

class Button;

class RunController{
public;
point LB;
int Width;

int Hieght;
int Font;
char *Title;

int DisplayMessage;
Box *CB;
Button *L1BTN,*LBTN,*RBTN,*R1BTN,*ZBTN;

RunController(point,int,int,int,char*);
-RunContro1ler();
void DrawVirtualBoxO;
void GontrolActivateO;
void HideBoxQ;
int RetumGontrol(locatorMeasure);

}; • ' ■
RunGontroller::~RunGontroller()

; ■ ■ ■.

{, ,/ ^
delete GB;
delete LIBTN;
delete RBTN;
delete LBTN;
delete RIBTN;
delete ZBTN;

■}

RunGontrorier::RunGontroller(point p,int w,int h,int fn,char *t)

{ .

LB=p;

.; ■

■ . .■

Width=w;

Hieght=h;
Font=fh;
Title=t;.

DisplayMessage—1;

■}

■

J: .,

. . i.

void RunController:iControIActivateO

CB= new Box(LB,Width,Hieght,Font,Title);
CB->BoxActivate();
LIBTN = new Button(LB.x+10 ,LB.y+10,30,30,'T',BTN_DOWN);

LBTN = new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y+10,30,30,"<",BTN_DOWN);
RBTN = new Button(LB;X+80 ,LB.y+10,30,30,">",BTN_DOWN);
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RIBTN = new Button(LB.x+l15 ,LB.y+10,30,30,"r",BTN_DOWN);
ZBTN = new Button(LB.x+150 ,LB.y+10,30,30,"Z",BTN_DOWN);
L1BTN->activateO;
LBTN->activate();
RBTN->activate();
RlBTN->activate();
ZBTN->activate();

}

void RunController::HideBox()

CB->RestoreBoxArea(j;
CB->BoxState=FALSE;

void RunController::DrawVirtualBox()

{

■

^

■ ''
■

SRGP_setCoIor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_rectangIe(SRGP_defRectangle(LB.x,LB.yiLB.x+Width,LB.y+Hieght));

}V ■ .

■

:■ „ ■ ■ ■ ■'

'■

■

int RunController::RetumControl(locatorMeasure mouse)

{ ■

■ ■
if(CB->BoxState==FALSE)

'

return 0;
■ else

if(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
if(L1BTN->clicked(mouse)) {
L1BTN->deactivate();

whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==POWN){
niouse=ReadSampleMouse();
L1BTN->activate();
return 1;

}else if(RlBTN->clicked(mouse)){
RIBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
R1BTN->activate();
return 3;

}else if(LBTN->clicked(mouse)){
LBTN->deactivate();
whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
■

■

LBTN->activate();
return 5;

}else if(RBTN->clicked(mouse)){
RBTN->deactivate();
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while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

.

}

• /

■

.

.

RBTN->activate();
return 2;

}else if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitleBar)){
Message(" ");
DisplayMessage=0;
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
int DifX=mouse.position.x-LB.x;
int DifY=mouse.position.y-LB.y;
int Cw,Ch,Limit_Yl,Limit_Y2;
point OLD;
OLD=LB;

SRGP_inquireCanvasSize(SCREEN_CANVAS,&Cw,&Ch);
Limit_Yl=Ch-150;
Limit_Y2=60;

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRlTE_XOR);
DrawVirtualBoxO;

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]=DOWN){
DrawVirtualBoxO;
mouse=ReadSampleMouseO;
LB=SRGP_defPoint(mouse.position.x-DifX,mouse.position.y-DifY);
if(LB.y+Hieght>Limit_YI||LB.y<Limit_Y2)LB.y=OLD.y;
if(LB.x+Width >Cw I I LB.x<0)LB.x=OLD.x;
DrawVirtualBoxO;
OLD=LB;

SRGP_waitEvent(1);
DrawVirtualBoxO;
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
ControlActivateO;
return-1;

}else if(ZBTN->clicked(mouse)){
ZBTN->deactivateO;
while(mouse,button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouseO;
■ ^
ZBTN->activateO;
CB->RestoreBoxAreaO;
CB->BoxState=FALSE;
return 0;

}else return -1;
}else{
if(LlBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=0){

Message("Click here to Execute Backward One Step!");
DisplayMessage=0;
jelse if(RBTN->GontrolMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=l){
Message("Click here to Execute Continuously");
DisplayMessage=l;
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^!=3){

Message("Click here to Execute Continuously");
DisplayMessage=3;

}else if(RlBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=2){
Message("Click here to Execute Forward One Step! ");
DisplayMessage=2;

}else if(ZBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=4){
DisplayMessage-4;

}else if(GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position,CB->TitleBar)&& PisplayMessage!=13){
Message("Click Here and Hold to Move the Box");
PisplayMessage=13;

,

return -1:

-■

^ ,

■ ■ ■ :■

}
}
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//FileName: SimTm.cG
//Main File ofSimTm

#mclude <srgp.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h> .
#include <math.h>

#include <string.h>
#defme LINUX

1

//#defme PI 3.14159265358979323846

#defme MAIN_MENU 0
#defme FA_MENU i
#define TM_MENU 2 .
#define TM_TAPES 3
#define NEWSTATE 0
#defme MOVESTATE 1

#defme DELSTATE 2
#define SETACCEPT 3

#defme LINKSTATE 4
#defm.e DELLINK 5

#include "Arrow.h"
#include "Prefun.h"
#include "Undo.h"
#include "PushDownMenu.h"
#include "Button.h"
#include "State.h"
#include "LinkTable.h"
#include "Formula.h"

#include "String.h"
#include "LoadFile.h"

#include "BoxOnly.h"
#include "Linklnput.h"
#include "RunController.h"

#include "TapeGontroller.h"
#include "Tapelnput.h"
#include "Tape.h"
#mcliide "DisplayRule.h"
#include "Fa.h"
#include "Tm.h"

#include "HyperText.h"
#include "MenuButton.h"

mainO
■

SRGP_begin("SimTM",SGR_WlDTH,SCR_HIEGHT,5,FALSE);
intx;
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LoadFontO;
LoadColorO;

LoadCursorShapeO;
FillScreenWithSimTMO;
Message("Push Right Mouse Button to Activate Pop Out Menu");
Hint("");
FA fa;
TMtm;

fa.MkStateO;
fa.MkFAO;
tm.MkStateO;
tm.MkTMO;

PullMenu PMO(MAIN_MENU):
PullMenu PM1(FA_MENU);
PullMenu PM2(TM_MENU);
HyperText HLP(SRGP_defPoint(10,61),600,600,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,"Intruduction");
MenuButton

Menu_FA(FA_MENU,SRGP_defPoint(0,61),60,355,TIMEROMASBOLDlTALIC,"FA");
MenuButton

Menu_TM(TM_MENU,SRGP_defPoint(0,61),60,390,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,'TM");
int SystemMenu=MAIN_MENU;
locatorMeasure mouse;

while(TRUE){
rriouse=ReadSampleMouse();
if(SystemMenu==MAIN_MENU){
if(mouse.button_chord[RIGHT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
x=PMO.MenuSelect(mouse.position);
switch(x)
■

■■

^

case 0: break;

case 1: SystemMenu=FA_MENU;
fa.ShowWindowO;
fa.ClearScreenO;
fa.ClearLoadO;
Menu_FA.Activate();
break;
case 2: SystemMenu=TM_MENU;
tm.ClearLoadO;
tm.InitTapesQ;
Menu_TM.Activate();
break;
case 3:

HLP.InitPageQ;
HLP.LookAtO;
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■ ■ ■

break;

case 4: SRGP_end();
exit(l);

,
■

}

■■

'

}else if(SystemMenu==FA_MENU){
if(mouse.button_chord[RIGHT_BUTTON]=DOWN){
x=PM 1.MenuSelect(mouse.position);
switch(x)
,

•:

■ ■

case 0: break;
case 1:

fa.ClearLoad();
Menu_FA.Activate();
break;
case 2:

fa.LoadFile(LOAD);
Menu_FA.Activate();
break;
case 3:

fa.SaveFile(SAVE);
break;
case-4:

,

HLP.InitPageO;
HLP.LookAtO;.
break;
case 5:

SystemMenu^MAIN_MENU;
Menu_FA.Hide();
fa.CloseWin();

FillScreenWithSimTMO;
break;

}else{
ifj((x=fa.RetWhichState(mouse))!= NULLSTATE &&
mouse.button_chord[0]==DOWN){
Menu_FA.MoveBTN->deactivate();
fa.MoveState(UP);
fa.DrawStateAndLinkO;
Menu_FA.MoveBTN->activate();

}else {

x=Menu_FA.Retum(mouse);
switch(x)

{

,

case 0:

break;
case 1:

for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++){
if(fa.SS[i]->avail){

fa.SS[i]->NewState(fa.SS[i]->label,fa.SS[i]->center);
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fa.UNDO.StoreCommand(NEWSTATE,i,fa.SS[i]->center);
break:

}
if(i==MaxState){
Message("No Available State Exist");

SRGP^eepO;
■ }
fa.DrawStateAndLinkQ;
Menu_FA.ReActivateBTN();
break;
case 2:

fa.MoveState(UP);
fa.DrawStateAndLinkQ;
fa.DrawStateAndLinkQ;

Menu_FA.ReActivateBTNQ;
break;
case 3:

fa.DeleteStateQ;

fa.DrawStateAndLinkQ;
Menu_FA.ReActivateBTNQ;
break;
case 4:

fa.SetAcceptQ;
fa.DrawStateAndLinkQ;
Menu_FA.ReActivateBTNQ;
break;
case 5:

fa.LinkStateQ;

fa.DrawStateAndLinkQ;
Menu_FA.ReActivateBTNQ;
break;
case 6:

fa.DeleteLinkQ;
fa.DrawStateAndLinkQ;
Menu_FA.ReActivateBTNQ;
break;
case 7:

fa.GetStringQ;
fa.DrawStateAndLinkQ;
Menu_FA.ReActivateBTNQ;
break;
case 8:

fa.GoQ;

fa.DrawStateAndLinkQ;
Mienu_FA.ActivateQ;
Menu_FA.ReActivateBTNQ;
break;
case 99:

fa.UnDoQ;
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fa.DrawStateAndLinkO;
Menu_FA.ReActivateBTN();
break;

■„

}. . ■

^ ; ■ ■: ■ ' ,

} -

- ■ ■■

}else if(SystemMenu=-TM_MENU) {
if(mouse.button_chord[RIGHT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
x-PM2.MenuSelect(mouse.position);
switch(x)
case 0: break;
case 1:

tm.NewO;
Menu_TM.Activate();
break;
case 2:

tm.LoadFile(LOAD);
Menu_TM.Activate();
break;
case 3:

tm.SaveFile(SAVE);
break;
case 4:

HLP.InitPageO;
HLP.LookAtO;
break;
case 5:

SystemMenu=MAIN_MENU;
Menu_TM.Hide();
tm.CloseWinO;

FillScreenWithSimTMO;
break;

} else {
if((x=tm.RetW]iichState(mouse)) !=NULLSTATE &&
mouse.button_chord[0]==DOWN){
Menu_TM.MoveBTN->deactivateQ;
tm.MoveState(UP);

tm.DrawStateAndLinkO;
Menu_TM.MoveBTN->activate();
}else{

x=Menu_TM.Retum(mouse);
switcli(x)

■ '■ {
case 0:

break;
case 1:

for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++) {
if(tm.SS[i]->avail){
trn.SS[i]->NewState(tm.SS[i]->label,tm.SS[i]->center);
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tm.lJNDO.StoreGommand(^EWSTATE,i,tm.SS[i]->center);
break;

■

,

'■ ■■

■ ■■ ■ ■■

■ ' . V,-.

■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■■■

v..

ifi(i=MaxState){
Message("No Available State Exist");
SRGP_beep();

■■ ■ ■

■

:•

•' ■ :

■ : \

^ ■■■

tm.Draw StateAndLink();

Menu_TM.ReActivateBTN();
break;
case'2:

tm.MoveState(UP);
tm.DrawStateAndLinkO;
Menu_TM.ReActivateBTN();
break;
■

case'3:. ;. • /

,

tm.DeleteState();
tm.DrawStateAndLinkO;

Menu_TM.ReActivateBTNO;
break;
case'4:

: tm.SetAcceptO;
tm.DrawStateAndLinkO;
Menu_TM.ReActivateBTNO;
break; '
case 5:

tm.LinkStateO;
tm.DrawStateAndLinkO;

Menu_TM.ReActivateBTNO;
break;
case 6:

tm.DeleteLinkO;

tm.DrawStateAndLinkO;
Menu_TM.ReActivateBTNO;
; break;
case7:

tm.GetStringO;

tm.DrawStateAndLinkO;
Menu^TM.ReActivateBTNO;
break;
case 8:

tm.GoO;
tm.DrawStateAndLinkO;
Menu_TM.ReActivateBTNO;
break;
case 9: :

^m.DisplayLinkSt^eO;
tm.DrawStateAndLinkO;
Menu^TM.ReActivateBTO
■■'break; ' .
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■ ■

case 99:

tm.UnDoO;

tm.DrawStateAndLink();

Menu_TM.ReActivateBTN();
break;

}
}
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//FileName: State.h

//State Object
class State{

public:
point center;
char* label;
boolean avail;

boolean accepting;
rectangle rectState;
rectangle rectAccept;
State(char *);
~State();
void SetAcceptO;
void NewState(char *,point);
void DrawState(point,char*);
void DeleteStateO;
void
VirtualCircleQ;
friend GG;

};
State::State(char *lbl)

{
label=lbl;

accepting=FALSE;
center.x=-100;

center.y=-100;

}
State::~State(){}
void State::SetAcceptO
{
if(accepting)
accepting=FALSE;
else

accepting=TRUE;
DrawState(center,label);
}
void State::DeleteStateO

{
avail=TRUE;

draw_circle(0,0, rectState);
}
void State::VirtualCircle()

{

SRGP_setColor(0);
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SRGP_fillReGtangle(rectState);
SRGP_setColor(1);
SRGP_eriipse(rectState);

void State::NewState(char *lbl,point pi)

. ■{ .
aYail=FALSE;

accepting=FALSE;
center=pl;

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);
DrawState(center,lbI);

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRItE_REPLACE);

}'
void State::DrawState(point XY,char *lbl)
■

int xl,x2,yl,y2;
xl=XY.x-Radial;
x2=XY.x+Radial;

yl=XY.y-Radial;
y2=XY.y+Radial;
rectState =SRGP_defRectangle(xl,yl,x2,y2);

rectAccept=SRGP_defRectangle(x1-r4,y1+4,x2-4,y2-4);
draw_circle(l,0 , fectState);
if(accepting)
draw_circle(l,0 , rectAccept);
center_text(Ibl,SRGP_BLACK, xl,y1,x2,y2);
SRGP_refresh();
r ■

.
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//FileName: String.h
class StringBlock{
public:
int Gap;
int init;

char StringChar[MAX_BL0CK][2];
rectangle StringBlockRect;
rectangle WhiteBlock;
rectangle SmallBlock;
point Origin;
point LBottom;
point RTop;
int Width;

int Hieght;
canvasID String;
int CurrentUnit;

StringBlockO;
~StringBlock(){};
void ShowString(point);
void ShowStringBlockChar(int);
void PutStringBlockChar(int,char *);
char GetStringBlockChar(int);
void Center(int,int);
void Triangle(point):
friend GG;

StringBlock::StringBlock()
init=SHOW_BLOCK;
CurrentUnit=0;
Width=20;

Hieght=40;
Gap=5;

String=SRGP_createCanvas(init*Width,Hieght);
SRGP_useCanvas(String);
LBottom=SRGP_defPoint(0,0);
RTop=SRGP_defPoint(LBottom.x+Width*init,LBottom.y+Hieght);
StringBlockRect=SRGP_defRectangle(LBottom.x,LBottom.y,RTop.x,RTop.y);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_GRAY);
SRGP_fillRectangle(StringBlockRect);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
for(int i=0;i<Width*init/Gap;i++){
WhiteBlock=SRGP_defRectangle(LBottbm.x+Gap*i,RTop.y
2*Gap,LBottom.x+Gap*(i+l),RTop.y-Gap);
if(i%2)
SRGP_fillRectangle(WhiteBlock);
}

for(i=0;i<Width*init/Gap;i++){
WhiteBiock=SRGP_defRectangle(LBottom.x+Gap*i,LBottom.y+Gap,LBottom.x+Gap*(i+l),
LBottom.y+2*Gap);

if(i%2)
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SRGP_fiIlRectangle(WhiteBlock);

SRGP_useCanvas(SGREEN_GANVAS);
for(i=0;i<MAX_BLOGK;i++)

strcpy(StringGhar[ii,"'^");
^

.

■■

void StringBlock::PutStringBlockChar(int unit,char *st)

.{ ■' ■ ■

.■ '

■

^

strcpy(StringChar[unit],st);
ShowStringBlockChar(unit);

ychar' StringBlock::GetStrmgBIockChar(int
, .. ■
.
unit)
■ ' . ' ■ ■■ ■ '

{ .

■' .

void StringBlock::Triangle(point p)

y

.

:■

-

return StringChar[unit][0];

"■

'

■■

point pl=p;

point p2-SRGP_defPoint(p.x+10,p.y);
point p3=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+5 ,p.y+9);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLAGK);
SRGPJine(pl,p2);
SRGP_line(pl,p3);

SRGPJine(p2,p3);

V

■■ - ■

:

'■ ■

■

■■

■■ ■; • ■

, ■

void StringBlock::Center(int unit,int color)
int tw, th, td;

point p=SRGP_defPoint(Origin.x+Width*unit,Origin.y);
LBottom=p;

RTpp=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+Width,p.y+Hieght);
point rect_center, text_origin;
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(StringChar[unit], &tw, &th, &td);
rect_center = SRGP_defPoint( LBottom.x+Width/2, LBottom.y+Hieght/2 );
text_origin = SRGP_defPoint( rect_center.x - tw/2, rect_center.y - th/2);
SmallBlock=SRGP_defRectangle(text_origin.x-2,text_origin.y-2,
text_origin.x+12,text_origin.y+12);
SRGP_setColor(color);
SRGP_fillRectangle(SmaIlBlock);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
if(StringChar[unit][0] !-^')
SRGP_text(text_origin, StringChar[unit]);
Triangle(text_origin);

}■ . ■ . : ■ ■ ■ ■

■

void StringBlock::ShowStringBlockGhar(int unit)

"{

V

■

:■

• •■ ' ■ 'v:/- - . ■; ■ ■ ■

//point p=SRGP^defPoint(Origin.x+Width*unit,Or,igin.y);
//LBottom=p;

:

//RTop=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+Width,p.y+Hieght);
Genter(unit,SGR_LIGHTGRAY);

177 :

}"

void StringBlock::ShowString(point p)
Origin=p;

SRGP_copyPixel(String,StringBlockRect,Origin);
}
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//FileName: Tape.h
//Tape Object
class TapeController;
class TapeCharBox;

class TapeBlock{
public:
int LastBlock;
int Limit;

int Gap;
char TapeChar[MAX_^BLOGK][2];
char *Title;

rectangle TapeBlockRect;
rectangle TapelnsideBlockRect;
rectangle WhiteBlock;
rectangle CircleBar;
point Pointer;
point Origin;
point LBottom;
point RTop;
int Width;

int Hieght;
canvasID Tape;
int CurrentUnit;

TapeBlock(intchar *);
~TapeBlock(){};
void ShowTape(int);
void ShowTapeBlockChar(int);
void PutTapeBlockChar(int,char *);
char GetTapeBlockChar(int);
void Center(int);
void VirtualCenter(int);
void MakeUpCenter(int);
int Move(int);
void Control(locatorMeasure);
void ShowControlBox(locatorMeasure);
void InputTapeCharacterO;
char ConvertChar(int);
void ResetTapeO;
void Back();
char RetumCurrentCharO;
void PutCurrentChar(char *);

int DisplayMessage;
TapeController *BB;
TapeCharBox *TC;
};

,

TapeBlock::TapeBlock(int init,char *t)
LastBlock=Limit=init;
CurrentUnit=0;
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Width=20;

Hieght=40;
Gap=5;
Title==t;

Tape=SRGP_createCanvas(LastBlock*Width,Hieght);
SRGP_useCanvas(Tape);
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
LBottom=SRGP_defPoint(0,0);

RTop=SRGP_defPoint(LBottom.x+Width*LastBlock,LBottom.y+Hieght);
TapeBlockRect=SRGP_defRectangle(LBottom.x,LBottom.y,RTop.x,RTop.y);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_GRAY);
SRGP_fillRectangle(TapeBIockRect);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
for(int i=0;i<Width*LastBlock/Gap;i++){

WhiteBlock=SRGP_defRectangle(LBottom.x+Gap*i,RTop.y-2*Gap,
LBottom.x+Gap*(i-^l),RTop.y-Gap);
if(i%2)

SRGP_fillRectan2le(WhiteBlock);

for(i=0;i<Width*LastBlock/Gap;i++){

WhiteBlock=SRGP_defRectangle(LBottom'.x+Gap*i,LBottom.y+Gap,LBottom.x+Gap*(i+D.
LBottom.y+2*Gap);
if(i%2)

SRGP_fiilRectan2le(WhiteBlock):

for(i=0;i<MAX_BLOCK;i++){
strcpy(TapeChar[i],"'^");

SRGP_useCanvas(SCREEN_CANVAS);
}
int TapeBlock::Move(int INDEX)
rectangle WWW;
canvasID Temp;
point NewPoint;
int i;

,

if(INDEX==MOVE_LEFT){
if(LastBlock==MAX_BLOCK){
SRGP_beep();
Message("Error Rule to Move Tape Left");
return -1;

}
NewPoint=SRGP_defPoint(Origin.x-Width,Origin.y);
Tape=SRGP_createCanvas(Width,Hieght);
Temp=SRGP_createCanvas(Width*LastBlock,Hieght);
SRGP_useCanvas(Temp);
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);

SRGP_copyPixel(SCREEN_CANVAS,SRGP_defRectangIe(Origin.x,Origin.y,
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Origin.x-J-Wiclth*LastBloGk,Origin.y+Hieght),SRGP_defPoint(0,0));
WWW=SRGP_defRectangle(0,0,Width*LastBlock-1,Hieght);
SRGP_useCanvas(Tape);
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDlTALIC);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_GRAY);

SRGP_fillRectanglePt(SRGP_defPoint(0,0),SRGP_defPoint(Width,Hieght));
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
for(i=0;i<(Width)/Gap;i+.+){

WhiteBlock-SRGP_defRectangle(Gap*i,Hieght-2*Gap,Gap*(i+l)i,Hieght-Gap);
if(i%2)

SRGP_fillRectangle(WhiteBlock);
}
for(i=0;i<Width*LastBlQck/Gap;i+-i-){
WhiteBlock==SRGP_defRectangle(Gap*i,Gap,Gap*(i+l),2*Gap);
if(i%2)
SRGP_fillRectangle(WhiteBlock);
}
VirtualCenter(LastBlock);
SRGP_useCanvas(SCREEN_CANVAS);
for(i=0;i<Width;i+-r){
SRGP^copyPixel(Tempi WWW,SRGP_defPoint(NewPoint.x+(Width-i)
l,NewPoint.y));

SRGP_copyPixel(Tape,SRGP_defRectangle(0,G,(l+i),Hieght)j
SRGP_defPoint(Origin.x+Width*(LastBlock-l)+(Width-i),Origin.y));
SRGP_waitEvent(1);
}
SRGP_deleteCanvas(Tape);
SRGP_deleteCanvas(Temp);
CurrentUnit++;
LastBlock++;

Origin=NewPoint;
ShowTapeBIockChar(LastBlock);
return 0;

} else if(INDEX==MOVE_RIGHT){
if(LastBlock==Limit){
SRGP_beep();
Message("Error Rule to Move Tape Right");
return-1;

}

NewPoint=SRGP_defPoint(Origin.x+Width,Origin.y);
if(Origin.x<0){
Temp=SRGP_createCanvas(0-Origin.x,Hieght);
SRGP_useCanvas(Temp);
SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_GRAY);
SRGP_fillRectanglePt(SRGP_defPoint(0,0),
defPoint(0-Origin.x,Hieght));
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
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for(i=0;i<(0-Origin.x)/Gap;i++){
WhiteBIock=SRGP_defRectangle(Gap*i,Hieght-2*Gap,Gap*(i+l).Hieght-Gap);
if(i%2)
SRGP_fi1lRectangle(WhiteBlock);
}
for(i=0;i<(0-Origin.x)/Gap;i++){

WhiteBlock=SRGP_defRectangle(Gap*i,Gap,Gap*(i+l),2*Gap);
if(i%2)

SRGP_fillRectangle(WhiteBlock);
}

for(i=0;i<(0-Origin.x)/Width;i++)
MakeUpCenter(i);
SRGP_useCanvas(SCREEN_CANVAS);
for(i=0;i<Width;i+-f){
WWW=SRGP_defRectangle(Origin.x+i,Origin.y,

Origin.x+Width*LastBlock-1.Origin.y+Hieght);
SRGP_copyPixel(SCREEN_CANVAS, WWW,
efPoint(Origin.x+i+1,Origin.y)):
if(Origin.x<0){
WWW=SRGP_defRectangle(0-Origin.x-1-i,0,0-0rigin.x-1-i,Hieght);
SRGP_copyPixel(Temp, WWW,SRGP_defPoint(0,Origin.y));
}else{
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
SRGP lineCoord(Origin.x+i,Origin.y,Origin.x+i,Origin.y+Hieght);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
}
SRGP_waitEvent(1);
}
if(Origin.x<0)

SRGP_deleteCanvas(Temp);
LastBlock--;

CurrentUnit--;

Origin=NewPoint:
return 0;

}else
return 0;

}

void TapeBlock::PutTapeBlockChar(int iinitxhar *st)
{
strcpy(TapeChar[unit],st);
ShowTapeBlockChar(unit);
}

char TapeBlock::GetTapeBlockChar(int unit)
{

return TapeChar[unit][0];
}

char TapeBlock::RetumCurrentChar()
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reUim TapeChar[CurTentUnit][0];

,1: . ■ ■ ■ ;. ■ ■ . ;■ ■ ■ ■

; , -

"• :

^

void TapeBlock::PutCuiTentChar(char *st)

strcpy(TapeChar[CurrentUnit],st);
ShowTapeBlockChar(CurrentUnit):
„ •

void TapeBlock::Center(int unit)

i■ ■ ■ •

■

■ ■

■'

^

if](unit<LastBIock){
int tw, th, td;

, ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . •■ ' ■V

^

point rect_center, text_origin;;
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(TapeChar[unit], &tAv, &th, &td);
rect_center = SRGP_deffoint(XBottom.x+Width/2, LBottom.y+Hieght/2);
text_origin = SRGP_defPoint( rect_center.x - tw/2, rect_center.y - th/2):
SRGP_setColor(SCR_GRAY);
Y
SRGP_fillRectangle(TapeInsideBlockRect);

SRGP__setColor(^R_^BLACK);

if(TapeChar[unit][0]!='^')
SRGP_text(text_origin, TapeChar[unit]);
. ' 'else

^ Triangle(text_origin);

. ■ '- .V'

■

void TapeBlock::VirtualCenter(int unit)

■ ■ ■

int tw, tb, td;

■' V' .

point p;
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(TapeChar[unit], &tw, &th, &td);
p = SRGP_defPoint( Width/2 - tw/2, Hieght/2 - th/2);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
if(TapeChar[unit][0]!='^')
SRGP_text(p, TapeChar[unit]);
,
■ ■ else
' >////
■ /
Triangle(p);

y: 'f,

A' . • ".■ ■

: ■■

^

void TapeBlock::MakeUpCenter(int linit)
■ ■ ■.'inttw, th, td;'

-.A-

point p;
SRGP_inquireTextExtent(TapeChar[uriit], &tw, &th, &td);
p = SRGP_defPdmt( unit*Width-^Width/2 - tw/2, Hieght/2 - th/2);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
if(TapeChar[unit][0]!="^')
SRGP^text(p, TapeChar[unit]);
else . ■

'

■ V '■
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Triangle(p);
■

'

void TapeBlock::ShowTapeBlockChar(int unit)
■

■'

•

point p=SRGP_defPoint(Origin.x+Width*unit,Origin.y);

'

■ ■

LBottom=p;

RTop=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+Width,p.y+Hieght);
TapeBlockRect=SRGP_defRectangle(LBottom.x,LBottom.y,RTop.x,RTop.y);
TapeInsideBlockRect=SRGP_defRectangle(LBottom.xXBottom.y-r2*Gap,RTop.x,RTop.y
2*Gap);
Center(unit);

} ■

' • ■

■.

■

,

"

'

.

■

void TapeBlock;:ShowTape(mt dist)

'

;■ ; •

-

■

intwX;

SRGP_inquireCanvasSize(SCREEN_CANVAS,&w,&h);
point p=SRGP_defPoint(w-(LastBloGk+2)*Width-240,h-Hieght-dist);
Origin=p;
Pointer=SRGP_defPoint(p.x+Width/2,p.y+Hieght);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_lineCoord(Pointer.x,Pointer.y,Pointer.x-5,Pointer.y+10);
SRGP_lineCoord(Pointer.x,Pointer.y,Pointer.x+5,Pointer.y+10);
SRGP_lineCoord(Pointer.x-5,Pointer.y+10,Pointer.x+5,Pointer.y-t-10);
SRGP_setGolor(SCR_DARKGRAY);

CircleBar-SRGP_defRectangle(p.x+Width*LastBlock+l, p.y-4,
p.x+Width*LastBlock+20, p.y+Hieght+4);
SRGP_fillRectangle(CircleBar);
SRGP_fillEllipseArc(SRGP_defRectangle(p.x+Width*LastBlock-M,p.y-4-4,
p.x+Width*LastBlock+20,p.y-4+4),180,360);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_LIGHTGRAY);
SRGP_fillEllipse(SRGP_defRectangle(p.x+Width*LastBlock+l,p.y-fHieght+4-4,

p.x+Width*LastBlock+20, p.y+Hieght+4+4j);
SRGP_setColor(SeR_DARKGRAY);
SRGP_ellipse(SRGP_defRectangle(p.x+Width*LastBlock+l,p.y+Hieght+4-4,
p.x+Width*LastBlock+20, p.y+Hieght-^4+4));
SRGP_copyPixeI(Tape,TapeBlockRect,Origin);
SRGP_deleteCanvas(Tape);
/**** Display the characters in the initial tape ****/
for(int i=0;i<Limit;i-M-)
PutTapeBlockChar(i,"'^");
/**** Display the ControlBox ****/

BB=new TapeController(SRGP_defPoint(Origin.x+(Limit+2)*Width,Ongin.y-15),
195,75,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,Title);

TC=new TapeCharBox(SRGP_defPoint(Origin.x+(Limit+l)*Width+5,Origin.y-25),
155,120,TIMEROMASBOLDITAL1C,"Tape Input");
//BB->ControlActivate();
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■

void TapeBlock::ShowControlBox(locatorMeasure mouse){
if( GEOM_ptInRect(mouse.position, CircleBar)&& !BB->CB->BoxState){
if(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
BB->CB->BoxState=TRUE;

BB->ControlActivate();
DisplayMessage=1;
}else if(DisplayMessage==0 && BB->CB->BoxState==FALSE){
MessageC'Click Here To Display Control Box!");
DisplayMessage=1:

}
}else DisplavMessase=0;

void TapeBlock::Control(locatorMeasure mouse)!
int MOVE=BB->RetumControl(mouse);
if(MOVE==1)
//click left triangle
Move(MOVE_LEFT);
if(M0VE==2)
//click right triangle
Move(MOVE_RIGHT);
if(M0VE==3)
//click input
InputTapeCharacterO;
if(M0VE==4)
//click input
ResetlapeQ:

void TapeBlock::InputTapeCharacter(){
TC->CharBoxActivate!);
int CHAR=-1:

locatorMeasure mouse;

while(CHAR!=0){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
CHAR=TC->RetumChar(mouse);
if(CHAR>0){
chartemp[2];
temp[0]=ConvertChar(CHAR);
temp[l]='\0';
PutTapeBlockChar(CurrentUnit,temp);

Move(MOVE_LEFT);

}

char TapeBlock::ConvertChar(int cc){
if(cc==l)retum 'a';
else if(cc==2)return 'b';
else if(cc==3)return 'A';
else if(cc==4)return 'B';
^ else if(cc==5)return '0';
else if(cc==6)return 'T;
else if(cc==7)return
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return";

.}

void TapeBlock::ResetTape(){
BackO;

for(int i=0;i<MAX_BLOCK;i++)
PutTapeBlockChar(i,"^");
}

void TapeBlock::Back(){
while(CurrentUnit!=0)
Move(MOVE_RIGHT);
■ '
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//fileName: TapeController.h
//Tape Console
class Button;

class TapeController{
public:
point LB;
int Width;

int Hieght;
int Font;
char *Title;

int DisplayMessage;
Box *CB;

Button *LBTN,*RBTN,*IBTN,*ZBm

TapeController(point,int,int,int,char*);
~TapeController();
void ControlActiyate();
int RetumControl(locatorMeasure);

■■ ■ .

■

TapeController::~TapeController()
delete CB;

delete LBTN;
delete RBTN;
delete ZBTN;
delete IBTN;
delete XBTN;

■ •; ■

.

^ v. ::

TapeController::TapeController(point p,int w,int h,int fn,char *t)
{
LB=p;
Width=?w;

Hieght=h;
Font=fh;
Title=t;

DisplayMessage—1;

void TapeController:;ControlActivate()
CB-new Box(LB,Width,Hieght,Font,Title);
CB->BoxActivate();

LBTN - new Button(LB.x+10 ,LB:y+10,30,30,"<",BTN^DOWN);
RBTN = new ButtOn(LB,x+45 ,LB.y+10,30,30,">",BTN_POWN);
IBTN = new Button(LB.x+80,LB.y+10,30,30,"T',BTN_DOWN);
XBTN = new Button(LB.x+115,LB.y+10,30,30,"X",BTN_DOWN);
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ZBTN = new Button(LB.x-^150,LB.y+10,3030.;•Z^BTN_DOWN);
LBTN->activate();
RBTN->activate();
IBTN->activate();
ZBTN->activateO;
XBTN->activate();

}

■

._

int TapeController::RetumControl(locatorMeasure mouse)
{

.
if(CB->BoxState==FALSE)
return 0;

else {
if(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DGWN){
if(LBTN->clicked(mouse)){
LBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]=DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
SRGP_waitEvent(5);
LBTN->activate();
return 1;

■ }
LBTN->activate();
return 1;

}else if(RBTN->clicked(mouse)){
RBTN->deactivate();

whiIe(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

SRGP_waitEvent(5);
RBTN->activate();
return 2:

■;

.. . ... v: .

RBTN->activate();
return 2;

}else if(IBTN->clicked(mouse)){
IBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]-=POWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
. ■

■■

. .■

■

IBTN->activate();
return 3;

}else if(XBTN->clicked(mouse)){
XBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
.■

XBTN->activate();
return 4;

}else if(ZBTN->clicked(mouse)){
ZBTN->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
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mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

.} ■; . ■ ■

;■■■ ; ■

^

. ■ .■ ■ ■ ■ ■

ZBTN->activate();
CB->RestoreBoxArea(); .
CB->BoxState=FALSE;

MessageC'Ciick Tape Vertical Bar to Activate Tape Controller");
return 0;

}else return -1;

}else{

if(LBTN->CQntrolMessage(mouse) && DisplayMessage!=0){
MessageC'Ciick here to Move Tape Left; Click and Hold to Move
Continuously");
DisplayMessage=0;
}else if(RBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)
DisplayMessage!=l){
MessageC'Ciick here to Move Tape Right; Click and Hold to Move Right
:

tinuously ");
DisplayMessage=l;

}else if(IBTN->ControlMessage(mouse) && pisplayMessage!=2){
MessageC'Ciick here to Input Tape Characters from Tape Input Box");
DisplayMessage=2;

}else if(XBTN->ControlMessage(mouse) && DisplayMessage!=3){
MessageC'Ciick here to Reset Tape and Clear Characters in the tape");
DisplayMessage=3;

}else if(ZBTN->ControlMessage(mouse) && DisplayMessage!=4){
MessageC'Ciick here to Hide Control Box");
DisplayMessage=4;
return -1;
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//FileName: Tapelnput.h
//Input Tape Symbols
class Button;

class TapeCharBox{
public:
point LB;
int Width;

int Hieght;
int Font;
char *Title;

int DisplayMessage;
Box *CB;

//Input Character Box

Button *aBTN,*bBTN,*ABTN,*BBTN,*EBTN,*OKBTN,*BTNO,*BTNl;
TapeCharBox(point,int,int,int.char*);
~TapeCharBox();
void CharBoxActivateO;
int ReturnChar(locatorMeasure):

TapeCharBox::~TapeCharBox()
{
delete CB;
delete aBTN;
delete bBTN;
delete ABTN;
delete BBTN;
delete EBTN;
delete BTNO;
delete BTNl;
delete OKBTN;

TapeCharBox::TapeCharBox(point p.int w.int h,int fn.char *t)
{
LB=p;
Width=w;

Hieght=h;
Font=fn;
Title=t;

DisplayMessage=-1;
}

void TapeCharBox::GharBoxActivate()
{
CB= new Box(LB,Width.Hieght,Font,Title);
CB->BoxActivate();

aBTN = new Button(LB.x+10,LB.y+45,30,30,"a",BTN_DOWN);
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ABTN = new Button(LB.x+45 ,LB.y+45,30,30,"A",BTN_DOWN);
BTNO = new Button(LB.x+80 ,LB.y+45,30,30,"0"3TN_DOWN);
EBTN =new Button(LB.x4-l 15,LB.yH-45,3030,'''^^BTN_DOWN);
bBTN = new Button(LB.x+10 XB.y+lO,30,30,"b",BTN_DOWN):
BBTN = new Biitton(LB.x+45,LB.y+10,30,30,"B",BTN_DOWN);
BTNl = new Button(LB.x+80 ,LB.y+10,30,30,"r',BTN_DOWN);
OKBTN= new Button(LB.x-^l 15,LB.y+10,30,30,"OK",BTN_DOWN);
aBTN->activate();
ABTN->activate();
BTNO->activate();
EBTN->activate();
bBTN->aGtivate();
BBTN^>activateO;
BTNl->activate();
OKBTN->activate();

}

int TapeCharBox::RetumChar(locatorMeasure mouse)

if(CB->BoxState==FALSE)
return 0;

■ else'{'

,iF(mQuse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTtON]==DOWN){
if(aBTN->clicked(mouse)){
aBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]=DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

V

■

'• .

■ ':V

■

aBTN->aGtiYateO;
return 1; ■

jelse if(bBTN->GliGked(mouse)){
bBTN->deaGtivate();

while(mouse.button_GhordiLEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

■ ■

- V

■■ ■

bBTN->aGtivateO;
return 2;

}else if(ABTN->GliGked(mouse)){
ABTN->deaGtivate();

while(mouse.button_Ghord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();

■ ■ ■ ■-.. ■

^

■■

;

ABTN->aGtivate();

■

return 3;

}else if(BBTN->GliGked(mouse)){
BBTN->deaGtivate();

while(mouse.button_Ghord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
rnouse=ReadSampleMouse();

" .

^
BBTN->aGtivate();
return 4;
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}else if(BTNO->clicked(mouse)){
BTNO->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
}
BTNO->activate();
return 5;

}else if(BTNl->clicked(mouse)){
BTN1->deactivate();
while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
}
BTNl->activate();
return 6;

}else if(EBTN->clicked(mouse)){
EBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampIeMouse();
}
EBTN->activate();
return 7;

}else if(OKBTN->clicked(mouse)){
OKBTN->deactivate();

while(mouse.button_chord[LEFT_BUTTON]==DOWN){
mouse=ReadSampieMouse():
}
OKBTN->activate();
CB->RestoreBoxArea();
.CB->BoxState=FALSE;
return 0;

}else return -1;
}else{

if(EBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=l){
Message("Click here to input Empty String Character");
DisplayMessage=1;

}else if(OKBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=2){
Message("CIick here to accept string and close Input Character Box");
DisplayMessage=2;

}else if(aBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=3){
Message("Click here to input character <a> ");
DisplayMessage=3;

}else if(bBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=4){
Message("CIick here to input character <b> ");
DispiayMessage=4;
}else if(ABTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=5){
Message("Click here to input character <A> ");
PisplayMessage=5;
}else if(BBTN->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=6){
Message("Click here to input character <B> ");
DisplayMessage=6;
}else if(BTNO->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=7){
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Message("Click here to input character <0> ");
DisplayMessage=7;
}else if(BTNl->ControlMessage(mouse)&& DisplayMessage!=8){
Message("Click here to input character <1> ");
DisplayMessage=8;
return-1;

}
}
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//FileName: Tm.h

//Main Object ofTuring Machine
class TM{
private:
char

*name;

int

tapes;

int

width;

int
int

hieght;
planes;

boolean trace;

int
MovingStep;
int
Waiting;
point
CharlnputLocation;
point
LinkInputLocation[3];
point
RunControllerLocation;
point
DisplayBoxLocation;
point
DSP_Point;
int Tracing;
nt TraceUnit[MAX_TM_TRACING];
har TraceUnitChar[MAX_TM_TRACING][4];
public:
TM();
~TM(){
delete name;
delete LoadFileName;
delete SaveFileName;
delete PM3;

delete DSP_OnlyBox;
for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++)
delete SS[i];
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i+H-)
delete TT[i];
for(i=0;i<3;i++)
delete SB[i];
}
Command UNDO;

rectangle DrawArea;
rectangle TapeArea;
rectangle ListArea;

TapeBlock *SB[3];
Box *DSP_OnlyBox;
State

*SS[MaxState];

TM_Table *TT[MaxState * 4];
PullMenu *PM3;

canvasID CahrMapCanvas;
Arrow Arl;^

opFileSelect LoadFileBox;
opFileSelect SaveFileBox;
char *LoadFileName;
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har *SaveFileName;

void New();

void InitTapesQ;
void LoadFile(int);
void ClearLoadO;
void ClearScreenO;
void SaveFile(int);

void ShowWindowO;
void GloseWinO;

;

voidMkTMO;
void MkAiTOw(int,point float);
void MkStateO;
void NewStateQ;
void DeleteStateO;
void ResetLmk(int);
void SetLinkAvail(int);
void MoveState(buttonStatus);
boolean IsStateOverLapped(intpoint);

void LinkStateQ;//function relate with Draw Linking Line.
int RetWhichState(locatorMeasure);

void LinkStateDraw(int,point.point,point);
void LinkStateDraw(int,point,point);
void ReDrawLink(int);
void UndoReDrawLinkO;
void ClearLink(int);
void DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(int,point,point); //Start->a Stop -> b
void DrawLineWithArrowin 1 State(int,point,point); //Start->a Stop -> a
int xvalue(point,point,point);
int yvalue(point,point,point);
point intersection(point,point.float,float,point);
float Length(poiht,point);
void Arc(int,point,point,point,point,rectangle);
void Arc(int,point,point, pointpoint);
.
void LinkStateWithString(int,pointint);
void DeieteLinkQ;

void GetStringO;
void Go();

void DrawStQpState(int);
int CheckTapeMove(int,char *);
void MoveStraight(point,pointint);
void MoveArc(float,float,floatpoint,float,int);
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void MoveSelf(point,point,int);
void MoveRule(int);
void MoveBackRule(mt);
void SetAcceptO;
boolean DisplayLinkRuleBoxAndMake(point);
int DispIayLinkRuleBoxAndDelete(point);
void DisplayLinkRuleBox(point);
void DisplayLinkStateO;
void DisplayStateRuleBox(int);
void DrawStateAndLinkQ;
voidUnDoO;
void DisplayOnlyBox(int);
void ClearDisplayBoxO;

};
TM::TM()
{
ame="Sim TM";

idth=SCR_WIDTH;
ieght=SCR_HIEGHT;
planes=5;
trace=FALSE;
MovingStep=30;
Waiting=l;

PM3= new PullMenu(TM_TAPES);

DrawArea=SRGP_defRectangle(153,51,width-1,hieght-1);

CharlnputLocation =SRGP_defPoint(20,30b);
RunControIlerLocation=SRGP_defPoint(20,300);
LinkInputLocation[0]=SRGP_defPoint(20 ,300);
LinkInputLocation[1]=SRGP_defPoint(180,300);
LinkInputLocation[2]=SRGP_defPoint(340,300);
DisplayBoxLoeation =SRGP_defPoint(340,300);

DSP_Point=SRGP_defPoint(width-225,hieght-150);
DSP_OnIyBox= new Box(DSP_Point,210,80,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,"Current Rule Box");
Tracing=0;
};
void TM::UnDo()
{
if(UNDO.Avail){

SRGP_beep();
Message("No Undo Available");
return;

int type;
int no;
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point p;
UNDO.GetCommand(&type,&no,&p);

if(type=NEWSTATE){
SS[no]->DeleteState();

} else if(type=MOVESTATE){
SS[no]->De1eteState0;
SS[no]->NevvState(SS[no]->label,p);
} else if(type=DELSTATE){

SS[no]->NewState(SS[no]->label,p);
UndoReDrawLinkO;

} else if(type=^SETACCEPT){
if(SS[HALTINGSTATE]->avail=FALSE){
SS[HALTINGSTATE]->DeleteState();
}else{

SS[HALTINGSTATE]->NewState(SS[HALTlNGSTATE]->label,p);
UndoReDrawLinkO;

'■ ■ ■■

}

} else if(type=LINKSTATE){
TT[no]->avail=TRUE;
LinkStateDraw(SCR_WHITE,SS[TT[no]->from]->center,TT[no]->intmed,
SS[TT[no]->to]->center);
DrawStateAndLinkQ;

} else if(type==DELLINK) {
TT[no]->avail=FALSE;
LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,SS[TT[no]->from]->center,TT[no]->intmed,
SS[TT[no]->to]->center);
DrawStateAndLinkQ;
}
UNDO.LinkCount=0;
UNDO.Avail=TRUE;

}
voidTMiiNewQ

r ■

:

■■

■

-

; ClearLoadQ;

InitTapesQ;

■} • ;
void TMiTnitTapesQ
locatorMeasure mouse;

mouse=ReadSampleMouseO;

while(tapes==0)tapes-PM3->MenuSelect(rnouse.positipn);
ShowWindowQ;

}

■■

■

■ ■ ■ ■•

'■

void TM;:ClearScreen()

SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHItE);
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SRGP_fillReetangle(SRGP_defRectangle(0,51,width,hieght-1));
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);

}

■

- v' ■ ; ' ■ ■

;■■ ■ ■ ■

void TM;:ClearLoad()

for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++) {
SS[i]->avail=TRUE;
SS[i]->center=SRGP_defPoint(100+44*i,72):
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)
TT[i]->avail=TRUE;

for(int j=0;j<tapes;j++)
for(i=0;i<MAX_BLOCK;i++) {

SBO]->PutTapeBlockChar(i,"'^");

A.V ^

tapes=0;
ClearScreenO; ,

: ■■ ■

A ■ ■ '■ ■ '

■■

UNDO.FreeO;
Tracing=0;

. }V

'

■■

;;

^ " ■: .

void TM::LoadFile(int X)

;{ " .

■ ; ' - V; ■ ■ ■ ■ . ; .

■GlearLoadQ; '

V,/

V

ClearScreenO;

Message("Please Select a File From the Menu");
LpadFileName=LoadFileBox.SelectFile(X);
LoadFileBox.RestorePFSAreaQ;
if(LoadFileName==NULL){

. char *NOFILE[l]={"No File Beeil Selected"};
WarningMessage(I,NOFILE);
InitTapesQ;
,

.

v

;,

■ return; \

. I ■ v., ^

. ■. ■

^

char PreFormat[80];
ifstream loadfile(LoadFileName);
if(loaciflle.failO){
char *N0FILE[2]={"Can Not Open File",LoadFileName};
WamingMessage(2,N0FILE);
InitTapesO;
■

return;

' } else {

, ^ •.
loadfile»PreForrnat;

if(Strcmp(PreFormat/'SimTM")!=0){
char *DIF[2]={"Different File Format"," Not Sim TM "};
WamingMessage(2,DIF);
loadfilexloseO;
return;
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loadfile»PreFormat;

if(strcmp(PreFormat,"Tapes:")!=0){
char *DIF[2]={"Different File Format"," Not Sim TM "};
WamingMessage(2,DIF);
ioadfile.closeO;
return;

}
Ioadfile»tapes;
ShowWindowQ;
loadfile»PreFormat;

if(strcmp(PreFormat,"State:")!=0){
char *DIF[2]={"Different File Format"," Not Sim TM "};
WamingMessage(2,DIF);
Ioadfile.closeO;
return;

}

.■

., '

. int i;

SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
while(l){
loadfile»i;

if(i==NULLSTATE)
break;
SS[i]->avail=FALSE;
loadfile»SS[i]->center.x;
loadfile»SS[i]->center.y;
SS[i]->DrawState(SS[i]->Genter,SS[i]->label);

}
ioadfile»PreFormat;

if(strcmp(PreFormat,"Link:")!=0){
char *DIF[2]={"Different File Format"," Not Sim TM "};
WamingMessage(2,DIF);.
Ioadfile.closeO;
return;

}
int from,to,px,py;
while(l){

char LC[3][4]={ {'',' '','\0'}

•\0'}};

loadfile»i;

if(i==NULLSTATE)
break;
loadfile»from;
loadfile»px;
loadfile»py;
loadfile»to;
for(intj=0;j<tapes;j++){

loadfile»LC|]];
}

TT[i]->insert(from,SRGP_defPoint(px,py),to,tapes,LC[0],LC[1],LC[2]);
LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,SS[TT[i]->from]->center,TT[i]->intmed,
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SS[TT[i]->tC)]->Genter); V ^ j

/

loadfile.closeO;

■ ■■ ■ , ■ ;

. .'}

}■,; ■ . ■ .

■ ■:

.

:;

■■

: vv;,.?

void TM::SaveFile(int X)

Message("Click in the File Box ,then type the file name to save");
SaveFileName=SaveFileBox.SelectFile(X);
SaveFileBox.RestorePFSAreaQ;
if(SayeFileName-=NULL)retum;
if(SaveFileBox.FileExist(SaveFileName)){
char *0VER[2]={"File Already Exist!"."Overwrite it?"};
if(!WamingMessage(2,OVER)) return;
}

ofstream savefile(SaveFileName);
if(savefile.fail()){
char *0VER[2]-{"Can Not Create File:",SaVeFileNarne };
WarningMessage(2,0VER);
} ^Ise {
savefile«"SimTM";
savefile«endl;

savefile«"Tapes:";
savefile«endl;

savefile«tapes;
savefile«"State:";
savefile«endl;

for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++){ //Save State Data
if(!SS[i]->avail){
saveflle«i;
savefile«" ";

savefile«SS[i]->center.x;
saveflle«" ";

savefile«SS[i]->center.y;
savefile«endl;

■ ■ .■}

■ ■

'

:: ■

savefile«NULLSTATE;
savefile«endl;
savefile<<"Link:";
saveflle«endl;

for(i-0;i<MaxState*4;i++){
ifi(!TT[i]->avail){
savefile«i;
savefile«"";
savefile«TT[i]->from;
, • savefile«" "; „ ■ ;

• -

savefile«TT[i]->intmed.x;
.

saveflle«"";
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savefiIe«TT[i]->intmed.y;
savefile«"

savefile«TT[i]->to;
savefile«"

for(intj=0;j<tapes;j++){
savefile«TT[i]->TapeRule[j];
savefile«"

}
savefiie«endl;

}
savefile«NULLSTATE;

savefile close();

}
void TM::CloseWin()
{
ClearLoadO;
ClearScreenO;

void TM::GetString()
{
int i,out;
out=0;

if(tapes==0)InitTapes();
locatorMeasure mouse;

SRGP_setFont(TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC);
for(i=0;i<tapes;i++)
SB[i]->BB->ControlActivate():
while(l){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
for(i=0;i<tapes;i++)
SB[i]->ShowControlBox(mouse);
for(i=0;i<tapes;i++)
SB[i]->Control(mouse):
for(i=0;i<tapes;i++)
if(!SB[i]->BB->CB->BoxState)out++;

if(out==tapes)break;
else out=0;

void TM;:MkState()
{

char * StateLabel[MaxState]={

"qO","ql","q2", "q3", "q4",
"q5","q6","q7","q8","q9",
"qlO","ql l","ql2'V'ql3","ql4",
"ql5","ql6","ql7","ql8","H"
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for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++){
SS[i]= new State(StateLabel[i]);
SS[i]->center=SRGP_defPoint(100+44*i,72);
SS[i]->avail=TRUE;
^

■

}

}

void TM::MkTM()
{
for(int i=0; i<MaxState*4; i—){
TT[i]= new TM_Table;
TT[i]->avail=TRUE:

}
}■

,

.

void TM::MkArrow(int color,point pt. float ang)
SRGP_setColor(color);
Arl.DrawArrowRotate(color.pt,ang);
■ }



void TM::ShowWindow()

{■

..

■ • ■■ ■'■

' ■'

■

int Cw,Ch;

SRGP_lineCoord( 0,50,width.50); //Message
SRGP_inquireCanvasSize(SCREEN_CANVAS,&Cw,&Ch);
Message("");
HintC'");
switch(tapes){
case 3: SB[2]= new TapeBlock(5,"Tape 3 Controller");

case 2: SB[1]= new TapeBlock(5,"Tape 2 Controller");
case 1: SB[0]= new TapeBlock(5,"Tape 1 Controller");

■ ■ }

:

for(int i=0;i<tapes;i++)
SB[i]->ShowTape(50-80*i);

> SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK):
SRGP_line(SRGP_defPoint(0,Ch-80*tapes-58),SRGP_defPoint(Cw,Ch-80*tapes-58));
SRGP_line(SRGP_defPoint(0,Ch-80*tapes-60),SRGP_defPoint(Cw,Ch-80*tapes-60));

void TM::DeleteState()
locatorMeasure mouse;

inti;

mouse=ReadMouse();

Message("Please Use Left Mouse Button to Select a State to Delete");
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if((i=RetWhichState(mouse))!= NULLSTATE){^
UNDO.StoreCommand(DELSTATE,i,SS[i]->center);
ClearLink(i);
ResetLink(i);

SS[i]->center=SRGP_defPoint(100+44*i,^^^
SS[i]->DeleteState();
^

^

^

void TM::DeleteLink()

r ■ .

:

locatorMeasure mouse;
int i;

point DeletePoint;
if(tapes==0)retum;
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i--)
if(!TT[i]->avail)
]->ShowRef();
Message("Please Click The Rectangle in the Existing Link to Delete");
mouse=ReadMouseDownUpQ;

:

SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i^)
if(!TT[i]->avail)
TT[i]->ShowRef{);
int WhichLink=-l;

DeletePoint=mouse.position;
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i-^)
if(TT[i]->LocatePointInRef(DeletePoint)){
WhichLink=i;

break;

■ ■ ■. .

, ■ ■■ ■ ' ' . ■ ■ ■

if(WhichLink==-1)rerurn;

Message("Select A Record Then Click YES to Delete This Record or Click Cancel to Give up");

int Ret=DisplayLinkRuleBoxAndDelete(DeietePbint);
if(Ret==-l)return;
■ else

SetLinkAvail(Ret);
UNDO.StoreCommand(DELLINK,Ret,TT[i]->intmed);

■

''

■■

DrawStateAndLink():

}: ■
void TM"SetAcceptO
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locatorMeasure mouse;

mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
if(mouse.position.y>hieght-tapes*80-60-Radial-5)
mouse.position.y=hieght-tapes*80-60-Radial-5;
if(SS[HALTlNGSTATE]->avail){
SS[HALTINGSTATE]->NewState(
SS[HALTINGSTATE]->label,SS[HALTINGSTATE]->center);
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(SS[HALTINGSTATE]->Genter);
MoveState(DOWN);

UNDO.StoreCommand(SETACCEPT,HALTINGSTATE,
SS[HALTINGSTATE]->center);
,
UNDO.StoreCommand(SETACCEPT,HALTINGSTATE,

}else {

SS[HALTINGSTATE]->center);

ClearLink(HALTINGSTATE);
ResetLink(HALTINGSTATE);

SS[HALTINGSTATE]->DeleteState();

} .

■

■

■

■ ■ ■ ■

mt TM::RetWhichState(locatorMeasure mouse)
for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++)
■

{

'

if((mouse.position.x > SS[i]->center.x-Radial)&&
(mouse.position.x < SS[i]->center,x+Radial)&&
(mouse.position.y > SS[i]->center.y-Radial)&&
(mouse.position.y < SS[i]->center.y+Radial)&& !SS[i]->avail )
return i;

}.
return NULLSTATE;

,}
void TM;:LinkStateWithString(int From,point Reference,int To)
■

{

//Put(From Reference To String) into the LinkTable
char LC[3][4]={

'\0'}

'\0'},

int i;
locatorMeasure mouse;

TMLinkCharBox *LCB[3];
.

if(LrNUX==l){

LCB[0]- new TMLinkCharBox(LinkInputLocation[0], 155,
220,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,"Tape 1 Rule");

LCB[11= new TMLinkCharBox(LinkInputLocation[l], 155,
220,TlMEROMASBOLDlTALlC,"Tape 2 Rule");

LCB[2]= new TMLinkCharBox(LinkInputLocation[2], 155,
220,TlMEROMASBOLDlTALlC,"Tape 3 Rule");
}else{
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if(tapes==l){

LCB[0]= new TMLinkCharBok(CinkInputLocation[0], 155,
220,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIG,'Tape 1 Rule");
}else if(tapes==2){
LCB[0]= new TMLinkCharBox(LinkInputLocation[0], 155,
220,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,"Tape 1 Rule");
LCB[1]= new TMLinkCharBox(LinkInputLocation[l], 155,
220,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,"Tape 2 Rule");
}else if(tapes==3){
LCB[0]= new TMLinkCharBox(LinkInputLocation[0], 155,
220,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,"Tape 1 Rule");
LCB[1]= new TMLinkCharBox(LinklnputLocation[l], 155,
220,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,"Tape 2 Rule");
LCB[2]= new TMLinkCharBox(LinklnputLocation[2], 155,

220,TIMEROMASBOLDITALlC;Tape 3 Rule");
■. ■

,

■ ■ ■

.

for(i=0;i<tapes;i++)
LCB[i]->CharBoxActivate();
SetCursorShape(XC_Hand);
while(l){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
for(i=0;i<tapes;i++){

if(LCB[i]->CB->BoxState)
LCB[i]->RetumChar(mouse,LC[i]);
LinklnputLocation[i]=LCB[i]->LB;

• •,

. ,

^

,

if(tapes==l)
if(!LCB[0]->CB->BoxState)break;
if(tapes==2)
if(!LCB[0]->CB->BoxState && !LCB[l]->CB->BoxState)break;
if(tapes-=3)
if(!LCB[0]->CB->BoxState && !LGB[l]->CB->BoxState &&
!LGB[2]->GB->BoxState)break;

} ■■

■

^

if{LINUX!=l)
for(i=0;i<tapes;i++) delete LGB[i];
SetGursorShape(XG_Base);
for(i-0;i<MaxState*4;i++){
ifi(TT[i]->avail=-TRUE){
TT[i]->insert(From,Reference,To,tapes,LG[0],LG[l],LG[2]);
UNDO.StoreCommand(LINKSTATE,i,TT[i]->intmed);
break;

:■ ■ ■

'
}■

}■ • ■ v- ■ ' -..V,

■

void TM::DisplayLinkState()
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locatorMeasure mouse;
int i;

SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)
if(!TT[i]->avail)TT[i]->ShowRef():

Message("Please Click The Rectangle in the Existing Link ");

mouse=ReadMouse()^;
SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)
if(!TT[i]->avail)
TT[i]->ShowRef();
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
DrawStateAndLink();
int WhichLink=-l;
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)

WhichLink=i;
break;

if(WhichLink!=-l){

if((WhichLink=RetWhichState(mouse))!=NULLSTATE){
DisplayStateRuleBox(WhichLink);

//Decide how to connect a link between states,

void TM::LinkState()
locatorMeasure mouse;
int From,To;

point Reference;
From=To=NULLSTATE;
int i;

if(tapes==0)retum;
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)

if(!TT[i]->avail) TT[i]->ShowRef();

Message("Please Select a Start State OR Click The Rectangle in the Existing Link ");
mouse=ReadMouseDownUp();

SRGP_setColor(SCR_WHITE);
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)
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if(!TT[i]->avail)
TT[i]->ShowRefO;

SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
DrawStateAndLink();
From=RetWhichState(mouse);

if(From!=NULLSTATE),{
SRGP_setLocatorEchoType(RUBBER_LINE);

SRGP_setLocatorEchoRubberAnchor(mouse:position);
Message("Please Select a Stop State or Reference Point");
mouse=ReadMouseDownUp();
SRGP_setLocatorEchoType(NO_ECHO);
To=RetWhichState(mouse);

> if(To-=NULLSTATE)(
SRGP_setLocatorEchoType(RUBBER_LINE);
SRGP_setLocatorEchoRubberAnchor(mouse.position);
Reference=mouse.position;
Message("Please Select a Stop State");
mouse=ReadMouseDownUp();
SRGP_setLocatorEchoType(NO_ECHO);
To=RetWhichState(mouse);

if(To!=NULLSTATE){
if(To!=Froni){

point med=SRGP_defPoint((SS[From]->center.x+SS[To]->center.x)/2,
(SS[From]->center.y+SS[To]->center.y)/2);

if( Length(SS[From]->center,med)< Length(med,Reference) I I
Length(SS[To ]->center,med)< Length(med,Reference) ){
SRGP_beep(); :
Message("The reference point may be too far away from ONE state.
Try again!");
■

Tetum;-,. ;

■

■ '/, ...

}else{

if(Length(SS[From]->center,Reference)>4*Radial){
; Message("The Reference Point is a little far from the State");
V

SRGP_beep();
return;

■

.. .

;■

•}

"■ ■ ' ,

LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,SS[From]->center,Reference,
SS[To]->center);
LinkStateWithString(From,Reference,To);
}else {
if(From==To){
Reference.x=SS[From]->center.x;

Reference.y=SS[From]->center.y+40+Radial;
}else{

Reference.x=(SS[From]->center.xFSS[To]->center.x)/2;
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Reference.y-(SS[From]->eenter.y-f-SS[To]->center.y)/2;

v;-' ,

: ..

^

LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,SS[From]->center,Reference,SS[To]->center);
LinkStateWithString(From,Reference,To);
}else{
inf WhichLink=-l;

for(i=0;i<MaxState^4;i++)

if(TT[i]->LocatePointInRef(mouse.position)){
WhichLink=i;
break;' ■ ■

}, ■

^

if(WhichLinkN-l){

iF(!DisplayLinkRuleBQxAndMake(mouse.position))
'

return;

LinkStateWithString(TTiWhichLink]->from,
TT[WhichLink]->intnied,TT[WhichLink]->to):

■

■

}

.

} .

.: V
^

■

■

,

}

int TM::DisplayLinkRuleBoxAndDelete(point p)
int Ret;
int Rec[80];
char*AR[80];

char *AW[80];
char *AM[80];
intij;
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)

if(TT[i]->LocatePointInRef(p)){
Rec[j]=i;
AR|j]=TT[i]->read_char;
AW[j]=TT[i]->write_char;
AM|j]=TT[i]->move_char;

■

j++;

■

.

'

■

■ ■

DLRDLR0(DisplayBoxLocation,155,100+j*20,TIMEROMASBOLDITALrC,
"Remove Transition",j,AR,AW,AM);
DLRO.ActivateO;
Ret=DLRO.RetumDelete();

DisplayBoxLocation=DLRO.LB;
if(Ret==-l)
else '

return -1;
■ >...

return Rec[Ret];

}

■

"■

'

boolean TM::DisplayLinkRuleBoxAndMake(pointp)
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,
. ..

boolean Ret;

char *AR[80];
char*AW[80];
char *AM[80];
intij;

j=0;
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i+-f)
if(TT[i]->LocatePointInRef(p)){
AR|j]=TT[i]->read_char;
AW[j]-TT[i]->\vrite_char;
AM[j]=TT[i]->move_char;
j++;
•
, .
}
DLR DLRl(DisplayBoxLocation.l55aOO+j*20,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,
"Transition Rules",j,AR,AW,AiM);
DLRl.ActivateO;
Ret=DLRl.RetumO;
DisplayBoxLocation=DLRl.LB:
return Ret;

}

void TM::DisplayLinkRuleBox(point p)
{ 
boolean Ret;

char *AR[80];
char*AW[80];
char *AM[80];
int i,j;
j=0;
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)
if(TT[i]->LocatePointInRef(p)){

■

AR|j]=TT[i]->read_char;
AW|j]=TT[i]->\vTite_char;
AM[j]=TT[i]->move_char;
j++; ,

■ } ■■

DLR DLR2(DisplayBoxLocation.l55.100+j*20,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,
"Transition Rules",j,AR,AW,AM);
DLR2.ActivateOKO;

DisplayBoxLocation=DLR2.LB;
Ret=DLR2.RetumO;

}
void TM::DisplayStateRuleBox(int START)
boolean Ret;

char*AR[80];
char*AW[80];
char*AM[80];
char*AS[80];
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int ij;
j=0;
for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i-i-r)
if(TT[i]->from==START && !TT[i]->avail){
AR|j]=TT[i]->read_char;

AW[j]=TT[i]->write_char;
AM|j]=TT[i]->move_char;
ASO]=SS[TT[i]->to]->label;
j++;
DLRDLR3(DisplayBoxLocation.l90,100+j*20,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,
"Transition Rules",j,AR,AW,AM,AS);
DLR3.ActivateOKO;
Ret=DLR3.RetumQ;

DisplayBoxLocation=DLR3.LB;
}

int TM::CheckTapeMove(intNo,char *MM)
{
if(MM[No]=='S')
return STATIONARY;

else if(MM[No]=='R')
return MOVE_LEFT;
else if(MM[No]=='L')
return MOVE_RIGHT;
else return -1;

void TM::DisplayOnlyBox(int One)
{

intj;
char TEMP[2];
char Read[4];
char Write[4];
char Move[4];
char Start[4];

char Stop[4];
strcpy(Read ,TT[One]->read_char);
strcpy(Write,TT[One]->write_char);
strcpy(Move ,TT[One]->move_char);
strcpy(Start,SS[TT[One]->from]->label);
strcpy(Stop ,SS[TT[One]->to ]->label);
TEMP[1]='\0';
//Box CB(DSP_Point,210,80,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,t);
DSP_OnlyBox->BoxActivate():

point p=SRGP_defPoint(DSP_Point.x+10,DSP_Pointy+30);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK):

SRGP_text(p," Read Write Move State");
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for(i=0;j<3;j++){

//Read Tape

if(ReadO]=="'')
Triangle( SRGP_defPoint(p.x+8+j* 1 l,p.y-16));

else if(Readp]=-2')
ORO1(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+8+j* 11,p,y-16));

else if(Readp]=-'c')
ORab(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+8+j* 11,p.y-16));
else if(Read|j]=-C)
ORAB(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+8+j* 1 l,p.y-16));
else{
TEMP[0]=Read|j];

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+8+j* 1 l,p.y-18),TEMP);

■ ■■

■" ■-■■V..

' ■,

for(j=0;j<3;j++){
,
iflWriteOh--^') .
Triangle( SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j* 11,p.y-16));

//\VriteTape

else if(Write(j]=-'2')
OR01(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j*l l,p.y-16));
else if(Write[j]=='e')

ORab(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j * 11,p.y-16));
else if(Write[j]=='C')

ORAB(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j* 1 l,p.y-16));
else{

TEMP[0]=Write[j];

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+53+j * 1 l,p.y-18),TEMP);

•K

} ■ ■

■

: .

;

■■

■

■

;■

2

forG=0;j<3;j++){

//Move Tape

TEMP[0]=MoveO];

SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+97+j*H,p.y-18),TEMP);
} V.
:/
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+140,p.y-18),Start);
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+156,p.y-18),"-");
SRGP_text(SRGP_defPoint(p.x+172,p.y-18),Stop);
}

void TM::ClearDisplayBox()

■

■

■ T ":

DSP_OnlyBox->RestoreBoxArea();

. • ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■; ■■ ■ , ■ • - -TG T- ■ V. .-

■

-

void TM::Go()

intwrong=0;
intij;

char Read[4],Write[4],Move[4],Start[4],Stop[4];
boolean Correct[3];
boolean NOTRACING=FALSE;
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boolean DISPLAY=FALSE;

charTEMP[2];
TEMP[1]='\0';
char tp[3];
int StartState=0;

int StopState=0;
int EXEC;

locatorMeasure mouse;
intMOVE=l;

Tracing=0;
if(SS[HALTINGSTATE]->avail==TRUE){
char *MESSAGE[2]={"Can Not Find","The Halting State"};
WamingMessage(2,MESSAGE);
return;

■ . ■■ ■

■ .

'

■

■

forG=0;j<tapes;j++) SB[j]->Back();
RunController BB(RunControIlerLocation,190,75,TIMEROMASBOLDITALIC,
"Execution Console");

DrawStopState(StopState);
while(l){
if(MOVE=l I I M0VE==3)
BB.ControlActivateQ;
if(M0VE!=2 && M0VE!-5)^^
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
MOVE-BB.RetumControl(mouse);

-■ ■

} ■

■

■'

• ■

■

.■

if(M0VE==^2 I I MOVE=5)
Message("Click and Hold Right Mouse Button to Interrupt Execution!");

if(MOVE!=-l){
if(BB.CB->BoxState) BB.HideBoxQ;
if(DISPLAY){
ClearDisplayBoxQ;
DISPLAY=FALSE;

■} ■
■ ■ ■■■

■ }
■■
if(MOVE==0){
if(DISPLAY){

.

DISPLAY=FALSE;

ClearDisplayBoxQ;

} ■ ,

■

Draw StopState(StopState);
return;
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.

■ ■

} else if((MOVE==l|
|M0VE==5)&& Tracing<=0 ){
M0VE=1;

} else if((MOVE==l I I M0VE==5)&& Tracing>0 ){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
if(mouse.button_chord[RIGHT_BUTTON]==DOWN && M0VE==5)M0VE=1;

strcpy(Read ,TT[TraceUnit[Tracing-l]]->read_char);
strcpy(Write,TT[TraceUnit[Tracing-1]]->write_char);
strcpy(Move ,TT[TraceUnit[Tracing-1]]->move_char);
strcpy(Start,SS[TT[TraceUnit[Tracing'-l]]->from]->label);

strcpy(Stop ,SS[TT[TraceUnit[Tracing-l]]->to]->Iabel );

if(!DISPLAY){
DISPLAY=TRUE;

DispIayOnlyBox(TraceUnit[Tracing-1]);
}else{
cout«"Screen Display Error!"«ehdl;

■;

■

■■ V

forG=0;j<tapes;j+-f){
if(CheckTapeMoveQ,Move)==MOVE_LEFT)
wrong=SB0]->Move(MOVE_RIGHT);
else if(CheckTapeMove(j,Move)==MOVE_RIGHT)
wrong=SB[j]->Move(MOVE_LEFT);

else if(CheckTapeMove(j,Move)==STATIONARY)
wrong=SB[j]->Move(STATIONARY); y
if(wrong==-l)return;
TEMP[0]=TraceUnitChar[Tracing-l][j];
SB[j]->PutCurrentChar(TEMP);
. ■

V

MoveBackRule(TraceUnit[Tracing-1]);
DrawStopState(StopState);
StartState=TT[TraceUnit[TraGing-l]]->from;
StopState= TT[TraceUnit[Tracing-l]]->from:
DrawStopState(StopState);
EXEC=1;

Tracing—;
if(Tracing==0){
SRGP_beep();
Message("No More Back Move Available");
M0VE=1;

■ ■ }" .

■■

^

}else if(MOVE ==2 1|M0VE==3){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
if(mouse.button_chord[RIGHT_BUTTON]=DOWN && MOVE==2)MOVE=3;
EXEC=0;

for(i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++){
if(!TT[i]->avail && StartState==TT[i]->from){
Correct[0]=Correct[1]=Correct[2]=TRUE;,
strcpy(Read ,TT[i]->read_char);
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strcpy(Write,TT[i]->write_char);
strcpy(Move ,TT[i]->move_char);
strcpy(Start ,SS[TT[i]->from]->label);
strcpy(Stop ,SS[TT[i]->to]->label );
for(j=0;j<tapes;j4-4-){
^pU]= SB[J]->RetumCurrentChar();
if( Read[j]== tp[j] 11 Readlj]=='-' I I
(ReadUl—T &&(tpG]=='0' ^
(ReadD>='c'&&(tpO]=='a' I I tpU]=V))I I
(ReadD]='C'&&(tpO^^
Correct[j]=TRUE;
else

CoiTectij]=FALSE;

}■

,

■

■.

; ■■

. . ■

if(CoiTect[2] && CoiTect[l] && Correct[0])
if(!DISPLAY){
DISPLAY=TRUE;

DisplayOniyBox(i);
}else{

; SRGP_beep();
cout«"Screen Display Error!"«endl;
forG=0;j<tapes;j++){
EXEC=1;

if(WriteO]=--1|WriteU]=='2'||WriteO]=-c'||Write[j]==='C')
TEMP[OHp[j];
else

TEMP[0]=WriteD];
SB|j]->PutCurrentChar(TEMP);
wrong-SB[j]->Move(CheckTapeMove(j,Move));
if(wrong==-1)retum;
MoveRule(i);
DrawStopState(StopState);
StartState=TT[i]->to;

StopState= TT[i]->to;
DrawStopState(StopState);
if(StopState==HALTINGSTATE){
M0VE=1:

.

. ■

)
■ ,
if(!NOTRACING)

■

^ ■ ■■ •
TraceUnit[Tracing]=i;
//Memorize to the tracing buffer

for(j=G;j<tapes;j++) TraceUnitChar[Tracing][j]=tp[j];
Tracing+x;
if(Tracing >= MAX_TM_TRACING)

char *WARNG[3]={"0ut of Tracing Space",
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"OK to Keep on Qoing'V'Cancel to Exit''};
if(WamingMessage(3,WARNG)){
NOTRACING=TRUE;

Tracing=0;

■; M0VE=3;' ^
■

. ■

}else{- '

■ ,

ClearDisplayBoxO;
DISPLAY=FALSE;

Tracing=0;
return;

■' • ■■ ■

break;

' ■
■■

■

• ■ •

■■

■■

■■

■■ ■ ■ .

,

}■■■ ■ ■ ■■ , ' ■ ■ ■■ ■ ^

} .
^

■■ ■ ■ ■

,
.

■ ■■ ' ■ ■

•

:

.
■, V ,

■;

■■
. ■ ■
if(MOVE!=-l && EXEC==0)break;

■ ■

V ,■ ■:

■ ■■■
\

,

ifi:DISPLAY){

ClearDisplayBoxO;

}

V ■■ .

■ ■ • ■ ■ V-

■ '

c

if(EXEC=-0 II StopState!=HALTlHGSTATE){

. ■"

^

char *MESSAGE[3]={"The Turing Machine", "Fails to"
WamingMessage(3,MESS AGE);

'k';.' "' . ■ ' ■ -

■ V ■

RunControllerLocation=BB.LB;

' ■^

Follow The Rule!

/

■

}

void TM::DrawStopState(int no)

('

:

■ ..

,

SRGP_SetColor(SCR_BLUE);
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XGR):

SRGP_fillEllipse(SS[no]->rectState);
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);

i;. ;■ ;■ ' o:',; .

,

v, ■ ■ , , '

>: ■ V;-/

void TM::MoveBackRule(int i)

V

■ ;; ■

-W . ■ ■ '

point From, To, Ref;
From=SS[TT[i]->to]->center;
To =SS[TT[i]->from]->center;
Ref=

Line L1,L2,L3;
L1.dejELine(Froni,Ref);
L2.defLine(Ref^To);
if(L1.angle!=L2.angle) { ;

if(From.x==To.x && From.y-=To.y){
DrawLineWithArrowIn 1 State(SCR_YELLOW,From,Ref);
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- : , ■■

.

;

: /... . '"■■ ■ ■

MoveSelf(From,Ref,MovingStep);
DrawLineWithArrowln 1State(SCR_BLACK,From,Ref);
}else {
point CC = SRGP_defPoint(xvalue(From,Ref,To),yvalue(From,Ref,To));
if(CC.x > lOOOOII CC.x<-10000|
|CC.y>10000|1 CC.y<-10000){
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_WHITE,To,From);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLACK,From,To);
DrawLineWithAiTOwIn2State(SCR_YELLOW,From,To);
MoveStraight(From,To,MovingStep);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLACK,From,To);
SRGP_waitEvent(2);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_WHITE,From,To);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLACK,To,From);
} eise {
LinkStateDra\v(SCR_WHITE,To,Ref,From);
LmkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,From,Ref,To);
LinkStateDraw(SCR_YELLOW,From,Ref,To);
Ll.defLine(CC,From);
L2.defLine(CC,To);
L3.defLine(CC,Ref);
MoveArc(L1.angle,L2.angle,L3.angle,CC,L1.length,MovingStep);
LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,From,Ref,To);
SRGP_waitEvent(2);
LinkStateDraw(SCR_WHITE,From,Ref,To);
LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,To,Ref,From);
■ >
■
} else {
DrawLineWithArrovvIn2State(SCR_WHITE,To,From);
DrawLineWithAiTOwIn2State(SCR_BLACK,From,To);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_YELLOW,From,To);
MoveStraight(From,To,MovingStep);

DrawLineWithAiTOwIn2State(SCR_BLACK,From,To);
SRGP_waitEvent(2);
DrawLineWithAiTowIn2State(SCR_WHITE,From,To);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLACK,To,From);
■

}

void TM::MoveRule(int i)

point From,To,Ref;
From=SS[TT[i]->from]->center;
To =SS[TT[i]->to]->center;
Ref=TT[i]->intmed;
Line L1,L2,L3;
L1.defLine(From,Ref);
L2.defLine(Ref,To);
if(L1.angle!=L2.angle){
if(From,x==To.x && From.y==To.y){
DrawLineWithArrowIn 1 State(SCR_YELLOW,From,Ref);
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MoveSelf(From,Ref,MovingStep);
DrawLineWithArrowIn 1State(SCR_BLACK,From,Ref);
}else {

point CC = SRGP_defPoint(xvalue(From,Ref,To),yvalue(From,Ref,To));
if(CC.x > 1000011 CC.x<-10000 I I CC.y>10000 I I CC.y<-10000){
,
DrawLineWithAiTowIn2State(SCR_YELLOW,From,To);
MoveStraight(From,To,MovingStep);
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(SCR_BLACK,From,To);
} else {

LinkStateDraw(SCR_YELLOW,From,Ref;To);
L1.defLine(CC,From);
L2.defLine(CC,To);
L3.defLine(CC,Ref);
MoveArc(Ll.angle,L2.angle,L3.arigle,CC,Ll.length,MovingStep);
LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,From,Ref,To);

■

■ }

■

'

■

^ ■

■

} ^Ise {

DrawLineWithAiTOwln2State(SCR_YELLOW,From,To);
MoveStraight(From,To,MovingStep);
DrawLineWithAiTOwln2State(SCR_BLACK,From,To);
■

}

void TM::MoveSelf(pbint a .point b,int count)
■ Line LI; ;



Ll.defLine(a,b);

point c=SRGP_defPoint(a.x+(int)(cos(LLangle/180*PI)*2*Radial),
a.y+(int)(sin(LLangle/180*PI)*2*Radial));
point f=SRGP_defPoint(a.x+(int)(cos(Ll.angle/180*PI)*Radial),
a.y+(int)(sin(Ll.angle/180*PI)*Radial));
Ll.defLine(b,a);

point d;

float x=Ll.angle;
float step=360.0/count;
rectangle e;
MoveStraight(a,f,10):
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRlTE_XOR);
for(int i=0;i<=count;i-^)

''

X-= step;

,

if(x<0)x=360;
d.x = c.x+(int)(cos(x*Pl/r80)*Radial);

d.y = c.y+(int)(sin(x*Pl/180)*Radial);
e=SRGP_defRectangle(d.x-10,d.y-10,d.x+10,d.y+10);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_BLACK);
SRGP_ellipse(e);
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■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

SRGP_walitEvent(Waiting);
SRGP_ellipse(e);
■

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
MoveStraight(f,a,10);

} /■

■; .

■

^ ' ■ ■ Z,.'

r'■ ■ '

■\. '

void TM::MoveStraight(point Start,point Stop,int count)

■ { ■ ' ■ ,■ ■ '■

■ ;■ '

'. ■ ■ ■

Line Ll;

Ll.defLine(Start,Stop);
■ ■
float step=Ll.length/count;
point a;
rectangle b;
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);
for(float i=0;i<L 1.length;i+=step) {
a.x = Start.x+(int)(cos(Ll.angle*PI/180)*i);
a.y = Start.y+(int)(sin(LLangle*PI/180)*i);
b=SRGP_defRectangle(a.x-10,a.y-10,a.x+10,a.y+10);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_DARKGRAY);
SRGP_ellipse(b);
SRGP_waitEvent(Waiting);
SRGP_ellipse(b);

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
}

void TM::MoveArc(float StartAngle,float StopAngle,float RefAngle,point cc,float Length,int count)
{ ■
^
■
rectangle b;
point a;
float x=Start Angle;
float step;
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);

if(

StopAngle>RefAngle && RefAngle>StartAngle && StopAngle>StartAngle)
step=(StopAngle-StartAngle)/MovingStep;

else if(StopAngle<RefAngle && RefAngle<StartAngle && StartAngle>StopAngle)
step=(-l)*(StartAngle-StopAngle)/MovingStep;
else if( (StopAngle>StartAngle) &&
((StartAngle<RefAngle && StopAngle<RefAngle) II
(StartAngle>RefAngle
StopAngle>RefAngle)) )
step=(-l)*(360-StopAngle+StartAngle)/MovingStep;

else if( (StopAngle<StartAngle) &<&
((StartAngle<RefAngle && StopAngle<RefAngle) II
(StartAngle>RefAngle && StopAngle>RefAngle)) )
step=(360-StartAngle+StopAngle)/MovingStep;
for(int i=0:i<=count;i++)
X += step;

if(x>=360)x=0;
if(x<0)x=360;
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a.x = cc.x+(int)(cos(x*PI/180)*Length);
a.y = cc.y-f(int)(sin(x*PI/180)*Length);
b=SRGP_defRectangle(a.x-10,a.y-10,a.x+10,a.y-M 0);
SRGP_setColor(SCR_DARKGRAY);
SRGP_ellipse(b);
SRGP_waitEvent(Waiting);
SRGP_ellipse(b);
}

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
}
void TM::UndoReDrawLink()

{

for(int i=0;i<UNDO.LinkCount;i-H-){
TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->avail=FALSE;

LinkStateDraw(SCR_BLACK,SS[TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->from]->center.
TT[lJNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->intmed,
SS[TT[UNDO.LinkUndo[i]]->to]->center);
}
UNDO.LinkCount=0;

}
void TM::ReDrawLink(intj)
{
for(int i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)

if(!TT[i]->avail &&(TT[i]->from==j II TT[i]->tG ==j)){
Link;StateDraw(SCR_BLACK,SS[TT[i]->from]->center,
TT[i]->intmed.SS[TT[i]->to]->center);
}

}

/

void TM:;ClearLink(intj)
for(mt i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++)

if(!TT[i]->avail &&(TT[i]->from===j II TT[i]->to ==j)){
LinkStateDraw(SCR_WHITE,SS[TT[i]->from]->center,TT[i]
>mtmed,SS[TT[i]->to]->center);
}
}
void TM::SetLinkAvail(int i)

LinkStateDraw(SCR_WHITE,SS[TT[i]->from]->center,TT[i]->intmed,SS[TT[i]->to]->center);
TT[i]->avail=TRUE;

void TM:;ResetLink(intj)
UNDO.LinkCount=0;

for(int i=0;i<MaxState*4;i++){

if(!TT[i]->avail &&(TT[i]->from==j II TT[i]->to ==j)){
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TT[i]->avail=TRUE;

UNDOXinkUndo[UNpO.LinkCount]=i;
UNDO.LinkCount++;

■

}

:

/* The following 2 function caculating from 3 points to find circle center*/
int TM::yvalue(point a,point b,point c)
■■

■

■ ■

■

Line L1,L2;

Ll.defLine(a,b);
L2.defLine(b,c);
float yval;

if(Ll.angle==L2,angle)return (a.y+c.y)/2;
float divisor=((b.y-a.y)*(c.x-a.x)-(c.y-a.y)*(b.x-a.x))*4;
if(divisor==0)divisor=0.00000001;

yval =((((sqr(b.x)+sqr(b.y)-sqr(a.x)-sqr(a.y))*2*(c.x-a.x))
((sqr(c.x)+sqr(c.y)-sqr(a.x)-sqr(a.y))*2*(b.x-a.x)))
/divisor);

if(yval>=65536)return 65535;
else if(yval <=-65536)return-65535;
else return (int)yval;
,} .■

int TM::xvalue(point appoint b.point c)

{

'
Line L1,L2;
.LLdefLine(a,b);
L2.defLine(b,c);
float xval;

if(Ll.angle==L2.angle)return {a.x-^c.x)/2;
float divisor=((b.x-a.x)*(c.y-a.y)-(c.x-a.x)*(b.y-a.y))*4;
if(divisor==0)divisor^0.00000001;
,

: xval =(int)((((sqr(b.y)+sqr(b.x)-sqr(a.y)-sqr(a.x))*2*(c.y-a.y))
((sqr(c.y)+sqr(c.x)-sqr(a.y)-sqr(a.x))*2*(b.y-a.>
/divisor);

if(xval>=65536)return 65535;
else if(xval <= -65536)return -65535;
else return (int)xval;

point TM::intersection(point al,point bl,float refloat r2,point cl)
rl+=Med;
float xl=(float)a1.x;

//Med = Arrow length
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float yl=(float)al.y;
float x2=(float)bl.x;
float y2=(float)b 1.y;
float ref_x=(float)cl.x;
float ref_y=(float)cl.y;
float divisor=y2-yl;
if(divisor==0)divisor=1;

float d =(sqr(rl)-sqr(r2)-sqr(xl)+sqr(x2)-sqr(yl)+sqr(y2))/(divisor*2);
float e =(xl-x2)/ divisor ;
float f= sqr(xl)+sqr(x2)-rsqr(yl)-rsqr(y2)-sqr(rl)-sqr(r2);
float a = sqr(e)*2+2;
float b = 4*d*e - 2*(xl-Hx2)-2*e*(yl-y2);
float c =f+ 2*sqr(d)- 2*(yl+y2)*d:

if(a=0)a=0.00000001;

float Xl=((-l)*b + sqrt(sqr(b)-4*a*c))7(2*a);
float Yl=d+e*Xl;

float X2=((-l)*b - sq,rt(sqr(b)-4*a*c))/(2*a);
float Y2=M+e*X2;

point intersect[2];

intersect[0]=SRGP_defPoint(intrX 1),int(Y i));
intersect[l]=SRGP_defPoint(int(X2),int(Y2));
if( sqrt(sqr(ref_x-X1)^sqr(ref_>'-^'1)) < sqrt(sqr(ref_x-X2)+sqr(ref_y-Y2)))
return intersect[0];
else

return intersect[l];

}

^

float TM::Length(point a,point b)
return sqrt(sqr(a.x-b.x)+sqr(a.y-b.v));

,}

■

■■

void TM::DrawLineWithArrowln2State(inT color, point a, point b)//Start->a Stop -> b
Line L1,L2;

Ll.defLine(a,b);
point Connect1=SRGP_defPoint(a,x+(int)(cos(L1.angle/180*PI)*(Radial+Med)),
a.y-(int)(sin(Ll.angle/l80*PI)*(Radial+Med)));
L2.defLine(b,a);

point Connect2=SRGP_defPoint(b.x+(int)(cos(L2.angle/180*PI)*(Radial+Med)),
b.y+(int)(sin(L2.angle/180*PI)*(Radial+Med)));
SRGP_setColor(color);
SRGP_line(Connect1,Connect2):
MkArrow(color,Connect2, LI.angle);
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■ ;

}

void TM::DrawLineWithAiTowInlState(int color, point a, point bV/Start->a Ref->b Stop ->a
■{ "
;
Line L1,L2;

Ll.defLine(a,b);
point c=SRGP_defPoint(a.x^(int)(cos(Ll.angle/180*PI)*2*Radial),
a.y+(int)(sin(Ll.angle/180*PI)*2*Radial));
point d=SRGP_defPoint(a.x4-(int)(cos(Ll.angle/180*PI)*Radial),
a.y+(int)(sin(L1.angle/180*PI)*Radial));
Ll.defLine(b,a);

point Connectl=SRGP_defPoint(c.x+(int)(cos((Ll.angle-30)/l 80*PI)*Radial),
c.y+(int)(sin((Ll.angle-30)/180*Pl)*Radial));
point Connect2=SRGP_defPoint(c.x+(int)(cos((Ll.angle+50)/180*Pl)*Radial),
c.y+(int)(sin((Ll.angle+50)/180*PI)*Radial));

SRGP_setColor(color);

rectangle SS = SRGP_defRectangle(c.x-Radial,c.y-Radial,c.x+Radial,c.y+Radial);

SRGP_ellipseArc(SS.L1.angle-t-50,L1.angie-30);
L1.defLine(Connect2.a);

MkArrow(color,Connect2, LI.angle);
}

void TM::LinkStateDraw(int color,point a,point Ref,point c) //a & c are state circle point
{
//Ref is the intermediate point
Line L1,L2,L3;

LLdefLine(a,Ref);
L2.defLine(Refx);
if(LLangle!=L2.angle){
if(a.x==c.x && a.y=c.y)
DrawLineWithArrowIn1State(color,a,Ref);
else {
point CC = SRGP_defPoint(xvalue(a,Ref,c),yvalue(a,Ref,c));
//cout«"point CC =("«CC.x«","«CC.y«")"«endl;

if(CC.x > 1000011 CC.x<-10000 II CC.y>10000 II CC.y<-10Q00){
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(color,a,c);
} else {

float length=Length(a,CC);
SRGP_setColor(color);

rectangle rect= SRGP_defRectangle(CC.x-(int)length,

CC.y-(int)length,CC.x+(int)length,CC.y+(int)length);
point Connectl=intersection(a,CC,Radial,length,Ref);
point Connect2=intersection(c,CC,RadiaUength,Ref);
Arc(color,Connectl,Connect2,CC,Ref,rect);
L3.defLine(Connect2,c);
MkArrovv(color,Connect2, L3.angle);
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-}
DrawLineWithArrowIn2State(color,a,c);

}■ -

■•

.

^

;■

void TM::LinkStateDraw(int color,point al,point a2) //if select 2 states only, no intermediate state

'

SRGP_setColor(color);
SRGPJine(al,a2);

■■ ■

,

•.

void TM::Arc(int color,point start,point stop,point center,point ref,rectangle rect)

{■

;■
Line L1,L2;
LI.defLine(center,start);
L2.defLine(center,stop);
float StartAngle,StopAngle;
StartAngle=L1.angle:
StopAngle =L2.angle;

reLx++; ■"
SRGP_setColor(color):
float a,b;

if(StartAngle<StopAngle) {
a=StartAngle-r360-StopAngle;

b=360-a;^
if(a > b)

SRGP_ellipseArc(rect,StartAngle,StopAngle);
else

SRGP_ellipseArc(rect,StopAngle,StartAngle);

}else{
a=StopAngle+360-StartAngle;

b=360-a; ^
if(a > b)

SRGP_ellipseArc(rect,StopAngle,StartAngle);
else

SRGP_ellipseArc(rect,StartAngle,StopAngle);

void TM::MoveState(buttonStatus BS)

{

■■ ■

:

■

• •;

locatorMeasure mouse;

int i;

point XY=SRGP_defPoint(100,70);
SRGP_setLocatorButtonMask(LEFT_BUTTON_MASK);
if(BS==UP){
Message("Please Use Left Mouse Button to Select a State to Move");
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. ■

■

mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
while(mouse.button_chord[0]==BS)mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
Message("Hold the Left Button AND Move to The Desired Location");
}else{
SRGP_setInputMode(LOCATOR,SAMPLE);
SRGP_sampleLocator(&mouse);
MessageC'Move to The Desired Location THEN Click the Left Mouse Button");
}
if((i=RetWhichState(mouse))!=NULLSTATE){
intEXIST=0;

for(intj=0;j<MaxState*4;j++){
if(!TT!j]->avail &&(TT[j]->from==i |TT[j]->to=i)){
1
EXIST=1;
break;

}
}.
■
if(EXIST=l){

char *N0[2]={"Please Move State","Without Links"};
WamingMessage(2,N0);
return;

■

}

UNDO.StoreCommand(MOVESTATE,i,SS[i]->center);
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(SS[i]->center);
SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_XOR);
SRGP_setInputMode(LOCATOR,SAMPLE);
while(mouse.button_chord[0]!=BS){
mouse=ReadSampleMouse();
if(mouse.position.x !- XY.x || mouse.position.y != XY.y)

.{

'

'

if(IsStateOverLapped(i,mouse.position))
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(XY);
else {

if(mouse.position.y>hieght-tapes*80-60-Radial-5){
mouse.position.y=hieght-tapes*80-60-Radial-5;
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(mouse.position);

■}
if(mouse.position.y<50+Radial+2){
mouse.position.y=50+Radial+2;
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(mouse.position);

■ .}
if(mouse.position.x< 61+Radial+2){
mouse.position.x=61+Radial+2;
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(mouse.position);

■ ^- •

if(mouse.position.x>width-Radial-2){
mouse.position.x=width-Radial-2;
SRGP_setLocatorMeasure(mouse.position);
}
SS[i]->DrawState(SS[i]->center,SS[i]->label);
SS[i]->center=mouse.position;
XY=SS[i]->center;
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SS[i]->DrawState(SS[i]->center,SS[i]->label);
}

}
}

SRGP_setWriteMode(WRITE_REPLACE);
DrawStateAndLinkO;

}
}
void TM::DrawStateAndLink(){
int i;

for(i=Q;i<MaxState;i++)
if(!SS[i]->avail){

SS[i]->DrawState(SS[i]->center,SS[i]->label);
ReDrawLink(i);
■

.}

boolean TM::IsStateOverLapped(int si,point pt)
{
for(int i=0;i<MaxState;i++)

if(i!=si && SS[i]->avaiI[=TRUE && Length(pt,SS[i]->center)< 2*Radial)
return TRUE;
return FALSE;

}
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//FileName: Undo.h
//Undo Command

class Command{
public;
boolean Avail;

intType;
int No;

point OriginalPoint;
int LinkUndo[80];
int LinkCount;

CommandO;
~Command(){};
void StoreCommand(int,int,point);
void GetCommand(int*,int*,point*);
void Free();

Command:;Gommand()
■{
Avail=TRUE;

Type=-1;
. No=0;

OriginalPoint=SRGP_defPoint(0.0);
.}
void Command::Free()
Avail=TRUE;

}

void Command::StoreCommand(int type,int no,point p)

■{ . ■

'.

Avail=FALSE;
Type=type;

. .

No=no;, '

OriginalPoint=p;
LinkCount=0;

for(int i=0;i<40;i++)
LinkUndo[i]=-l;

void Command::GetCommand(int *type,int *no,point *p)
■ {

.
Avail=TRUE; c

*type=Type;
, *no=No; . •

*p=OriginalPoint;
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APPENDIX B MAINTENANCE OF THE SIMTM

Location:
Compiler:
Library:

fittp://ftp.csci.csusb.edu/project/SimTm.1.0.tar.gz
gcc works in Linux.DCC works in SGI.
ANSIC,Xll, SRGP(Simple Raster Graphics Package, v1.0.)

Operating System;

Linux 1.1.59 ,Xfree86 3.1.1.
SGI Current Version.(XOR function works NOT porperly when
move objects)

Decompress file:
1. At current directory type "tarxvf SimTm.l.O.tar"
2. cd SimTm

3. Type make to compile the SimTm program,iferror happens, please check include -I or
library -L path in ~/SimTm/src makefile.
4. Execute SimTm

5. In the directory ofexecution SimTm,5 files must be in the same working directory :
MENU.O(main screen,) MENU.1 (Finite Automata,)MENU.2(Turing Machine,)MENTJ.3
(Turing Machine Tape(s)selection,)and HELP(On-Line document.)
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